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THE RISKY BUSINESS OF ADOLESCENCE: HOW
TO HELP TEENS STAY SAFE-PART II

TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1991

Housz or REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, Yount, Awn FAMILIES,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:00 a.m. in Room 311,

Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Patricia Schroeder (chairwom-
an) presiding.

embers present: Representatives Schroeder, Rowland, Evans,
Durbin, Collins, Peterson, Cramer, Wolf, Hastert., Walsh, Barrett.

Staff present: Karabelle Pizzigati, staff director; Jill
deimity staff director, Madlyn Morreale, research associate; y
Kennedy, professional staff; i%nielle Madison, minority staff direc-
tor; Carol ,:aatuto, minority deputy staff director; and Joan Godley,
committee clerk.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very much. I want to call
this second hearing in a series that we have been running on ado-
lescence, the risky behavior, and how we can deal with all of this.

Yesterday was the first hearing in which we talked about the
range of hazards, and I think one of the very interesting things
was we found the correlation that was going on among a lot of this

ristbehavior.
question we have today is how parents and other caring

adults can reach these young people with information that is un-
derstandable, credible and usable. That is our real challenge today.

Today we are going to focus on ways teens and parents can com-
municate more effectively with each other, with their peers, with
adults, and everyone else about reducing this risky behavior.

As you know, art can be a very, very powerful way of reaching
young people, and we are very thrilled to have the "Secrets" cast
with us this morning, who will be performing and starting this
whole series.

[Prepared statement of Hon. Patricia Schroeder follows:]
OPINING STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICIA SCHROEDER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

PROM 1111 STATE OF COIORADO AND CHAIRWOMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHM-
DERN, Yowl', AND Euause
Today we continue a series of hearings on a range of hazards typical of adoles-

cence. It is a matter of real urgmcy that we learn about ways to help our young
people make choices that enhance ft,ir wellness and healthy development rather
than those that place their well-being and perhaps their very lives in jeopardy.

As we parents and other caring iLftmust acknowledge the need to reach young

crini
ge with information that is understandable, credible and usable. At yesterday's

we learned that several risky behavioni tend to come in a package. We have
(1)

A
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THE RISKY BUSINESS OF ADOLESCENCE:
HOW TO HELP 'MEM STAY SAFE

FACT SHEET

Li 15 ft 1

IIE4TH OF MILLIONS OF Winn

Eight million junior and senior high school students (nearly 40% of
this population) report weekly comumption of alcohol, including 5.4
million students who have 'binged° with flve or more drinks in a
row, and 454,000 who report an average weekly consumption of 15
drinks. (US. Department of Health and Human Services IDHHSI,

1991)

In 1989, 91% of graduating high school seniors reported having
consumed alcohol, 44% had used marijuana, 19% had used
stimulants, 18% had used inhalants, 10% had used cocaine, and 9%
reported having used hallucinogens. (National Institute of Drug
Abuse, 1990)

Approximately 1.1 million teenage girls become pregnant every year.

In 1988, nearly 489,000 babies were born to girls under age 20 and
the birth rate for girls ages 15-17 was at its highest level since 1977
with 33.8 births per 1,000 population. (DHHS, 1990; National
Center (or Health Statistics, 1990)

Of AIDS cases reported in the U.S. by April 30, V91, one in live
was among young adults in their twenties. The average latency
period between HIV infection and AIDS diagnosis is eight to ten
years, therefore, many young adults probably were infected as
adolescents. The total number of AIDS cases reported among
persons ages 13-24 increased by 75% between 1989 and 1990.
(Centers for Disease Control (CDC], 1991)

Three million teens are infected with a rzxually transmitted disease

(STD) annually. Nearly two-thirds (63%) of all STD cases occur
among persons under 25 years of age. Adolescents have higher
rates of gonorrhea and chlamydia than any other age group. Left
untreated, these diseases may lead to pelvic inflammatory disease
which can cause infertility or fetal loss. (CDC, 1991; American
Social Health Association, 1991)
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An estisnahed 78% of adolescent girls aml 86% of adolesnent boys
have engaged la sexual immune by ars 20. Among girls ages 15-
19, 53% were sexually active in 1988, compared with 47% in 1982.
Much of this rise is associated with inaeased sexual activity among
white and non-poor fends. Among boys under age 19, the percent
who were sexually active increased from 78% in 1979 to 88% in
1988. (DHHS, 1990; Danoch Forrest and Singh, 1990; Sonenstein,
et al., 1989)

The percent of US. teen girls practicing contraception rose between
1982 and 1988 from 24% to 32%. Nevertheless, in 1988, more than
one-thrd (35%) of girls ages 15-19 reported no method of
contraception at fast intercourse and 82% of pregnancies among
teenage girls were unintended, compared with 78% in 1981 Among
never-married males living in metropolitan areas, 58% reported
condom use at last intercourse in 1988. (Moser, 1990 Darroch
Forrest and Singh, 1990; Sonenstein, et al., 1989) .

A study of 222 African-Amesican teenage crack users found that
96% were sexually active, 62% had solo crack, 51% had combined
csack use and sex, 41% reported a history of STDs, and 25% had
=hanged sexual favors for drugs or money. While the average age
of first intercourse was 12.8 years among the study population, the
age at first condom use was 14.8 years. (Fullilove, et al., 1989)

COSTS Or DRUZ& STD% PREGNANCY. AND HIV ARE
STAGGERING

Betvmen 1985 and 1989, approximately 40,600 youth ages 15-24 died
in alcohol-related motor vehick accidents. (CDC, 1991)

The aggregate annual costs of herpes, gonorrhea, chiamydia, and
pelvic inflammatory disease are esti-nated to total S&4 billion.
(CDC, 1991)

In 1988, families started b) teen parents cost an atimated S19.83
billion in AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children)
payments, Medicaid, and food stamp outlays. If every birth to a
teen mother had been delayed, an estimated $7.93 billion would
have been saved Federal funding for family planning services
decreased by 39% between 1981 and 1991, adjusting for inflation.
(Center for Population Options [CPO], 1990)

ot.
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The estimated health care expenditures for a typical AIDS patient
from diagnosis to death range from 555,000 to S80,000. By 1992,
the projected annual costs of AIDS are as high as $13 billion, not
including treatmat with expanded use of specific antiviral drugs,
such as zidovudine (Air) for asymptmnatic HIV infected people.
(Congressional Reseatch Service, 1994 DHHS, 1990)

FORMIDABLE PARRIERS TO PREVENTING HIGH-RISK

pERAVIOR AMONG lanalLBEME

Approximately t6 million adolescents lack pubik or private health

insurance, including nearly me-third of all poor adolescents. Of the
estimated 21.7 million adolescents who are covered by private health

insurance, one-third are not covered for maternity-related services

by their parents' insurance. (Office of Technology Assessment,
1991)

Fewer than half (47%) of sexually active teens surveyed reported

having talked with their parents about sex and birth control. Nearly
six in ten (58%) of sexually active teens who have discussed both of

these issues with their parents report consistent me of birth control,
compared with 16% of sexually active teens who have talked with
their parents about sex but not contraception. (CPO, 1990)

A 1989 survey of over 4,000 public school teachers who provide sex
education found that while 75% believed that a wide ram of topics
related yr the prevention of pregnancy and infection should be
taught before the end of the seventh grade, only 35% reported that

sex educatkm was provided in grades seven and eight. Virtually all

teachers (97%) felt that sex education clams should include
information about how students can obtain birth control, but only
48% wese in schools where this was done. (Darroch Forrest and

Silverman, 1989)

During the 1988-89 school year, two-thirds a school districts
nationwide required that HIV education be provided at some time

for students in graft; 7-12. Only 15% cf school districts provided
HIV education in grades 11-12, although Met of sexual activity are

known to increase markedly during this period. One-fifth of HIV
teachers reported having received no specialized training in the

subject. (Government Accounting Office, 1990)
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parents and want to hear their values. Do some thinking ahead so you
know what you want to say about your feelinp and attitudes. Your
children look to you as a model, and your values provide them with
valuable guidelines for making dto1ces.f0

2. The most imponant step you can take is to sav the first words.
ChlkIren do not always ask questions about sexuality, so you must

beginia)

3. Try to answer your children's questions as tlxsy come up. It

is newer a good klea to tell children that they need to wait until they

are older before you wko dnswer their questions.0)

4. Let your children know that they can always ask you any

questions they may have.(4)

5. Teens need to know that sex will never hold a troubled
relationship togetiter. Fear of being alone is not a good reason to have
ses.0)

6. Let them know that decisions about sex should not be based

on what others do, but on one's own feelings. Sex won't make anyone
popular or feel better about himself or herself."'"

7. Don't make the assumption that sex is your teen's major
concern, or that sexual thoughts arc only about intercourse Tell your

kids that thinking about sex is normal and that you km thinking

about something is not the same as doing ON

& Adolescents crave privat.y, but that doesn't mean they don't
want you to be involved in their lives Show that you are interested
without demanding intimate details. Teens need to know you trust

t hem. (b)

9. It's imponant for you to be honest. If you don't think your
teenager is ready for a seam: relationship, say so and explain why.

Teens need more than °just say no.10)

10. Tell it like it is. Avoid fables, vague explanations, and

untruths when talking about conception or birth.(c)

11. Give simple explanations. Use appropriate names for parts
and functions of the body. Children need a language to use when

talking about their feelings, ideas and concerns.(c)
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12. Get m kaow your child's environment. Current jokes, the TVand ness programs thepe watchin their music these will provide
unlimited opportunities to discuss sexuality issues.0)

13. Separate the child from the behavior. If your child does
something inappropriate, labd the behavior inappopriate, not the childbad.(e)

14. Sexuality education doesn't mean teaching kids how to have
sex sexual!ty is about body image, gender roles, feelinp about oneself
that cany into adult relationship, as sell as reproductkm.(')

15. Build up your children's self-esteem. Recognize their talents,
personalities and accomplishments, and avoid comparing tkia withothers. Reassure your youngsters especially when they're going
through puberty that dwy are normal. A strong sense of self-worth
help determine the kind of chokes they will make; sexual chokes as
well n other important life choices. Children who fed good about
themAves are less susceptible to peer pressure and bettez equipped tomake responsible dedsions.40

16. Don't be afraid of not being an expert. If you don't know the
answer, admit it, and then find out. Or you and your child can find
the answer together by sitting down with a book.00

17. Educate yourself about HIV/AIDS and other sexually
ansmitted diseases, and make sure your children have the information

they need to protect themselves. For =ample, they should know thatlate: condoms with noneay1-9 spermicide are much more effective than
other types of condomsfai

(a) amaLIDallu2Istarsaggisamsnamm, (1989) Set Informationand Education Council of the U.S. (SIECUS), New York,
University, New York, New York.

(6) Malking_Eitt Your Teenager About Scaual Respons1bilft. (1989)
E1R Assodates, Santa Cruz, California.

(c)

Governor's Council on Adolescent Pregnancy, Baltimore, Maryland.

61) now To Talk To_Your Child About Sexuality, (199)) Planned
Parenthood, New York, New York.

ILl
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Chairwoman &mown. Let me first yield to our distinguishedcol-

league from Illinois and see if he has anything he would like to add
at this time.

Mr. Evauts. No.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. The gentleman from Illinois does not

have an opening statement.
I understand that the young people would like to perform facing

the audience. So what we will do if that is okay, we will go down
and sit at that table, and we will watch. So come on up, and we
will go down, and let's do it.

PRESENT. noN OF "SECRETS" BY D'MONROE, APRIL JONES,

KEITH KAPLIN, ANDY PANG, AND CHRISTY WINTERS; ACCOM-

PANIED BY JOSEPH A. GLOSSON, KAISER PERMANENTE, WASH-

INGTON, DC
Holum. Hello. AIDS Information Hotline.
Can I help you?
CALLER. rVe been dating this guy and I thought we were really

getting close.
Qum. Yeah, I have this iTirlfriend.
CALLKR. But a friend of mane told me she saw him going into a,

you know, a gay bar.
CALLmt. But, you know, I also sometimes do stuff with guys.
CALLza. rim sure he's not gay.
CALLER. It's not like I'm gay.
CALLER. But what if he is?
CALLER. But I want to be safe.
HOTLINE. Gay or straight, male or female, the virus doesn't care.
Any form of sexual intercourse without a condom is risky.
The only way to be absolutely safe is abstinence.
Avoidim intercourse and oral sex.
Hello, AiDS Information Haline. Can I help you?
CALLER. My boyfriend, he always uses a condom, but the last

time I think it had a hole in it. It was just a little hole.
Hamm. If a condom slips off, breaks or is torn, it can fail to

protect against pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease such as
syphilis, gonorrhea, and AIDS. So be sure to read the instructions
on the package. I mean a condom is only as safe as the person
using it.

Hello. AILS Information Hotline. Can I help?
CALLER. Can't you get it from mosquitos? I bet you can, and

they're just not telling us. Blood right? That's how you get it and
that's what mosquitos eat.

HOTLINE. No, it's not transmitted by mosquitos.
CALLER. Don't tell me I can't get it that way, man. I know you

can.
Homum. If that were true, then a lot more people would have it

because mosquitos don't discriminate.
C4tuza. Well, this country's not safe any more. I'm going to go to

a place that doesn't have ADDS or mosquitos.
HOTLINE. Hello. AIDS Information Hotline. Can I help you?
CALLza. Yeah, hi.
HOTLINE. Hi.
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CALM. All right. rm really healthy. I mean I work out a lot,
and rin nct skk or anythim but last summer I was in New York
and I shared a needle with some guys. Now, it's not like it was
drugs tr anything. I mean it was just steroicki, but rve heard about

Pmennes. ell, AIDS is Knead when the linr virus is in the
-t'." AlUtS through sharing needles.

blood of one of those people using the needle.
Cuzza. at, no, these guys were all really healthy. I mean it was

a wrestling tournament, and since then I haven't shared needles at
all. Well, once I shot coke with this guy at school, but he hasn't
been sick a (ay in hbi life.

Smarm A person can carz7 the virus without showing any
symptoms. So there is a poseibility you may have been infected. We
recommend that anyone who has engaged in unsafe behavior, even
if it's only been ow time, be tested because early detection may slow
down the effects of the virus. We also recommend that if l're
sexually active, you take precautions to protect yourself aM your
partner.

YotINO WOMAN. I've always been in a hurry. When I was two
peen old, I jumped into the deep end of the pool. They had to pull
me out by my hair. When I was 12, I taught myself how to drive a
car. When I was 16, I lied about my age anci got a as a cocktail
waitress, until one .t when my dad came in a drink. See,
rve always been in a urry. I thought I was smart I thought I was

Same thing with my boyfriend and lova. I figured
I oz wouldn't matter. Why wait? Now I wish I waited.
Yotnio M. I don't have it. Well, they say it's negative. They

always do, but I keep getting tested about every three months.
mY friend, well, he gets tested, too. I guess we think if

we keep getting tested it won't happen to us. My friends at echool
don't know. I mean I don't want to be treated different just because
rm gay, but it's ddinitely not easy keeping a secret like this.

Essaustx. Secrets.
You have secrets.
We all do.
You're out there in your lives,
thinking stuff,
and doing stuff,
wanting to do stuff,
that you don't tell anybody.
You have secrets with each other,
from each other,
about each other.
You keep secrets from your parents,
from your teachers,
and friende.
You even keep secrete from yourself.
There are some things
you aren't ever going to let yourself know,
and you already know
what those secrets are.
Somewhere inside
You know them.
Dons& I can't believe you're going to do this.
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MorucA. Hey, this is how my mom and dad did it. They went on
dates.

DENIM You want to marry this guy?
MONICA. How do I know what I want? But I'm sick of meeting

guys at They have a few beers, and all they want to do is
sleep wi&ar)trku.If &Idle likes me, he's going to have to get to know
me on my terms.

DEruss. Oh, and then you'll go to bed with him.
Mormat. Sometimes you are so shallow.
Maas?. No, look. rm serious. If you really like this guy, you

should be prepared.
MONICA. Prepared? Prepared for what?
Dims& Being naive is not a very good form of birth control.

Look. I use two kinds. You should always have a back-up.
MONICA. Condoms. I heard
DENNE. A rubber? Are you kidding?
Mornc.A. Denise, I'm not kidding. You should know this. A

condom is the only way to protect yourself from, you know, dis-
eases.

Minn. Yeah, but
MONICA. That's not all. The condom has to be latex and lubricat-

ed with non-oxynol-9. Well, anyway, I like Eddie. I'm going out
with him, but that's it. There are other ways to get to know some-
body without having sex with them.

Dimas. You might as well have sex with him. Everybody's going
to think you are anyway.

MONICA. Who cares what everybody things? Denise, he has a
choice, and I have a choice, and I'm choosing not to sleep with him.

HOTLINE. Hello. AIDS Information Hotline. Can I help you?
Enorz. I've tested positive for the AIDS antibodies, and I don't

know what to do.
HOTLINE. Well, there's a lot you can do to stay healthy. If you

would like, you can come in and we can talk. It would also be a
good idea to inform any sexual partners and, if you've shared a
needle in the past, those people should be notified as well.

EDDIE. Just one time in New York. Well, there was this km, at
school, but it was only once. You don't think I gave it to him, do

you?
Haw! a. Hello. AIDS Information Hotline. Can I help you?
CAusm. I shot up with this kid at school, and I thought he was

clean, but he jtib-t tested positive.
CAmsa. Yes, I'm sure it's nothing serious, but I've occasionally

shared needles in the past. They seemed really nice. Now I've got
these white spots inside my mouth. I think it might be thrush, but
it won't go away.

CALLER. Is there some way to get it that we haven't been hearing
about? I donated blood and it was rejected. They told me that I'm
carrying the AIM antibodies. What am I going to tell my w ife?

CALLER. I always wanted a family of my own. When I met
Duane, I knew it was right. And when I got pregnant on my honey-
moon, I knew it was right. But when my baby was born, something
was wrong. Shemy baby has AIDS. She got it from me. I felt
healthy and I gave no sign I was infected. Maybe I got it from the
older man I dated in high school. Who knows? They say my baby
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won't live very long, but I can't think about that I spend all mytime with her. Even when she's k- , I hold her and hold her.
SW likes that She also likes the - rabbit my mom gave her,
the smIg on the music box, and the sound of her daddy's voice.

flow= I wish we could tell you that these stories are fiction,
that now of thb ever happened, but we can't.

I wish we could tell you what became of the people that these
stories are based on. We don't know.

What we do know is that stories like these are being told.
Or kept secret.

t the country, in fact, all over the world.
AIDS Is very hard to get
You have to do something very specific to get it, either share a

contaminated needle,
or have unprotected sex.
The point is that owe you have AIDS.
you can't get rid of it.
'Mere is no cure.
[ use.]

= is everybody's concern, but this play focused on teenagers.
Because at least one out of every five new cases of ALDS is some-

one between the ages of 20 and 29.
And most people carry the virus for years before they get sick.
That means that these new cases are people who are probably in-

fected around the age of 16.
Which is why Kaiser Permanente presents the full production of

"Secrets" at no charge to ..14, school assemblies on a daily basis.
The most important part the play comes at this time when weusually give the students a chance to ask any questions that they

would like. We would like to give you that same opportunity, but
first we would like to introduce ourselves.

Mr. KapuN. I am Keith.
Mr. D'MoNaoz. I am D'Monroe.
Ma Jonas. My name is April.
Mr. Plow. I'm Andy.
Ms. Wnmas. I'm Christy.
PARTICIPANT. So we will switch places with you all.
[The statement of "Secrets" followa]

1
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(Actors move into place and si:.) (Music fade up from 0)
(Phone Rings)

HOTLINE
Hello, AIDS information hotlin3.

Can I help you?

CALLER
I've been dating this guy and I thought we were really getting
close.

CALLER
Yeah, I have this girlfriend.

CALLER
But a friend of mine told me 84e saw him going into a, you know, a
gay bar.

4 CALLER
But I also sometimes, you know, do stuff with gu,s.

I'm sure he's not gay...

It s not like I'm gay...

But what if he is..

But I vent to be safe.

CALLER

CALLER

CALLER

CALLER

HOTLINE
Gay or straight, male or female, the virus doesn't care.

Any form of sexual intercourse without a condom is risky.

The only way to be sbsoultely safe is abstinence...

Avoiding intercourse and oral sex.

(Phone Rings)
HOTLINE

Bello, AIDS hotline. Can I help you?

CALLER
My boyfriend always uses a condom, but the last time I think it had
a hole in it...Just a little hole.
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HOTLINE
If a condom slips off, breaks, or is torn, lt can fall to protect
against presnancy or sexually transmitted diseases such as
syphilis, gonorrhea, and AIDS. It is important to use condoms
properly. A condos is only as safe as the person using it.

(Phone rings)
HOTLINE

AIDS hotline. Can I help you?

CALLER
Can't you get it from mosquitos? I bet you can and they're just
not telling us. Blood, right? That's how you get it and that's
what mosquitos eat.

HOTLINE
No, it's not transmitted by mos...

CALLER
Don't tell me you can't get it that way. I know you can.

HOTLINE
If that were true, then a lot more people would have it because
mosquitos don't discriminate...

CALLER
This country's not safe any more. I'm going someplace that doesn't
have AIDS or mosquitos.

(Phone rings)
HOTLINE

Hello, AIDS information hotline. Can I help you7

EDDIE
Yeah, hi. I'm really healthy. I work out a lot and I'm not sick
or anything. But, last summer I was in new York and I shared a
needle with some guys. It wasn't drugs or anytrhing. It was just

steroids. But I've heartd about people getting AIDS that way.

HOTLINE
AIDS is spread when the HIV virus is in the blood of one of the
people sharing the needle.

EDDIE
Oh, these guys were all really healthy. It was a wrestling
tournament.. Since then I haven't done it at all. Well, once with
this kid at school, but he's not been sick a day in his life.

HOTLINE
A person can carry the virus without showing any symptoms, so there
is a possibility you may have been infected. We recommend that
anyone who has engaged in unsafe behavior, even if it was only
once, be tested because early detection may slow down the effects
of the virus. We also recommend that if you're sexually active,
you take precautions to protect yourself and your partner.

(Music up then out.)

1 j
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YOUNG WOMAN
I've always been in a hurry. When I wan two years old, I jumped
into the deep end of a swimming pool. When I was twelve, I taught
myself to drive a car. When I was sixteen I lied about my age and
got a job as a cocktail waitress, until one night when my dad came
la for a drink. I've always been in a burry. I thought I was
smart, I thought I was ready. Same with my boyfriend and asking
love. I figured, "Do it now, why wait?" Now I wish I had waited.

YOUNG NAh
I don't have it. (Looks at result slip.) They say its negative.
They always does, but I keep getting tested every three months.
my, uh, friend, he gets tesated too. I guess we think if we get
tested, it won't happen to us. My friends at school don't know; I
don't want to be treated different just because I'm gay, but it's
definitely not easy having a secret like this.

(Music on at level 3 or 4 when D' is in place)

ENSEMBLE
Secrets.
You have secrets.
We all do.
You're out there in your lives.
thinking stuff,
doing stuff,
wanting to do stuff,
that you don't tell anybody.
You have secrets with each other,
from each other,
about each other.
You keep secrete from your parents,
from your teachers,
and friends.
You even keep secrets from yourself.
There are some things
you aren't ever going to let yourself know,
and you already know,
what those secrets are.
Somewhere inside,
you know them.

* ***** ************* ********* ** ***** *

2u
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DENISE
I can't believe you're doing this.

MONICA
Rey, this is how my mom and dad did it. They went on dates.

DENISE
You want to marry this guy?

MONICA
How do I know what I want? But I'm sick of meeting guys at
parties, they've had a few beers, and all they want to do is sleep
with you. If Eddie likes me, he's going to have to get to know me
on my terms.

DENISE
And then you'll sleep with him?

MONICA
Sometimes you are so shallow.

DENISE
I'm serious. If you like this guy, you should be prepared.

MONICA
Prepared? Prepared for what?

DENISE
Being naive is not a very good form of birth control. I use two

kinds. You should always have a ackup.

MONICA
condoms. I heard...

DENISE
A rubber? Are you kidding?

MONICA
Denise, I'm not kidding! You should know this. A condom is the
only way to protect yourself from, you know, diseases. (DENISE
starts to interrupt.) Wait. There's something else. The condom
must be latex AND lubricated with non-oxynol-9... Anyway, I like
Yale, I'm going out with him, but that's it. There are other ways
to get to know somebody without having sex with them.

DENISE
You might as well have sex with him. Everybody's going to think
you are anyway.

MONICA
Who care what everybody thinks? Denise, he has a choice ane. I have
a choice, and I'm choosing not to sleep with him.
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(Phone rings.)
HOTLINE

Hello, AIDS information hotline. Can I help you?

EDDIE
I've tested positive for the AIDS antibodies and I don't know what
to do.

HOTLINE
There's a lot you can do to stay healthy. If you like, you can
cone in and we can talk. /t would also be a good idea to inform
and sexual partners and, if you've shared a needle in the past
those people should be notified as well.

EDDIE
Just one time in New York. Well, there was a kid at school, it was
only once.. You don't think I gave it to him do you?

(Phone rings.)
ALL

Hello, AIDS information hotline. Can I help you?

BOY
I shot up with this kid at school. I thought he was clean, hut he
just tested positive.

(Phone rings.)
LAWYER

Yes, I'm sure its nothing serious, but I've occasionally shared a
needle. The kid seemed very nice. But I've got white spots inside
my mouth and I think its thrush, and it won't go away.

(Phone Ring)
HUSBAND

Is there anyway to get it we haven't been hearing about? I donated
blood and it was rejected. They said I'm carrying the AIDS
antibodies. What am I going to tell my wife?

YOUNG GIRL
I always wanted a family of my ovn. When I met Duane, I
was right. When I got pregnant on my honeymoon, I knew
right. But when my baby was born, something was wrong.
baby has AIDS. She got it from me. I felt healthy and
sign that I was infected. Maybe I got it from the older
dated in high school. Who knows? They say my baby won'
long, but I can't think about that. I spend all my time
Even when she's sleeping, I hold her and hold her. She
that. She also likes the stuffed rabbit my mom gave her
in the music hoz, and the sound of her daddy's voice.

It************************** MA**

knew it
it was
She... my

I gave no
man I
t live very
with her.
likes
, the song
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ENSEMBLE

I wish ve could tell you these atorica ware
this ever happened. We can't.

I wish we could tell you what became of the
are based on. We don't knav.

fiction. That none of

people these stories

What we do know is that stories like theme are being told

Or kept secret

Throughout the country, in fact, all over the world.

AIDS is very hard to get.

You have to do something very specific to get it.

Either share a contaminated needle,

or have unprotected sex.

The point is that once you've got AIDS

you can't get rid of it.

There is no cure.

(Move and bow)

AIDS is everybody's concern. This play focuses on teenagers...

Because one out of every five new cases of AIDS is someone between
the ages of 20 and 29

And most people carry the virus for years before they get sick...

That means these new cases are people who probably became infected
when they were about sixteen...

Which is why Kaiser Permanente presents the full production of
SECRETS free-of-charge to high school assemblies on a daily basis.

The most important part of the assembly comes at this point. We
introduce ourselves and then open the floor to any questions the
students may ask. We would like to offer you the same opportunity.

V-
4 LI
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Oiairwoman Sonoma. Wonderful. Thank you very much.
A6hplZuszin

ScHROIDER. Well, I want to congratulate all of you,
and I think Kaiser Permanente is to be congratulated for having
found a medium in which we can reach teenagers very directly.

'here are seven troupe% is that correct? There are seven "Se-
crete' groups?

Mr. GLOSSON. There are a total of six, six troupes all over the

SCHROEDER. I thought it would be interesting to
have you tell us a little bit about the reception that you get when
you present thisfrom teens.

Mr. D'Mowaos. Okay. Keith.
Mr. KAPLIN. Okay. Generally the audience, when it starts out,

they might be a little bit noisy and do not really know what to
from the presentation in school. But as we get started, I

catch everyme's atteation. By the end of the
show, is really paying attention, and we can tell howmuch have listened basically by the question and answer
period at the end of the show, by seeing what kinds of informed

that we really get, that the show has sparked those ques-

II I

It

Mr. PANG. And I think one thing that is kind of interesting
about when we do the show, is when ki& come up to you and they
actually say that this is something great, is something that we
realk needed, that we needed to hear. I pea" people around our
age give them the facts, Five them the right information, just let
them know exoctly what is going on with the virus and give them
the specific points on it

Ms. Jam. Plus it is very entertaining. A lot of the kids tell us,
"Oh, God, it was really good. We thought it was going to be an-
other dry assembly," you know, because they are used to these
really dry assemblies tt they do not want to go to. So when we
come, that is like Keith was saying sometimes they are a little
noisy because they think it is going to be another

Mr. KAPLAN. Lecture.
Ms. JowEs. Yes. I mean you can hear it. They just really get

quiet as soon as we start.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Well, you disseminate an incredible

amount of information in a very effective form, and congratula-
tions to Kaiser.

Does anyone luae any questions? Yes, Congressman Peterson.
Mr. PETERSON. ObvioiWy, you all cannot do this nationwide in

your present form. Have you put a video out or something like that
that can be put around to the rest of the schools?

It seems to me an important meesage, though you just cannot do
it all in person in all of these rural schools and whatever. You need
a greater outreach, it seems to me, in the overall.

Pdr. GLOSSON. During the first 18 months of the program, as we
said, it is in six Kaiser service regions. We, in fact, just obtained a
grant to do a feasibility study to see about having a videotaped ver-
sion of it done so that it is available in other parts of the country.

And one more thing. It is also available in a very specific basis,
that groups can produce it. There have been six or eight different
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grouPe, University of Wyoming among them, that have produced
this within a local community.

Mr. ParrEssoN. I represent a very =al district. I have got 25
counties along North Florida, and I have visited any number of
those schools, and they just are not going to have the wherewithal
to put something like that together.

I would suggest that you are not goinic to need a study to decide
whether or not you need a video. You might need sonw money, but
the study would be to me a foregone conclusion. But I would recom-
mend that highly and certainly would invite in some way to get
that out into my schools, into those rural schools. I think it is very,

vegiaimportant.inoolem out there is a shadowy figure. People do not realize
that these rural areas have as much danger now with a lot of mi-
grant society that we have. We are just as susceptible to this AIDS
problem as the urban areas, in my view.

Chairwoman SCHRONDIER. Does anyone else have a question of the
cast while they are here?

response.
Well, we really thank you, and I would

like to underline what he said. I think the quicker you can make
the videos and disseminate them, the better, because I really think
that all of us could stand and give assemblies from here to king-
dom come, and we would never be listened to as well as you are. It
is a very, very effective way of communication.

you so much, Kaiser Permanente, for sponsoring it and
having the guts to sponsor it, and we want to thank, too, the very
sterling cast I thought you did just a phenomenal job.

So thank you very much.
Next we are going to call to the platform the Terrific PF:ERS Pro-

CI:who
we ;vould like to come up and join us this morning. We

'got Mesh's Ray, Kianga Stoud and Nnge Toure. These are
peer educators and a youth coordinator from the PEERS Program
of Terrific, Inc., in Washington, DC.

And I want to say we are very, very happy to have you. It is
wonderful to have young people talking to us this morning. After
hearing all the problems yesterday that we are having with adoles-
cents, we thought it would be interesting to see how adolescents
are approaching all of these problems.

So let me turn the microphone over to you. Have you decided
how you are going to proceed? All right. If you woulol introduce
yourselves, the floor is yours.

STATEMENT OF ELESHIA RAY, KIANGA STROUD, AND NKENGE
TOURE, PEER EDUCATORS AND YOUTH COORDINATOR, PEERS
PROGRAM, TERRIFIC INC., WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. RAY. My name is Eleshia Ray, and I am in the Terrific

PEERS Program.
Chairwoman &Hamm. Could you move the microphone a little

closer to you? I am having a little trouble hearing up here. There
you go.

Ms. RAy. Good morning to all of the members of the Select Com-
mittee on Children, Youth, and Families.

4



I would like to thank Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder for
giving the PEERS Program an opportunity to be heard.

My name is Eleshia Ray. I am 15 years old, and this is the start
of my second year with Terrific PEERS.

I know you are thinking, 'What qualifies her to be an AIDS edu-
cator?' Well, we all receive between 40 to 45 hours of training,
which we took over a period of five Saturdays. I learned all about
HINT and AIDS trammissimi, pzevention, testing, teen pregnancy,
STD, and drug abuse. I learned about peer pressure, good decision-
making skills, self-esteem and leadership.

The program also taught nidi how to prepare presentations and
do public speaking. When I Joined P DAM I was very shy, and it
was hard for me to express my opinion. Now I am not as shy, and I
can speak in front of an audience.

Last year alone PEERS conducted 67 presentations in the com-
munity. We also went on field trips to help our personal develop-
ment. Terrific PEERS visited Lifelink, an organization run by per-
sons living with AILS, D.C. Hospital's boarder babies, the CA.DAC
Drug Unit at St Elizabeth Hospital, and the Walter Reed Medical
Museum, to name a few.

Teens and adults usually respond vell to our presentation, and I
think it is because we come across like we know what we are talk-
in about and are not afraid to say what we know.

Programs like PEERS are important in the fight to reduce risky
behaviors among teens. I think that the federal government could
best serve the needs of adolescents by funding more programs and
organizations to do creative education, focused on different types of

behavior.
, the government could develop more comprehensive health

care facilities for adolescents or at least have comprehensive com-
ponents at existing clinics.

I know that I am only 15, but my experience says adults will
have to try some new methods or possibly lose many of today's
youth.

Thank you for your time. I will try to answer any questions, and
I hope you have some which are not too hard.

[Prepared statement of Eleshia Ray followsj

43
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP ELESNIA RAY, PEER EDUCATORS AND YOUTH COORDINATOR,
PEERS PROGRAM, TRERHIC iNC., WASHINGTON, DC

coop ?AMMO TO AIL TM MEMBERS CIF ME mazer COMMITTEE ON

CHLDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES. I WULD LIKE TO THANK

CCOGRESSWOMAN PATRICIA SOIROEDER FOR OWING THE PEERS

PROGRAM AN OPPINITINTTY TO BE HEARD.

MY NAME IS ELESHIA RAY I AM 15 YEARS OLD, AND THIS IS THE START OF

MY SECOND YEAR WITH TERRIFIC PEERS. I KNOW YOU ARE THINKING

"WHAT QUALIFIES HER TO BE AN AIDS EDUCATOR?" WEIL, WE ALL

RECEIVED BETWEEN 40-45 HOURS OF TRAINING, WHICH WE TAOOK OVER A

PERIOD OF 5 SAIIIRDAYS. I LEARNED AIL ABOUT TINAND AIDS,

TRANSMISSION, PREVENTION, TESTING, TEEN PREGNANCY, STD AND

DRUG ABUSE I LEARNED ABOUT PEER PRESSURE, GOOD DECISION

MAKING SKILLS, SELF ESTEEM AND LEADERSHIP.

THE PROGRAM ALSO TAUGHT ME HOW TO PREPARE PRESENTATIONS AND

DO PUBLIC SPEAKING. WHEN I JOINED PEERS I WAS VERY SHY AND IT WAS

HARD FOR ME TO EXPRESS MY OPINION. NOW TM NOT AS SHY AND I CAN

SPEAK IN FROM OF AN AUDIENCE. LAST YEAR ALONE PEERS CONDUCTED

67 PRESPNTATIONS IN THE COMMUNITY.

WE ALSO WENT Oi . FIELD TRIPS TO HELP OUR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT.

TERRIFIC PEERS VISITED LIFELINK AN ORGANITION RUN BY PLWA, D.C.

GENERAL HOSPITAL'S BOARDER BABIES, ME CADAC DRUG UNIT AT ST.

ELIZABETH HOSPITAL AND THE WALTER REED MEDICAL MUSEUM TO NAME

A FEW.

TEENS AND ADULTS USUALLY RESPOND 'WELL TO OUR PRESENTATION AND

I THINK IT IS BECAUSE WE COME ACROSS LIKE WE KNOW WHAT WE ARE

TALKING ABOUT AND ARE NOT AFRAID TO SAY WHAT WE KNOW.

PROGRAMS LIKE PEERS ARE IMPORTANT IN 'ME FIGHT TO REDUCE RISKY

BEHAVIORS AMONG TEENS. I THINK THAT ME FEDERALGOVERNMENT

COULD BETTER SERVE THE NEEDS OF ADOLESCENTS BY FUNDLNG MORE

GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS TO DO CREATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

FOCUSED ON DIFFERENT TYPES OF RISKY BEHAVIOR. ALSO THE

GOVERNMENT COULD DEVELOP MORE COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE

4.i
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FAC/LIIMIS AT EXISTING MINIM I REAL= MAT I AM MILY 15, BUT MY
EXPERIENCE SAYS "ADULTS WIL HAVE TO TRY SOME NEW MEMODS OR

POSSIBLY LOSE MANY OF TODAY'S YOUTH" MANIC YOU FOR YOUR TIME, I

WILL mg TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS AND I HOPE YOU HAVE KBE

WIWI ARE NOT TOO HARD.

4 5
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Chairwoman SCHRORDZIL Thank you very much, and are you
going to address the group next?

Ms. STROUD. Yes.
Chairwoman SCHROICDER. Okay. The floor is yours, and you

might, again, pull the mike just as close as you can. This is a cav-
ernous room that eats words.

Ms. %soup. Okay. Let me begin by saying good morning to the
members of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Fami-
lies, and thank you to Chairwoman Patricia Schroeder for extend-
ing an invitation to the Prevention, Education, Enrichment, Risk
Reduction Strategies Program to be a part of these proceedings.

My name is Kianga Stroud, and I have lived in Washin,gton, D.C.
all of my life. As a teenager, I am concerned about the health and
well-being of other teens.

I. initially became involved with Terrific PEERS Program be-
cause I saw teens becoming infected with the HW virus at a rapid
rate. I was 13 at the time. I am now 15. So you can see I have been
educating my peers for a while.

I realize that each of you is interested in hearing about the role
PEERS educators play and whether we are accepted in that role.
Our program, Terrific PEERS, believes that teens educating teens
about AIDS is effective, and we strongly recommend it as one
method.

PEERS has reached upwards of 10,000 people through radio,
cable and community presentations. We go to teens wherever they
are, whether it is their school; we go to their churches; the neigh-
borhood recreation cenWrs, as well as their summer job sites.

PEERS has also conducted presentations at the District STD
Clinic.

As educators, we try to influence adolescent decisions regarding
health issues. We demonstrate to our peers how a lot of their be-
haviors are unhealthy and can lead to AIDS and, finally, to death.

We communicate our message through role plays, videos, rap and
straight talk. I believe the message is better received by the teens
we are trying to educate because we are teens also, not adults. We
are on the same level.

Also, our peers are impressed that we have so much information
to offer and are able to articulate it.

I never mrticipated in sex, drugs or any other risky behaviors,
but PEERS has helped me to make the decision to continue to ab-
stain from risky behaviors, and Terrific PEERS has truly helped
me to increase my confidence and self-esteem.

In closing, let me say adults usually think they have all of the
answers, but sometimes that is not true. So give the youth a chance
to help with the answers.

Thank you, and I will try to answer any questions you may have.
[Prepared statement of Kianga Stroud followsj
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Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very, very much. We appre-
ciated that

And you are the one who taught them all, right?
MS. Toua. Well, yes.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Absolutely. Well, go for it.
Ms. Totnis. But it was not difficult
I want to first say good morning to the committee members and

observers, and thank you for the opportunity to appear before this
committee as both a parent and director d a youth program fo-
cused an addressing risky behaviors.

Terrific, Inc. and Grandma's House developed PIZERS as a means
of reaching out to youth, offering them prevention education. It is
clew that many of today's youth are involved in various kin& of
risky behaviors: drugs, sex, alcohol, and negative peer
parents cannot begin to combat these behaviors without grelmal-
iii4ng that their children may be at risk even if they are part of the
ideal American Dream families like the Nelsons and the Huxta-
bles.

-The influences which exist outside the family are very strong.
We live in an information age. If our children do not get the infor-
mation from us, they will get it from other sources which may not
necessarily reflect our values or our points of view.

Parents have to be willing to talk with their children about sex,
drugs, AIDS, decision-making, and anything else which may affect
their' behavior and their safety.

Parents have to also be prepared to answer the hard questions
with honesty and with courage, begin to share information at an
early age, and as they grow, we can increase the amount of infor-
mation we share, as well as the ways in which we share it.

To do this, parents must be comfortable with discussing these
topics because it is important not to convey to your children that
there is something wrong or that they are wrong to come to you. If
you are uncomfortable as a parent with this role, what can you do?

Met, you can discuss it with each other as parents, role play
what you will say and how you will say it.

Seek out up-to-date information and familiarize yourself with it.
Be aware of the current debates.

Do not isolate yourself. Talk to other parents. Find out how they are
handling it.

Be prepared to listen, and please be open. Do not act surprised at
what they say or how they say it. Keep in mind that as parents, we
give our chibiren morals and values, but they must make them
work in today's world. We cannot do this for them.

Some of their perspectives will be different because their experi-
ence and their fivme of reference is different, just as ours was
somewhat different from our parents.

The idea that talking about certain behaviors will encourage you
to participate in these behaviors is, in my opinion, dangerous. Not
knowing all the facts seems more like it will make young people
curious. Not being open makes them wonder what is the big deal,
and it makes them more determined to find out and to know about
it.

Finally, in terms of prevention activities for so-called minority
youth, I believe that the best, most effective way to levelop such
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programs would be to bring together frontline people already work-
in,g with youth and allow them to come up with approaches and
programs.

Also, in bringing youth together as a group, it would be impor-
tant to include youth who have, in fact, benefitted from such pro-grams and thus have had an opportunity to experience a change intheir behaviors and a change in their attitudes. I believe that this
will prove more effective than blue ribbon panels and ivory towerresearchers.

Additionally, I would like to add that economic opportunities and
prevailing social conditions will always be factors impacting the re-
alities and, thus, the behavior of so-called minority youth.

We are products of our environment, each of us. It can be an en-vironment with hope or one without hope, and each of you has thepower to help determine that.
Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Nkenge Toure followsl
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Omirwoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very much, and I want to
thank the three of you for coming.

One of the things I continually run into that amazes me is people
tell me that even when they meet and talk to the parents about
how important this communication is with young people, there are
still a icA of them that just are not able to do it.

Do you encounter that? And what do you do? I mean are you
able to have them break through some of that? What do you fmd
are the biggest inhibitors in parents when it comes to this kind of
communication?

Ms. TOURE. experience is that a lot of it is fear. Before I
worked with P Dove= I worked as director for community education
at the D.C. Rape Crisis Center for 13 years, and we have done pro-

in the D.C. public schools around child sexual abuse, and
that experience and leading into this, I have found that a lot

of parents are just fearful of discussing these ics, and I find that
a lot of their fear is based on their being une. ortable, not having
the information at hand themselves, being unclear in terms of
what their actual opinion or their feelings are regarding certain
to

it makes it very difficult for them to be able to convey that
information when they have not resolved many of these issues
ttKanseiv.m. I mean certainly if we think about sex, we can think
about how it was for ourselves and how it was for our parents and
how uncon fortab? t was a lot of the time to talk about it.

So I think that parents have to educate themselves and be able
to move beyond feeling uncomfortable, and they certainly have to
move away from the idea that if they can som&ow shut the infor-
mation out and keep the information from their children, that
their children will not be curious and will not seek it out because if
they do not get the information directly from their parents, they
will get it from their peers. They will get it from TV . They will get
it some place.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. That is what I have always felt.
What about the young 1,eople? Do you find you can work with

kids to bring this up with their parents? Are there ways to get
young people to be able to approach this with their parents?

Ms. IlAY. Well, they could get information to share with their
parents and explain it, educate themselves so that they can edu-
cate their adults.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. And do you find that they do that or is
there any way to know?

Ms. RAY. I really don't know. The presentations that we have, it
seems as though maybe the students, the way that they accept it,
that they may pass it on to peers and their adult parents, but there
is no way of really knowing.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Congressman Wolf, do you have any
questions?

Mr. Wour. No, I do not, but let me just say something for the
record. I apologize for not being here. I just do want to publicly
qtate somthing with regard to witnesses.

I would like to request the chair if Mercedes Wilson could testify
and for the following reasons. She is a Spanish witness originally
from Guatemala who has been a Title 20 grantee and has evalua-

1 kt
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tion data. This has nothing to do with this witness, but I think that
the minority wants to protect its rights to have this witness testify
because the minority has been faithftil in attending these hearings.
The minority hes been faithful in particiwaiv. You have been
faithful in being fair, and I would hate to see us break the nab:ince
and equilibrium that we have had.

As the Ranking Minority Member, I am just not going to develop
a minority mentality. I have been here for ten years. The minority
has a right to have a witness. We are going to have a witness. If we
do not have a witness, then it will really be unfair.

So I would publicly like to request the Chair if we could have Ms.
Wilson testify.

aiairwoman SCHROEDER. Well, I thank the gentleman. As you
know, she has written testimony. We are more than happy to

rxit for the record. Our problem is we did not hear about this
yesterday, and we had already thrown witnesses off because

we have got such a busy morning, and there is a new member
being sworn in.

The chair sat in the chair for over three and a half hours yester-
day. Had we known before yesterday, we would have bt. more
than happy to have had verbal testimony, but the recoi t., and I
would like to announce this for everyone, the record is open for two
weeks. We would be very happy to accept testimony from people,
and I am sorry that we did not know about this ahead of time, Wt
time is moving along.

We have tried to )3e very fair, and mart of these witnesses I do
not think are aiming with any political bent. I do not think we
want to polarize this committee. They are coining talking as young
people and parents about what they are trying to do, and I know
there are very many others who would like to come.

We have had all sorts of people contact us, too, and I know each
of you probably have people in your districts that would like to add
things.

Mr. Wm,. Well, reclaiming my time though, I wovld tell the
Chair that we were short one witness yesterday. This is not a polit-
ical thing. The witnesses have all been good, and I commend them,
but, under the rule, the minority has the right to call these wit-
nesses.

Also, our witnesses, I have noticed, and I am sure it is just a co-
incidence, have in some cases been last, and in order to maintain
the comity of this committee, which has been good, and I commend
the chair, and I regret to raise this, but as the Ranking Minority
Member, I have seen Minority Ranking Members who have al-
lowed their rights to be trampled, and I will not do that.

Mr. DURBIN. Madam Chair.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Well, let me say
Mr. WOLF. I just say I urge strongly that she be permitted to

come, submit her statement, let the members look at it, and then
answer any questions.

Mr. DURBIN. Madam Chair.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Let me say that the chair does not

trample people's rights, and if the minority prefers having minori-
ty witnesses first on a panel rather than last, we would be happy to
do that. We thought they wanted to be last to respond to other wit-

53
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nesses, and that that was the best position, but you know, we are
not trying to be confrontational. We kW cannot have people walk
in when we have got witnesses tw...W up, and we have got all sorts
of members here, and we know there is going to be a vote at 12:02
to 63 this.

Mr. Duamm. Madam Mak.
Chairwoman Somme& The gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. DUBBIN. If the gentlelady would yield, I think there are wit-

nesses. I think this is an important issue that should be resolved
within the committee structure perhaps when the witnesses are
not present and we could have a meeting and agreement on a pro-
cedure.

These people have been kind enough to join us this morning, and
a lot of us have other things we have to run to.

Mr. Wm,. Well, Dick, I have been at every hearing that we have
had, and I am going to protect the rights of the minority.

Mr. Duasix. I Wnk you should.
Mr. Wou. And I am prepared to talk about it publicly or pri-

vately.
Mr. Duaang. Well, I hope you will.
Mr. WOLF. And if you do not raise these things, then the next

person comes, and the problem occurs again, Dick.
Mr. Duamx. I do not quarrel with your fairness.
Mr. Wow. But I just want to make the point as an
Mr. Mum. I am just quarreling with the timing this morning.
Iva.. Wm,. But I want to rause it publicly so that it is out

Mr. Maws. It has been raised.
Mr. WouP [continuingl. And pecple know. It has been raised, and

if it is not addressed, it will continue to be raised.
Chairwoman SCHBOEDEIL And we will be more than happy t3

take her testimony as written testimony. As I say, I do not think
we are going to have time for anything else.

The gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. . Well, Madam Chair, I just have to look at this, too,

and you know, you try and be fair, and we are in the minority, bat
I think we do make a amtnimtion to this committee.

You know, yesterday your side added a witness at the last
minute, and we were denied that privilege.

Chairwoman SCHROZDER. Not that I am aware of.
Mr. HasrEnT. Well, look at the record. It happened, and you

know, if you want to be fair and even-handed
Chairwoman Scnaognsa. If it happened, it certainly did not

happen with the chair's knowledge because that is not the rules of
the procedure, and as I say, the chair was there, and many other
members were not there for the full three and a half hours.

Now, I want to focus on adolescents in this society and their
problems, and we can deal with these other things, and I am sorry,but

Mr. W012. Well, it is not other things. We want to focus on ado-
lescents and their problems, too, Madam Chair, but what we would
also like to be able to have an acrosp-the-board and an open dia-
logue here.
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Chairwoman SCHRORDIR. We are trying very hard to have that,
and if you have some complaints about that, we will be more than
happy to negotiate that and work that out. We have been bending
over backwards to do whatever we could to do that, but I think
what we want to do is proceed on and not waste any more of the
witnesses' time, and we can work forward in the future to figure
out what to do.

Is time anyone who has questions of this panel that they would
like fr ask?

Congressman Rowland.
Mr. Rowuubm. Yes. I want to talk about a hearing that we had

in Maccm, Georgia yesterday on health and education for adoles-
cents and teenagers. It is certainly really a problem, and I would
like to ask the witnesses.

One of the problems that was focused upon yester4y was the
teenage or adolescent mother who has a child that also becomes a
teenage or adolescent mother, and that perpetuates itself and goes
on. One of the witnesses that we had, who is black and is a princi
pal of a high school there now, said that her grandmother was a
teenage mother, but her mother managed to break that cycle and
give her children a chance to get an education, and this lady had
became the principal of a high school.

But it is an awfully difficult thing to do, she said, because they
have these children as a way of increasing the money cowing into
the family. Now, I would like to ask you: do you perceive it being
that way? Is that one of the reasons that teenagers and adolescents
have children, to (get more money coming into the family? Is that
one of the motivating factors?

MS. RAY. Well, some people it seems as though that is why they
have children at a young age, but others, like it is a pmduct of
their environment That is all they know. They have grown up
around their mother who was a teenage mother. So they think that
that is right So they do it, and it continues until somebody reaches
and tells them, you know, it is not right.

Then as far as taking the money, I do not really think that that
is why. You know, receiving welfare, is that what you are discuss-

infjlr. ROWLAND. Yes. You do not think that is the reason?
Ms. RAY. No, I do not. I tlunk it's because they are a product of

their environment, and they think that is right.
Mr. ROWLAND. How do you break that? I guess that is a question

I am asking.
Ms. RAY. Well, speaking with them, going to the root of the prob-

lem, giving them information.
Mr. RowLAND. Are other teenagers doing that? I believe that you

said that teenagers need to have the chance to provide information
about the way that behavior should be; that they do not listen to
adults as much, but they listen to other teenagers more.

Ms. RAY. That is true because when adults speak to teens, it is in
an authoritative way, and sometimes they do not listen. They
listen, but they do not pa attention to what teenagers or children
are saying.
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So when on their own level say it, it seems more real be-
cause you see , you know, the same age group, and they think
that way, and tiny say, l'Oh, well, hey, Maybe that is true."

Mr. R.owLasm. A wocess of educatim?
Ms. RAY. Excuse me?
Mr. ROWLAND. A process of education. A process of education, is

that the way that you have to deal with it?
MR RAY. Yes.
Ms. STROUD. Or maybe not even teenagers, but maybe other teen-

age mothers talk to other teens ahead of time, before they even got
into the situation of being pregnant, talked to them and let them
know that it is not all that it is cracked up to be. It seems that
they see that they are gettin wr?lfare or whatever, that if they are

money, they are m
So other teenage mothers talk to them ahead of time, maybe

that could stop teenage pregnancy.
Mr. RowiAxn. Thank you.
Chairwoman Sciraoxnaa. A good point, yes.
Congressman Peterson.
Mr. l'ErgatioN. I would like to follow up on that. We keep talking

about the teenage mother. Obviously then, we have teenage fa-
thers, and how do we reach the male side of this equation?

If there is anybody that has to be educated in this process, in the
development of respect and the responsibilities that go with being
active sexually, it seems to be the male, and in your group, the
PEERS group, for instance, how large is that group and how many
males are participating in this group along with you?

Ms. Toms. A couple of things. The peer group is about from any
even time between 10 and 18. It varies. The group is about
thm years old now. Last summer was the summer we had the
largest percentage of male participation, which was about five or
six male youth, teens, and we felt that was very good, and we were
very pleased.

However, what we found was that there were some problems.
The lure of sports was a problem. Wanting to have actual, full-time
paying jobs was also a problem. It seemed that males didn't have
the same level of interest in doing this kind of educational work.

Now, I do some coalition things in conjunction with the Center
for Population Options, which has a youth group, the Everyday
Theater, the Weight Theater Group, and we have all experienced
difficulties with retaining participation of males on an ongoing
basis the way that young women seem to be drawn to and partici-
pate in the groups. Tt is the first thing.

The second thing in regard to male responsibility, when we do
the presentations, one of the places that we do them is at group
homes, and these are group homes where males reside. When we
do the male group homes, we do a two-part presentation. The first
part is focused primarily around AiDS and risky behaviors, and
the second part is focused around male responsibility, which is a
follow-up presentation, when we go back and we kind of role play

that would keep you from using a condom or the things that tvirjc31
around, 'Would you really use the condom? What are the

encourage you to use a condom?" And kind of try to explore things,
like if a girl came and told you that she was pregnant, how would
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you respond. Would you immediately respond, "This is not my
Why," or "you're having sexual relations with other people, too,"
or whatever, and really try to explore with them what keeps them
from using a condom or what would encourage them to use a
°and= and what would be their responsibility in these kinds a
situations.

Personally, I feel that :t would be very effective if there was a
group of young men or a p:edominantly male group that developed
some role plays and things and a whole program that focused
around male responsibility and took that out and challenged other
Ymq.P?oPle.

I minx also a part of the problem for young men is that some-
how the idea of being abstinent or saying no or whatever nmkes
you less macho, puts your true maleness in question, and it should
not be that way, and I think that they need role models that can go
out and challenge that, and they need young men who can explore
that whole train of thought, and I think that is very essential.

There are a few videos. There is one called "Male Responsibility"
out of Oregon that is a group of young African American males
who are in a rap group with a group leader, and some of them
have children; some do not; and some are considering becoming
sexually active.

And they are talking about what that means, and they have a
few rap songs or whatever, and it is very good. It is very good be-
cause it raises those isms.

However, I do not see a lot of that kind of information and that
approach being used, and I think that is needed.

Mr. Pirrsasobi. I agree. I thinx if we are goinleto break this cycle,
we cannot just concentrate on the teenage m r. We are going to
have to concentrate on that teenage father as well and break this
wimp factor that you are speaking to to some degree because if we
do not do that, we are just not ever going to achieve any break-
through what you are talking about.

So I appreciate your comments. Thank you very much.
Chairwoman Scini0EDSIL Does anyone else have questions?
Congresswoman Collins.
Ms. Cowin. Thank you, Madam Chair.
I have to say that Mr. Peterson is on the right track. In Michi-

gan, when I was a state representative, I got passed the sex educa-
tion, birth control legislation in response to Planned Parenthood's
Alan Guttmacher Institute book, Eleven Million Teenagers. What
can be done about the epidemic of adolescent pregnancy in the United
States? Speaking of sexually-active teenagers, and the main reason I
did that was beqause I felt that the teenage Orli; were getting their
information from the teenage boys, who got theirs in the back room and
in the alley.

Since then I have found that the teenage pregnancies have gone
up, not down, in Michigan, but I also read in an article in maybe
Time or Newsweek Magazine that the percentage of teenage preg-
nancies were not that much drastically different in the 1700's and
in the 1800's. Of course, people got married much earlier in those
days, but the raging hormones existed in those days as well as they
do today.

5 t
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But the difference, I think, was in the - 44. ty aspect of it.
If a girl got t, I guess a '0", 'I.'''. they were marriPd.
The girl and were married, and today's society does not have
those same tiona of not just shotgun marriage, but because
they wanted to get married.

I think that perhaps we need to zero in on the teenage father, on
parental responsibility, and I do know that sometimes in our com-
munity it is macho to have a baby, but if somehow or other we
could get across the message that it is not macho to have a baby
unless you are taking care of the baby, it might be a big difference.

It would be very good if some programs could be insUtuted at an

eall.roulig.
male
I agrrer vrhibtratZ.and with all due respect, I do need

to say here that I think that in instituting propams that would
address the question of male responsibility, I thmk that for those
programs to be effective, we would have to look at the whole atti-
tude of males in regard to sex in this society, and that is somewhat
difficult to do.

I mean it is like we zero in on a piece of something, a small piece
of the picture, and want to address that., but very often it is
doomed to failure =less we can look at the whole picture, and the
whole picture from my perspective has a lot to do with the atti-
tudes that males in our society have in regard to sex.

You tell daughters to, you know, close your legs, and you tell
males to go out and sow their wild oats. So you already have an
initial conflict going right from the very beginning.

The woman's status in society is Often based on "is she a virgin or
not ." There is value in being a virgin, but if the guy sits in the
locker room and says he is a virgin, then all the other guys are
going to laugh at him. So, of course, he is going to lie and talk
about, "Yeah, you know, I whatever, and, "Yeah, I had her
and I had her and I had her!

So I think that we have to do a whole thing, a whole societal
thing in terms of conveying attitudes that say that it is okay not to
be sexually active at any given time if you choose not to be.

Ms. Counts. Madam Chair, finally, I think her points are well
taken, and it seems almost insurmountable to think of changing all
of society's attitudes about stnc, male sex versus female sex. Howev-,
er, it can happen.

I remember the sexual revolution. Was that the 1970s? It kind of
passed me by, but I think it was Lilo 19708, and I thought America
would never get back on a morality track, and then we had these
horrible diseases come about, herpes and AIDS, and, boy, there was
a turn-around, I think, in that free sex mentality in America.

So I am not wishing any horrible diseases, but perhaps we could
make it just as unpopular to have unsafe sex, you know, for teen-
agers as the diseases did for the adults.

Thank you.
Chairwoman Scrims:DEL A very important point, and I must say

your wisdom is just amazing that you exude.
I think what the chair haa better do is call up the next panel

unless there is some emergency question beceuse we are running
out of time. Let me thank you very much, anu the next panel that
we have is a very distinguished group.
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We have, first d' all, Dr. Selverstone, who is the president of the
board of directors of the Sex Information and Education Council of
the United States from Westport, Connecticut; Gil Walker, who is a
commissioner of the Chicago Housing Authority and the Midnight
Basketball League. That is very exciting because we want to hear
how you motivate your males, and he is accompanied by one of the

Mr. Selph, and we are very happy to have the twofariz
ybe you can answer some of the question we were

with just a moment ago.
We have Dr. John Lyons, who is the associate professor of psychi-

situ, psychology and medicine at Northwestern iJniversity Medical
SchooL 'We have oBtmieTrn
the Governor's

: who is the executive director of
on .... escent Pregnancy in Baltimore.

Maryland, accom by Cathy Carden, a parent of a member of
the Teen Council . and Dr. Bradley Hayton, who is the public

research manager of the Focus on The Family in Pomona,

We welcome this very, very distinguished panel thib morning,
and we will put all of your testimony in the record, and if each of
you care to summarize that would be Just fme.

So if we can, Dr Selverstone, let us start with you.

STATEMENT 11011F-RT SELVERSTONE, PH.D., PRESIDENT.
BOARD OF LEIRECTORS, SIECUS, SEX INFORMATION AND EDU-
CATION COUNCIL OF TME UNITED STATE13, WESTPORT, CT

Dr. SELVERSTONE. Madam Chairwoman.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. That is right. Microphones help. They

are such an aggravation. You would think they could work some-
thing out. Thank you.

Dr. SELyzakiroms. Madam Chairwoman and members of the
select committee, I am grateful for your invitation to be here. My
name is Bob Selverstone. I'm a psychologist in private practice. I
work with adolescents and with adult couples who are struggling in
their relationships, and also with individual adults.

I have also been a teacher in the public schools for 30 years,
starting in Brooklyn, New York, and for the last 25 years have
been in Coimectk at working in the secondary schools.

Twenty years ago my school system asked me to become the Di-
rector of Human Relations and develop prwrams in drug educa-
tion, alcohol education, family life and sex education, and human
relations education, and indeed, for the last 15 years I have taught,
actually co-taught, both a human sexuality class and a values class
at Staples High School in West rt.

Each year I make between s i and 75 presentations both to par-
ents and groups of teachers, but predominantly to groups of par-
ents who are asking for help in dealing with communication with
their children, their children's self-esteem, and isaues of sexuality.

I am currently president of the board of directors of RECUS, Sex
Information and Education Council of the United States.

I think what I would like to do is address most directly the issue,
Madam Chairwoman, that you raised in terms of how parents can
be most effective. SIECUS' mission statement is that we will sup-
port the sexual rights of all people and collect and disseminate in-
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formation about sexuality and support comprehensive sexuality
education in the nation.

I think for most of us as parenta, our view of reality is our pro-
jection &on our own experience; that most of us grew uLbeiect
world in which sexuality ivas handled quite differently, and
for most of the adult women in this audience, 20 percent had pre-
marital intercoms, but indeed, 80 percent waited until they were
married before having sex.

Currently it is exactly the " "lee Eighty percent of women
have had sexual intercourse " they get married, and so it's
very difficult for us as parents who know what our experience is, to

that young people are going through an experience
that is rather different from that

When I ask parents what was the prevailing seaual climate and
attitude as you grew up, and compare and contrast that with the
sexual climate and attitude as young people are growing up, they

that there are both advantages now and also significant

And when I ask them if they would like their children's sexual-
ity education to be a repeat of their own, they grimace and say,
"Heaven help us. There has got to be a better way than the way
that I learned about it."

Indeed, so many parents want help in sexuality education that
the Harris Poll reports it is between 85 and 90 percent of parents
who agree that there should be sexuality education in the United
States.

Last year SIBCUS lished a booklet called Sex Ed. 2000,
=by tbe year i I all children should receive comprehensive
ty education from pre-school through adulthood. Over 43 or-

ganizations have signed onto that goal, including the American
Medical Association, the American Nurses Association, the Ameri-
can School Health Association, Children's Defense Fund, Girls,
Inc., YWCA, and so forth. They are like most groups in the United
States who really see this in essential.

Well, then the question is: how do we go about helping parents
provide sexuality education for their children? SIKW believes,
indeed, I think with most people in the nation, that parents are
and t to be the primary sex educators of their own children.

Peri y people talk about school-based or youth serving
agency-based or religious congregation-based sexuality education,
and ask.: "don't parents have the right to be the sexuality educe-
tors of their children?' and our answer is, no, they don't have the
rigght; they have the obligation, which is far more powerful than
the right.

And what parents are saying is that "we know we're not doing a
good enough job, please help us." Even if I were, indeed, the
world's best parental sex educator, and in the sanctity of the draw-
ing room shared with my child the mystery and delight of sexual-
ity, I would ill prepare my child for going out and dealing with his
or her sexuality in the world because, indeed, they need experience
talking about sex with peers because, indeed, that's where sexual-
ity takes place.

I do three kinds of programs involving parents. At the end of our
regular high school course we inv ariably say to our students, "You
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must bring your _parents in for a two-hour evening session so that
they will see the kinds of that we talk about."

And at the end d that session, which is highly interac-
tive, the parents invariably say, "Thank heavens, my children are
experiencing this. I wien I did when I was their age."

It seems to me that the hurdles that get in the way of parents
talking about sex are three or fourfold. I think for most of us there
seems to be a natural reticence in thinking about our
being sexual. I certainly remember tham-rW my son and daughter,
and to imagine that that little bottom is going to be looked at and
touched by somecme else, I think, triggers a natural discomfort.

I think it is the same kind of discomfort that is triggered when
children or even adults try to think about our own parents as
sexual people. I suspect that is very difficult even for us in this
room.

I think part of the reason why it is difficultand one of the ways
to get over itis that parents' own sex education was inadequate,
aW I think what we need to do is to help reassure parents that
they can learn. One of the real advantages in 1991 versus 1941 and
1951 is we now have excellent sources of information. We know
things that we did not know before.

I think a second discomfort has to do with language. The very
language of sex is often referred to as "dirty words," and some
words are so offensive that it is like somebody scraping their fin-
gers along a chalkboard, and other words are so medical and so-
phisticated t.hat most of us really do not understand them. So I
think we need to develop a language that both adults and youth
can communicate on.

I think one of the problems is parents fear value conflict, and I
think what we need to do is to acknowledge that and to recognile
that in such a pluralistic nation as ours, there are indeed lots uf
values, and that one of the goals of democracy is to help people
become more tolerant of diversity, and certainly in terms of sexual
ethics, there is lots of diversity, and I think we need to help people
learn how to communicate about that.

And, finally, I think is the issue of privacy. For most of us sex is
a very private matter, and I am intrigued that the group that per-
formed before you today talked about "secrets"; that one of the
problems with secrets is we all go around believing we are the only
ones who think or fear this. As people can biwin to talk about it,
we recognize that it is not such a terrible thing.

I guess the final thing I would like to address is some of the dif-
ferences between mothers and fathers as sexuality educators of
children. The data tends to be that mothers are sex educators twice
as frequently as fathers. When I do a PTA program in lots of com-
munities, I applaud the five to seven fathers who come on top of
the 30 to 70 mothers who arrive, and the data is that the only time
that fathers are approached as sex educators as frequently as are
mothers is when those are fathers who are nontraditional; that
they do the laundry, they do the cooking, they do the caring of the
children, and they are seen as less fearsome authority figures, and
therefore, people who can be approached with questions and con-
cerns.
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And the final thing has to do with the fact that research has
demonstrated for quite some time that when mothers talk with
their sons and dauqhters about sex, those daughters very often
postpone the initiation of coitus or sexual intercourse. However,
when fathers talk with their sons about sexual intercourse, as was
allueid by the last speaker, with scone frequency those young men
initiate sexual intercourse earlier, and I do think it has to do with
a pervasive sexual ethic among sane men who feel that it is macho
to go out and to score, and I think the message that we need to
share with people is that sexuality is more than jud genital& It is
the way that we relate to people, how we feel about ourselves as
men and women, and our ability to love and to care anl to respect
the - of other people.

on sex education that attempta to measure the impact
of five lessons on reproductive biology and one or two hours of talk
about birth control is irrelevant- I 'think comprehensive sexuality
education has not been evaluated because it has rarely been tried.

Knowledge and information is essential, but it is insufficient We
need to acknowledgs feelings and values and attitudes and provide
an opportunity for young peo - to talk about that with each other,
and we need to help people communications skills so that
they can iget more information and give it, so that they can express
their feelings and hear the feelings of others, and learn to make
decisions that are in their best interest and the interest of other
pecAlanke.

you.
[Prepared statement of Robert Selverstone, Ph.D., followc]
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PIRISAZD STAITIERNT OF ROUST SVU5TONE, PH.D., PRESIDSPIT, BOARD OP DHLI:C-
mos. SIECUS (Sox brPORMATION AND &WCATIOW Council. or THE UNITISD
Smash WISTPORT, CT

Modem Chairwomen, Members of W. COMMittles MY hem le Or.'lleeert
Silverstone. 2 em the Preoldert of ths 00erd of oirootoro of 5ISCU9, the
Sex 2nformotion end SdUcetion CCurcil of the U.S. I hove been s high school
bescher end counselor far thirty years, and for the pest fifteen years hsve
been cowtseching a Mo Sexuality course in Westport, CT, ahloh 2 helped
develop with community regresentatives. For the past dozen years I hove
also worked a. e payohothsrupist with tanagers and felonies, in addition to
individual adults and couples.

This scrk hes led to my being invited to asks presentetione and cordUct
prognme end utrkshope an issues of adolescent development, self-sscsse,
communication, teen leadership, velum and human sexuality throughout the
country. In the pest MS years I hew perdUcted over 580 programs for group.
from the Pacific Air Forces, the Motional Association af School Swards end
the National Association of Student Councils to lOWA Public Television,

Ohildran's Television Workehop end innumerable progress for parents amd
Orefeweional group. of teachers end mental health %workers. The Human
Sewuslity comes whose development I headed see mooed in a report to the
then U.9, Copt. of HEW se one of tsenty exemplary smOh cour se. in the
nation.

STECUS I. nationsl non-profit "reanleation heedOpertared im NYC. Founded
in 1884, ur mission statement nude:

=ICUS affIrme that tosuelity I. a metursl end healthy port of living
end adv.-tete, the right of individUel. to maks responsibly sexual
choices. SIE0US develops, collects, and disseminates informetion end

promotes comprwhensive odUcation about sesuelity.

VIEWS affirme that parent. ere - end ought to be - the primary sexuality
educators of their children. SIeCLS support. effort. to hslo parents
Fulfill this important role. In addition, SIC= encouragee religious
leader , youth and community group Isadore, end health end oducetion
professionals to play en importent role in cceolementing end.muyeenting the
emeuelity edUcation received at I. Ws believe that the task of assisting
our children in learning about their sexuality is a "frioult ons. Too
often People eask to dichotomise this issue by asking. "Sut don't parents
hove the right to be the sexuelivy educators of their own child-en?" MMUS
beliv that parents hav mot only that right, they hove that obligation.

Im North 12190, SISCUS released a national report, ifEj ;d1Weetteh ;COO.,
outlining 13 galls to assue that ell ohildhen end youth receive
comprehemeive sexuality education by the year amo. Goal 9 rind";

9v the veer 9000 ell parents will receive susietance in ProvidirIR
exuel for their rem .



"Parents ars the finst end primary sestmlity etkootore of their
children. Parents provide children with their first undenstandinge of
gender roles, relationships, and mimes, srsi %heir rim% glen00 041
self-esteem end oaring. Infants end toddlers receive this Milo-M.10n
wow, parent, teda to them, dross them, shies offsction, !limy with them,
end teach thee she mem of the parte of their body. Older Ohildren
continue to learn es they develop nelationshipe within their own family
srd observe ths intenuotions around them. In this my, parents est the
fremmork for ail other sexuality adoetion efforts. Meet young maple
lode to parents us their met important source of information obout
sexuality, mnd more then too-thirds of young people Neve talked with
their families shout sexual issues.

Eighty percent of parents agree that it ie their responsibility ta
provide emuslity adostion to their children, roc few actually do so.
Only PS% of adults in the U.S. report that they learned about sexuality
from their movers or fathers. Mors than SO% of parental say they would
live helo in providing this information to their Children. Many
osrents report that Choy ere unomforteble diemming much mplioit
sexual impose es intorcouree, masturimetion, homosexuslity, end orgasm
with their children. end that they would welcome assistance in doing

so. :m ?Mt, same of thr very topics which parents feel ere most
important to discuss are the ones they scot after ovoid disouweing with
their children. Almet SO% of American parents went their Children to
receive sexuality odUcation in school.

8-010v if i; ,APW-0chlm SVutai.s 21 Anal Milmn"

In the over SOO workshops end presentatiene whiCh I hews condUcted for dult
groum, on issums of communication, velum, micohol end drug *Wm,
self-esteem end semmeelity. I share my perception thet there ere a variety of
forme of whet I refer to es dysfunctional adolescent tend adult, behavior.
Thew inolude suicide, homicide, interpersonal exploitation end violence,
sating dieordens. precocious emeual involvement snd adolescent pregnancy,
sexually transmitted diesamm (including MIV/AIDS), racism, soxismi
undersohievemsnt, risky auto driving, sexual Mums end consult (including
acquaintance reps). Addlemence is indead rrisky business". Thet is the
bed nmws. Thuso behewlore can be comeotuelised es "branches" on s
"dysfunctional behavior tree". The good news is thet they appear to *tem
from common trunk end root your's, end if we cm underetend What Ohm is.
se ten than begin to change it. W, con either =Minus to feed poison into
the tree or begin to input mere nurturing nutrients. Indeed we do not need
to develot specific programs to Mal with the multitude of aPsoific
problems.

I believe the common nutritional source for this "tree" lies in
understending the normal cievolopeartal tas k. of edolemounte, how
scrtomPorsmY 'misty effects them, end the importance or te key componeht,
develocing, nurturing shd enhancing ealf-seteem.

Accordingly, most aorkehopm which I condUct focus on iesuep of velum,
communication end self-esteem. If I can give parenta totter understanding
of the commonality of problems end some Mille to intervene then we can go
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diatoms toward helping riemainete young people egsinet the blossoming of
sost of those dysfunctions.

I Isiah to outlins P. this mane, in three programs I condUct Which ens

dielgned to moist {perinea in halving their children becom emuelly heelthy
adWits.

The first ie simply "ans-ohot" presentetion to relies parental and
immunity corecimenem about the fact that there she resources availabl to
help them deal with the ohollanges they Foos in helping their children learn
about alemelity. When 2 ask perints to reflect book upon tine prevailing
=Mad climate erd attitudes whim they griw uo end to comers thet with the
Prams/ling smug climate end stlitudee se their children ere growing uo, it
is may to see Omit there ere ems !wartime adeenteges now et thy mom time
that Chary Mee !Mariam% raw problem. then I me souther they felt that

their own sexuelity edumtion me mil dons and whether they would like
their children to emperience it just se they did, there is invariably
remounding 'IND"! I then urge that the parents end other embort of the
community home the imortent responsibility to develop appnopriate remorse.
to sue, ohellenge end indicate that dUs ths UMW is often difficult the

rewords WO OigMingent.

The other two worMhom involve both parents end adolescents together. They

ere designed rot sorely to noise emammes, but mat importantly to

de-mystify the orocem of family communication about sexuality snd to

provide successful experimos in communicating end enhancing self-estmem.

Ons tikes plasm et the end of the elective 9 mak (one ichool quarter) Keen
Semuslity mural which I hove cc-taught st Staples Nigh Sohocl in Westport,

CT for the met demon years. Our students bring their permits to school for
$ 26.1hour evening semion whiten we condLot just am ww db sny mho"' class;
thit mem putting premium on motive involvement snd marticicetion.

Permits end students one urged to spook eith other participants who ere not
members of their own family, aims they have Iota aP time later to ahem
within their em family. The resulm of this art inveriebly enormously
satisfying to both etudents end aammia In mom. of SOS of participants
find ire owning to be enormously prodiromivs. Since ws eeteblieh "ground
!guise" which wee the aleee safe alma to meek end to listen, people feel
comfortable in discussing the important end sensitivs imum whim' ars

presented. Through this monenge of ideas and pointe of view, students ere
ambled to better undiretend som adUlt ideas end perspectives, end edWite
come to gen greeter appreciation For the thoughtfulness end matkeity Whieh
them tith end ieth grocery' bring to beer in considering their important

rsletionehipe Some OF you say ham men a portion of this clime which me
filmed and brosdneet on a cable television emotion as pert of a orogrem on

ha* parents can helo their childrin learn Mout sexuslity.

Among the remotions of cinema who Imre moved to write of their rotations to
the close ere those:

- "The tenor af the oleos, clearly established from its inception, was one
of sposptence, tolerance end respect for om mother end for the verious

idea presented. Zech person hea the cotter, ta eherf nis or hen idles Mau%
toolo, es he or she saw fit. As e parent end a Professional who won't= with
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Families end with ehildrien ehe hags suffered the trews of seauel
molestation, I oennot teem= upon you enough Oho Importance of sush

classes. for too luny 'lollies de not hems 'he knowledge er communlostion

skills needed to dleouse the teems that arm sowerod is theme clamommu Last

nigh* I observed wants end ',Onagers Imernirs thews skills while

developing confideres end learning 'beet thessolves end ohms to isponlent to

them im mm ettteting, coring envIrenMent.
It IO those some young sessis ohs

will be better able to make infonmed demielems 'bout their lives while

Putting into practice effective commicetion tmohniemee."

. Mikes I emperionced lest night woo se powerfUl, it left me with thet

wonderfUl feeling of hops end Wholeness 'het meshes ewer ms et choice

inetente in my Ws. lade end parent@ were Wirt% Immo of their feelings

about semuelity, sbeut values. about lows Ind family. They wore talking to
one grottie, ouploring the differsnoes end simileritism between peer,.

genermlieno end some. Ng decision asking upport system when nem

seventeen woe the views of my ether equelly 'dolmas!'" friends. We spoke im

hashes On the Idiselhano end behind locked Seers in ens corners of our recap.

Mg deughter spooks openly in a closeness with Veined prefesslenele, pears
ef bath oseem, end, thank Sad, hmr mother.

The third spprimeh hes boon with u number of school gyetsom Who cell es in

to run S 264 pert prior= for parents end their middle school children. The

first evening to On orientation jumt for parsnips se they man get on overview

o r this developmental issues, end whit thee, mom mcmut ImPmm mm Imor U.
remaining essolonm when they will attend with their children. I hove

o ondumted thee' oregreme for so few se SO stlendess, end se mem se 200 Oseh

evening.

What the pretrial' de I. confront whet I perceive to be those icier barriers

to osrent dhild otommication *doh I believe oen be eddneesed in this brief

Intervention. Ono problem is thet meet of um leek on moerepriste vocabulary

far talking about emu. While some monde os so technical they ere

understood orimarily by medical professionals, other eerie (elm& often

corny as mudh emotional ammo theft many of um find them offonsivg, goin

este of wards then frustrate, manor then encourage communiestion. The task

is to help parents end children develop s vendibl vcoebulory whioh is both

understandable end not offensive.

A swami barrier is that many parents euspeat that thmir con semuslity

education is go deficient shot they will be emberremed by their lack of

knowledee. Mere, the greeter openness of oontespirary society obelus semuel

matters, and the sensequent eveilability of Inforentien is a reel ally.

UMW hes both its own materils end bibliographies which con help werente

end their dhildran acquire this inforestion,t1

A third barrier is that Per oleos* ell of us the setter of seeuelity hoe

been privets (if not an outright tibial topic. l sw able to halo bath

parents end their children consider this issue of privacy vs owner, in

seeking s better umeerstending of a stretegy gni., is most prodUctive end

effective for thaw.

A fourth barrier is that parents enticipste end often fear velum einflicte

end oonfrontetions with their children. Sens of thee activities oundwited in
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ths serkshop ere epecifically designed Is help perticimente amain@ their
velum", hoe their vellums might hove developed Ind hot lissels can Ammon
value differercere grodittimely. I believe this iv a oruulal ism,. for in.
pluralistic+ abeescrecy, one er atm amential male far the Impressment and
civilised cendipot of our esoisty is that ell of um develop inoreseed
lolsrenee far camels with different velum.

finelly, the thread Width ties ell 0 this together is a focus en
e semunication 'kills, helping pecole become better listeners end learning to
ampropethesseivem sore diremtly.

With greeter access to moourete information, inoremed understanding of
one's own velum and those of other", end with 1hm requisite communication
'kills, parents ere fir better equipped to help their children bsoome ohm
mei ail hops for - young people oho ere developing the capacity for asking
iMpartent decisions, dloisione ihicite mill protect them, those alth show tmay
&Seipp friendships end relationships, end the community et larQP.

The son ostensive feresi evaluation ems candleated by ohs John Need Piddle
Seneca in Nedding. CT in MISS end '1113. Coebining ell the evaluations from
' II of the evening", theme ears the result's

freers* oem of velum gm parents: WI
Program wee OF MUM to studIntes 11711

f rogmen ems well presented: SOK
Worse ems informative, SOK
Program imis interestingt SIX

artier those tee yesre me stopped tho formal evaluations.

2.9110 IlLtZ0160IddlbAkituL04,.

The task of essuelity mdUostion iv one in enich parents ere pleading for
assistance. Indeed, there yrs s veriest), of immures' which could be made
evoileble. Accordingly, MMUS Wore for your consideration those policy
necommendetione:

1. 411 children and youth must receive compreheneive K-12 emuslity
edemation. In October 110111, =CUB will be releasing notional guidelines
for sexuality educetion. WO estimate that Isms then Tali er young people in
Amerios receive this typo cat selemetion. SKEWS is pleased that me have been
able to ploy lesderehip role among the 43 orelriaetIons which hese
demonstrated their commitment to this goal by Joining in the NOtional
Ceelition to Swoon Sexuality Mention. The membership inoludes tee
Merlon Medical Asecoistion, Girls, Inc, Motional Urban League, Nationel
iMumetion Ameocistion, licoisty for Adolescent Medicine.

V. There must be inoreseed efforts to help parent orovids family-centered
sesuelity education to their children. These efforts oculd include nem
ft0Mmaftian materials For parents, =urges end workshops fon helping parents
Memos better essumilty educators of their children, end progrees designed
for both permits end ohildran together. Workplace progrome mead address
the difficulty of ettrecting bus' parents to evening program", end specially
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designed television programs end videos - available from libraries and video

atones . might help supplement sueh efforts. Oath tn. mecum staff end I

Osreamelly have been sorbing in asOh of these arose.

3. Tesoners, religious leaders, and youth serving egsney personnel must

reOsivs slcmcialised training in helping parents become thy osouolity

odUastare of their ohiLdren. These tesehere need =I-Coin personal
Ohorsoteristice em well es specific training and soosrienos.

4. 12ECUO cells upon the Congress, U. Ceporteent of Health and Humor

lorviose, end U. Cipartment of EdUcetion to develop Fsairel policies end

programs to ancourorgm snd stringthin seeuelity adUostion end frilly life

programs. Thom should be Fedora funding for training, techniool

asaistonce, matsriels, evaluations, and demonstrtion -projects. Further,

such programs should be positive, banevicrally-bssad end should not be

lieltsd to addreosing oroblems ',listed to asouslity.

It is incongruous that fOr most of tnis oencury the Federel government

pleWid . major role in promoting somuslity education, smd amly in this poet

docado hos the Folderol governommt withdnawn Prom this important arse of

conosrn.

S. Federal egoncies should channel categorical funds into winsmoing

esouality edUcetion Worts. For exempla, U. Title X Family Flemming Act,

the Title V maternel end Child hisolth Programs, U. deriprehomive heeltn

=Laotian Efforts of U. Cipartmens of idUsescion, end the Oscertment of

Labor's Youth 2CCO initiative could ell sddrses U. smouolity edUostior

need. of -children end youth.

S. each Omportment concerned with children and youth made to develop

initially= in support of essuelity seliostion. Thom is mot a single

Federal official 'filth rassenoibility for essuelity education. B.
Osportmant should clearly designs/to pinwalel with responsibilitise for

osouslity sdUcation. SleCUS culls upo U. emPmrtmert mf SXV0mtimm mhd

Ospartment of Health and Kamm Servicor to designate staff With

reopomeibility for Chase dress.

Perehts went End muort hove this inforestion. YOJ hove s oritioal rol to

play. Th. potential rewards ere Enormous. Unfortunately, se already Enos

whet chs penalties are for not doing it; they ore ell eround ue.

rib* you .

fumPmmtfully submitted,
Robert Selversaans. fh.O.
MAW Freeident
JUne if, lepi

(3)
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Chairwoman SCHROICDICR. Thank you very much. That was very
thought wing.

Mr. Walker, we look forward to hearing you and Mr. Se lph.
Since there has been some discussion of males and how you reach
them, it sounds like ycu have found a way to do this. So we will be
very happy to hear about your program.

STATEMENT OF GIL WALKER, COMMISSIONER, CHICAGO HOUS-'
ING AUTHORITY, THE MIDNIGHT BASKETBALL LEAGUE; AC-
COMPANIED BY BURTRELL SELPH, PLAYER, CHICAGO, IL

Mr. WALK'''. Thank you. Good morning. Of course, my name is
Gil Walker, and I am the Commissioner of the Midnight Basketball
League in Chicago, Illinois.

To honorable Members of the Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families, I bring you greetings from our Chairman, Mr.
Vince Lane.

We are honored to be here to testify in front of this particular
committee. Mr. J ane is, as I said, the Chairman of Chicago Hous-
ing Authority. &ace he has been the Chairman, he came in with a
new ideology, if you will, a new direction, that is, that if he is going
to turn around the conditions in public housing, he is going to liave
to shift his emphasis, shift his emphasis from buildings and mortar
to wople, people programs.

He happened to be in New York on a particular occasion and
heard about this prcgram in Glen Arden, Maryland, right here in a
suburb of Washington, DC, called the Midnight Basketball League,
and asked us to investigate it, and we did.

We found out that they were playing basketball between the
hours of ten to two, those hours because those were the time that
crime was most prevalent in the community, and bad things were
happening at that time.

Of course, you know about all the problems that plague Chicago
and other urban communities, the gang problems that are running
rampant. In investigating this program, we thought it was some-
thing that could work in Chi., but of course, we feel that we are
a little more sophisticated in "44-: when it mimes to basketball
than they are in Glen Arden, Mary d. After all, we are the NBA
champs and have Michael Jordan.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. I know. I know. Here come the Bulls.
Mr. WALKER. We picked Rockwell Gardens and Henry Horner.

You have to come to Rockwell to understand the conditions there. I
mean the gangs have taken over the community. You could not
even go in the buildings to collect rent or to make any type of re
pairs.

The Midnight Basketball Program is a structured, organized, so-
phisticated program. It is not a rehabilitative program. It is a pre-
ventive program for young men between the ages of 18 and 25.

What we did prior to going into that particular development,
during this particular program, you have to do in any area prior to
bringing some type of resources, some type of program in. You
have to go in and talk t s people in the community, and we used
the same concept that, ot course, the President used before we
went to the war in the Gulf. You have to bring all the warring fac-

.4
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time to the table but and talk about methoda of control or trying
to take care of the problem.

We went into Rockwell and Horner, and we sat down, and we
talked to these yormg men because these young men control that

hartieularAuthority, not the City of Chicago. They controlled those
comm liunity,not the poce department, not the Micago

communities.
And we talked about bringing this new, innovative program to

them. We wanted to get their sanctions not to give the gangs any
credibility, but for the program to work, they had to sanction tin

'41 and they said, "OK. If you're going to do this, we're going
to you an opportunity to."

young
men to try out kw the program, but what we did was we a

we did was we selected 116 young men. We had 400

practice session at six o'clock in the morning. We called one at two
o'clock in the morning, and by attrition, they eliminated them-
selves.

The reascai why we used bisiketeall is because basketball, and I
make no kolas about it, is a national sport of the targeted rpule.a-
Um we are trying to reach. I do not care where you put a
ball t- in the middle of the Mojave Desert, within five minutes

s it ti. is going to be slam dug basketballs. Such is the mag-
netism t draws basketball.

any instructions, un you get someone's attention.
There cannot be any teaching. There cannot be any educe ,

less
geta their attention.

As I said, we are very sophisticated. We knew that we could not
put give t' em a tee shirt and roll out a basketball. So what we did
is we mirrored the approach of the National Basketball Associa-
tim, not because we want these guys to think or put any illusiona
in their head that they are ping to hone their skills and get into
the NBA, but the NBA represents the very best there is in basket-
lull, and we wanted our program to represent the very best there
is also.

So we came up with brand new uniforms, brand new gym shoes,
socks. We give championship rings. We have a banquet, all being
that we are trying not mly to try to draw them into the program,
but we are trying to raise thr self-esteem.

I have heard testimony here about manhood. What we are trying
to do is undergird manhood, redefine manhood, if you will. Basket-
ball is just a hook. Once we get them into this now they
have gcrt to listen to the gospel according to il alker and the
rest of the individuals who work in the program.

You see, I have never met a successful athlete that did not have
a sound value system. We have to go back to the days of when I
began to play basketball, and that was you may not have a father
in the home, but there are surrogate fathers out there, and you
have just got to tell it like it is.

These guys are between the ages of 18 to 25, but for some reason
they failed society or society has failed them. What we fmd is that
we have captured their attention the same way we capture the at-
tention of 12-year-olds. They love basketball. That is the discipline,
and because we have that discipline, they are going to obey the

7i
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rules and regulations of our particular program, and that turns
over to the rules and regulations of society.

I am not a social scientist. I do not know why basketball tran-
scends political barriers, economic ancl social barriers, but it doss.
We have members of different gang factions who are
the same team now. 'Me nay in the community,
the police department, said, the hours of ten to two

ve got these guys in these different colors. They're going to be
each other even more so than they are now."

Quite the =limy . These guYey we Put them on the
same teams. Instead of at each other now, they are pass-

the basketball to each other. It is a mystical phenomenon that
within the Chicago Housing Authority. It surely could

be spread throughout the nation.
We have team sponsors again adapting this same philosophy or=

hlia:the
NBA. You may not own a team in the National

Association, but for $2,000 you can own a team in the
Midnight Basketball League, and the phone just jumped off the
hook with people who wanted to sponsor teams.

Sponsors were on-hands sponsors. They did not just give their
$2,000 and that was it. These sponsors brought these guys to their
homes. They took them to plays. They took them to restaurants.
They really adopted these ten young men, and I will tell you the

re
has just been overwhelming.

grenLeve 116 young guys in the program. At this particular time,
we have 78 that are full-time employed. At this particular time,
fifty-four went back to school to either get their GED or further
their college education.

Now, we are tall7ing about individuals for the most part that
used to rob and steal And snatch purses to survive out there. Be-
cause of this Midnight Basketball League, because we show them
another alternative, because we are showing them even though you
are between the ages of 18 and 25 and you are out there, there are
some people in this society who still love and care about you. If you
are willing, if you are wiuing to get involved in this program and
take a chance on us, we are willing to take a chance on you.

So I repeat: this is not a rehabilitative program. If you mess up,
once you are in this program, we will kick your behind out. This
program is for guys who are not intent on doing criminal activity,
but guys who may have done something in their past, but now who
want to take the opportunity to turn their lives around. We are
there for them.

We pay coaches. We pay officials. The program costs. It casts
about $80,000 to put 116 young men through a 16-week program,
but we keep hands on with them all year long.

I submit to you that the program is cost effective because, as you
very well know, it takes about the same amount of money to incar-
cerate a young man for two years. Since the inception of the Mid-
night Basketball Program in Glen Arden, Maryland, and since the
inception of the program in Chicago, not one young man, not one,
has Wen incarcerated or been in trouble for any reason.

I could go on and on about this particular program, but time will
not permit, but Burtrell Selph is here. He is a participant in the
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PREPARED STATEMENT or GIL WALKER, COMMISSIONER, CHICAGO HOUSING Aim warn,
MIDNIGHT IlAsarroALL LEAGUE, CHICAGO, IL

INTRODUCTION AND OPENING

Hello:

My naare is Gil Walker, Commissioner of the Chicago Housing

Authority's Midnight Hasketbell League.

To the Honorable Members of the Select Committee on Children,

Youth and Families, we bring to you greetings from our Chairman,

Mt. Vincent Lane, as well as Chicago public housing residents,

our departmental staff, and members of the Midnight Bssketball

League Family of supporters, participants and sponsors.

V. are honored end pleasod to be extended this opportunity

to testify on how Midnight Basketball impacts on the lives

of our youthful player participants.
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C. Van Standifer was a City Manager foz the town of Clenarden,

Maryland struggling with the problem of escalating criminal

and drug activity in the township, Whist considerable local

opposition, implemented Midnight Basketball in Prince George's

County in 1986. Games were played two nights each week from

June until August. The following year, 1987, the city of Clenarden

witnessed a significant decline in the number of crimes reported.

The Chicago Housing Authority's iticlalght Basketball League

(MDL) is a franchise of the established MDL in Prince Georges

County, Maryland.

The most significant individual directly responsible

for our program being developed was the Chairman of the Chicago

Housing Authority who had the vision and set a tone which

stimulated support from other governmental agencies and private

resources to become partners in this venture. The program

has full support of the Superintendent of Police, in addition

to various city service departments such as the Department

of Health, Deportment of Human Services. Mere support arrived

from the City College System, with the use 4i their facilities

as well so the willingness to provide educational services

to our players. Further the positive program exposure by

various media professionals, such as George Wills, Curry Kilpatrick,

Mike Cillis of the Chicago Sum Times has been a tremendous

asset to this program.
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PROGRAM DEFINITICNI

Midnight Besketbell is a viable alternative to a lack

of positive late night recreational options. The "hanging

out," of young males from 17 to 25 years of age during the

hours of 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. creates a climate which is conducive

for negative activities, a notion confirmed by police statistics.

Therefore, as part of a comprehensive anti-crime strategy.

called Operation Clean SWII, the Chicago Rousing Authority

has instituted the Midnight Basketbell Concept within tvo

public housing developments.

Midnight Basketball is unique in that it takes an old

concept--sports as a constructive character building activity--

and gives it a new twist - the organization of a structured

program, "after hours." In additioo to utilizing basketball

as an attractive. off-the-street- activity, components have

been added which are designed to ncourage the participants

to take charge of their own life. family and destiny. i.e.,

Employment Development and Training, Life Planning and Group

Motivation, Mentoring and Support Servics Network.

The goals of Mddnight Basketball are as follows:

1) Provide and develop a comprehensive structured P.M.

program which would result in a productive alternative

to crimfnal activities for young male adults between

ages !7 through 25;
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2) Develop a mechanism for the idontification and culti-

vation of natural alternative young adult leadership

through the use of s sports medium;

3) Develop and provide a network end array of support

services which will enhance and have a positive impact

on the participants' quality of lif0; and

4, Provide a structured activity which was very intense

as wall as demanding of discipline and good character;

thereby preparing participants for future opportunities.

MIDNIONT BASEETRALL OPERATIONAL ASPRCTS

The target population of Midnight Basktball are public

housing males who reside within designated public housing

development. Participants are identified and recruited by

three methods: (1) Referrals from community organizations.

Resident Local Advisory Councils; (2) Word of mouth; (3) Depart-

mental Outreach Efforts.

Selection it based on the ability and willingness to

comply with all program guidelines. Further participants

must submit to a security check.

A Midnight Basketball participant is generally; Unmarried

African-American male who lives in public housing; Has 2 children

between 2 to 5 years of age; is unemployed or underemployed;
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Has tremendous influence among the youth within those targeted

developments. Our clients ars defined by geographic. and

age as well as gender. There are 6,435 residents within Henry

Horner and 4.102 residents within Rockwell, the bulk of which

are children end youth. This program serves directly 160

to 200 clients.

Midnight Basketball utilises sports as the program nucleus

upon which all other satellite activities revolve around. The

use of basketball constitutes both a lure and hook to introduce

program participants to other personally needed programmatic

activities. Those satellite activities and functions are

Life Management Workshops, Group Motivational Seminars, Support

Services Component, Employment Development and Training.

(A) Life Management Workshops are mandatory team sessions

designed to increase personal self-swareless ss

well as to develop inter-personal skillm; these

sessions are instructive and motivational in nature.

(B) Motivational Seminars - aro mandatory for all league

players. Such seminars are designed to change a

player's outlook on life as well as to inspire attitudel

changes. Further these seminars are conducted by

various famous personages who provide some personal

insights of their own lives, as well as how they

handle such challenges. One such person was former

r-$
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boxing champion Buster Douglas, who later donated $10,000

to the program. Participants also interact with various sports

celebrities and team sponsore.

(C) Support Services these services range from counseling
.

educational services to mental health, depending

on the participants' needs. Such services are available

per a player's request. All players are encouraged

to utilise these services.

(D) EmPlOYMent Trainiali end Development - this programmatic

aspect is to assist those participants who desire

employment to become Job ready, as well as to secure

employment for them through various program relationships

and personal connections. This is one of the most

crucial components.

CHA has presented a Hldnieht, Basketball Program adaptation

with flair, and style, but most crucial is the appeal it has

with street youth. The program's psychology and marketing

is to use prestige as method of luring potential participants

to the program. Big city youth are very sophisticated and

want recognition as well as visibility; Indmight Basketball

provides Just that. Therefore, resources are expended on

uniform, gym shoes which are given to the players. Further,

the CNA program is modeled round the National Basketball

Association. The champions are given rings, banquets, etc.
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The CHA progrsm has paid staff, players retreats. This year

new service contract between player. and Midnight Basketball

Program Management will be implemented. The agreement will

outline what services are wanted and needed by the participants.

This agreement further tates staff's rola in rendering assistance

to the participant in accomplishing their personal goals.

The CHA Midnight BaskeLball PTogran runs year around

rather than just during the summer months.

PROGRAM IMPACT

Midnight Basketball has enhanced the Authority's capacity

to build collaborative relationships with other public and

private sector entities. Further the positive public exposure

has caused a strong response of community volunteers to partici-

pate in CHA sponsored programs. But the player-participants,

have gained the most, for example, no player has been arrested.

41 have received employment, 54 are registered for classes

at a local community college. Some participants have traveled

to D.C. as a result of this program, as well as California

to complete a movie. Midnight Basketball is presently at

Rockwell Gardens and Henry Horner Homes. Midnight Basketball

will expand into four other public housing developments during

1991 per popular demand. The three program standards of measure-

ment are as follows:
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l) Freiman Retention end Perticiostion - only four

of 160 players have dropped out from this program.
2) Criminal Involvement - thus far no players have

been arrested, to do so would result le termination

from this program.

3) Puspinsion - only four suspensions have occurred

during 89 - 90 session.

By far, the strongst supporters of the League are its

sponsors who provide tremendous resources OS 1,011 SS invest

their time and energy into their team's development. Without

this type of supp,rt, there would be no cretible Midnight

Basketball Loftus within Chicago.

Our sponsors can be chsracterized as "investors in human

cspital." These team sponsors ere generally businessmen who

truly have scrutinised the program's bottom line..the development

of young men into productive citizens. And therefore have

committed themselves to assure the SUSSOSS of the League.

Midnight Basketball's greatest achievement is the tremendous

hard-won support of itc. service population, the residents

of public housing. This is the most popular program in CHA.

Si
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Such popu1arit7 has led to high level of program demands.

Further, this support brings greet credibility to the Department,

its staff and the Authority.

Midnight Basketball was evaluated by Dr. Melange Sp°

of Chicego State University for Windows of Opportunity, a

non-profit corporation which was founded by the Chicago Housing

Authority. The contact person for these materiel. is Ms.

Sandra Harris, who can be contacted st (312) 791-4768, 534

List 37th Street, 1st floor. She would gladly send you a

copy of the evaluation.

mThe Program has accomplished its short-term goals. Further,

the play participants who completed the program, reported

increased self-esteem, acquisition of new skill., and self-development

and educational and Job opportunities. The most significant

short-term success is the participants' perception that CHA

Leadership cares about what happens to them. All conches

throught the program to be useful to participants. Sponsors

believed the program to be useful, has great potential, should

be xpended to include more CHA development residents. Sponsors

believe this progrem inveitment to be an excellent one."

Today's youth are, indeed, tomorrow's adults. Children

ere our greatest national treasure. Without youth, a nation

can not hope to have a lifeline for the future..for youth

are the future to be.

8)
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If. indeed it is truly believed, then this great nation

must refleet that in its national policy and resource allocation.

Clearly America must invest in its adolescenses. children.

One of our greatest challenges in working with so-called

high risk youth is the lack of options and resources. We

need more dollars for early intervention and prevention program-

ing and models. We need a way of employment training youth

to be economically viable. so that the selling of drugs is

not an option. Ws need to know what works and what doesn't

in intervention or prevention. What we do today will determine

the type of future thi, nation is to have tomorrow.

Mork you for your concern.
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[The Summary Evaluation Report: Midnight Smiketball League
1989-90 Pilot, December 17, 1990, is retained in commit-

tPeraTen s)
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Purpose
The purpose of this report is to valuate the Midnight Basketbal:
(RBL) program developed by the Chicago Rousing Authority (CHA). The
evaluation focused on the four objectives of the MBL program. The
evaluation was focused along three perspectives, namely, Ni3L
objective*, participants' perceptions, and third party stakeholders'
(support service staff, sponsors, media) perceptions of the program.
InformatiOn for the evaluation cams from several sources - Mat
program files, police crime statistics, surveys, interviews.
sponsors, and news media. This information was used to determire
the accomplishment of program objectives.

Pindings
From the three evaluation perspectives the program accomplished :ts
short-term objectives. Short-term outcomes included the provision
of constructive divergence from socially unacceptable behaviors
during the program period. Participants who completed the prograr.
refocused their ambitions to further education, employment.
desisting fros gang, criminal, and drug activity. Participants
reported increased self-esteem, acquisition of new skills, self
development, and, educational and job opportunities. Officially,
success stories included one "ocetional training graduts, one GED
graduate, 12 adult education completions, and 27 employments. Long-
term objectivse were too premature for evaluation at this time.

Probably the most significant short-term success is the perception
of participanto that the CRA leadership cared and was willing tc
give them a chance to avail themselves of opportunities in the real
worle. It is too early to evaluate the long-term effect of the
program on objective criteria such as job retention, decline In
verifiable criminal activities and, educational achievement.

All 16 MBL program coaches believed the program to be useful tc
participants, that it gave them new skills, self-esteem, and
opportunities. They, however, recommended longer workshops and
season for the program. Team and program sponsors believed the
program was useful, has great potential, and should be expanded tc
include more CRA development residents. Their evaluations suggested
that they had received a good return on their investments. News
media perceptions wore also favorable to the program. Prograr
coverage touted tbe vision of the CHA leadership, potential of the
program, and support for it. The news media has not made any
evaluations of the program yet. In spite of agreement Ir.

perceptions, the following deficiencies were observed:

1. Inadequate individualized needs assessment and goal setting.
2. Lack of customized activities to meet participants needs.
3. Inadequate program monitoring and documsntatiln.
4. Lack of formal service or training modules from service

providers.

HST COPY AVAILABLE
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S. Lack of participant orientation in the importance of
accuracy and completeness of personal program information.

In order to improve the long-term success of participants and the
mai program, the following recommendations are made in pert to
reduce the above program deficiencies. Same program inprovement
suggestions have also been made.

Recommendations:
1. Needs assessment and goal setting:

Individual participant's needs thould be assessed at the
beginning of the program to identify personal needs within the
realm of the MIL program capabilities - education, employsent
counseling, job readiness, drug counseling, vocational
training, crime prevention etc. Mead on the needs identified,
personal goals should be set for individuals for the duration
of the program. Participants should be trained in setting
explicit and measurable goals that could be readily assessed.

2. Customised activities:
In eddition to common activities, individual participants
should be engaged in activities that facilitate the achievement
of thir personalised goals.

3. Prograw and individual monitoring:
Short-term progran and individual objectives should be
periodically monitored to ensure that activities ars indeed
contributing to targeted outcomes. This process alio affords
a short-term review of direction, focus and relevance of
program activities to program goals, and facilitate revisions
where appropriate. The short-tern outcomes further serve as
a source of motivation to participants when progress and
feedback are immediate. monitoring devices, suOls as
questionnaires or interviews should be developed for this
purpose.

4. Service/training softies:
Each service provider should implicitly indicate what
services will be provided, the objectives of the service
expected outcoass, and when and how outcomes vould be evident.
At the end of the service an evaluation should be conducted
to see whether cervices were provided as proposed and whether
the intended outcomes were ident. This would determine the
need for further services in a given area. Questionnaires or
interviews ghoul"' be developed for this purpose.

S. Participant education/orientation:
Participants should be briefly educated in the importance of
providing accurate personal information, proorem evaluation,
and the confidentiality of such information. They should also
be instructed on how to complete all forme, thus preparing then
to cope with the demands of contemporary society replete with
information documentation.

6 ;
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6. Group incentives:
Teams should be offered incentives for group achievements in
education, keeping out of trouble, decreased drug use and
criminal activity, attendance, program completion, number of
certificates awarded, employment and social reeponsibility.
Teems should come up with strategies to improve these
accomplishments and also determine what incentives they prefer

to be used as rewards for achievement. Teems should also be
encouraged to collectively solve program-related problems with
coaches and Cnh personnel functioning as facilitators. This
strategy should !Oster cooperation, responsibility, problem
solving skills, perception of personal control, and define the
path-goal relationship tor their personal lives.

7. Longitudinal sonitoring of SUCCOSSOIS
Participants who indicated they were planning to continuo
their education, who are employed, or still in scbool should
be monitored closely to assess their progress. The NM program
should continue to provide wtatever assistance possible to
ensure participants' success at their chosen endeavors. For
motivation, successful alumni should be encouraged to
return as mentors to current program participants.
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Chairwoman Scitionoza. I want to say the gospel according to
Gil Walker is very imprecsave. If we could only clone yixi. But I
really want to thank you.

Let vs move cm to our neat witness. I ck) not envy you, Dr. Lyons,
having to follow that, but the floor is yours.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. LYONS, PH.D., ASSOCIATE IOFESSOR
OF PSYCHIATRY, PSYCHOLOGY, AND MEDICINE, NuRTHWEST-
ZEN UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL, CHICAGO, IL

Dr. LYONS. Yes, I was thinking the same thing.
I think tht that there is a good point here, if I could mention

it as an aside, those of us who feel that we cannot teach values.
I think Mr. Walker's program is an excellent example of how that
particular problem can, in fact, be approached.

What I would like to some time testibing about, and I
thank the committee and , chairperson for the opportunity,
is to talk a little bit about the other side of the prthlem: the school-
based health clinic approach.

Since the school based health clinic first went open in Dallas in
1970, this type of theoretically comprehensive health care service
delivery has been greeted with both consitkrable enthusiasm and

3...1 I usiasm has stemmed &on the potential these clinics have
offered for l" " the acute and complex health needs of our na-
tion's young "i e, particularly those in impoverished,
urban environments, in which health care mess has been

My own Representative, Representative Collins, has been instru-
mental in the imidementation of these

Skepticism comes primarily froni thirgaZifick the school-based
clinics on pregnancy prevent= through contraception. This com-
mittee observed that while national rates of births to teenage par-
ents declined from 1970 to 198e, pregnancy rates among teenagers
nearly doubled. 'urenlenaargerierziancy rates continue to climb, par-
ticularly lescents.

Unfortau=, the debate about the utility of school-based
health clinics has been drawn along partisan lines. Given these po-
litical considerations, it might be informative to pursue the ques-
tion from a purely scientific ,mrspecave.

All parties would seemingly agree that teenage health is a major
national concern. Likewise, all would agree that pregnancy repre-
sents t malor threat to the lifelong wellbeing of teenagers, particu-
lar unmarried adolescent girls.

The policy issue then becomes: what is the best mechanism to ad-
dress the prcadem? That is, how do we reduce the number of teen-
age Pregnancies?

From a scientific perspective, the controversy over the role of
qchool-based health clinics and pregnapcy prevention can be re-
duced into a clearly addressable question. lDo school-based clinic

reduce the rate of pregnancy among the children and
adpnorsmscents they serve? And if so, what are the characteristics of
those programs that are most effective and those that are least ef-
fective?
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As I mentioned, school-based health clinics appear to have failed
to meet their mandate. A good pregnancy prevention program
should have the outcome&

Number one, a in sexual activity and/or a reduction in
the absolute number af unprotected sexual encounters.

Two, as a direct effect of-outcome one, a reduction in the number
of .4. _ .. prevention of pregnancy requires one cd

two I !. either _ t z.i . no sexual activity, or contraception.
No ",. research has cm the framer. The latAer does

not . - - to be clearly effective with teenager&
not appear that school-based health clinics achibve their

foal of primary .1 L4 4 prevention. Secondary prevention would

mvolve either 1 or ado It appears that sme clinics

achieve secondary prevention _a 4 the use of abortion. Adop-

tion as a form of secondary prevention has 'waived almost no

gtUAYtiough wimittedly selected for their impact, three quotes from

a recent study in Family Planning Pergpectium by Kirby, Waszak

and Zi(gler in 1991 dramatize the problem.
First, "in sum, simply . ..viding contraceptives was not enough

to significantly increase :4 use."
'No, "analysis of post data from tht, San Francisco clinic re-

vealed that females (not males) were sonificantly more likely to
have sex than they had been before the clinic opened."

Three, "clinic presence was not associated with lower rates of
pregnancy at any sites, either during the previous 12 months or at

t was higher at the clinic schootrthindthey had ever been
any other time. In Dallas, the proportion of females who rerl
at the comparison iON'a

In discussing the findings, these authors were supportive of the

clinic endeavors. However, _their data, consistent with previous
studies, portrays six school-based clinic programs as failing to meet
their goals of pregnancy prevention.

The authors noted that those clinics with the larger educational
that emphasize responsibility in sexual relations and

illgovrt.a-tn: care appeared to be somewhat more effective than the
othecs. This observation is consistent with a recently wblished
study by Howard and McCabe in 1990 reporting successful reduc-

tions in sexual activity through the use of an educational program
that emphasized premarital sexual abstinence.

Teenage pregnancy is one of the greatest risks in the risky busi-
ness of adolescenw. When this committee decides how best to
pursue the public pdicy to address this problem, I hop- that you
will consider the foll "owl%

One, school-based heal clinics are relatively understudied, and

the focus of the small amount of well-done research has been on
contraceptive services. What other needs these clinics serve must

also be studied along with the impact of any of those services.
Second, school based health clinics do not appear to be successfu.)

at reducing teenage pregnancy. Other approaches deserve study.

Alternative to these clinics, particularly edthastional programs
that emphasize delay in sexual activity, have not received much re-
search attention or funding.

Thank you.
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[Prepared statement of John F. Ijons, Ph.D., follows]
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PREPAINgo STATEMENT OF JOHN F. LYONS, PH.D., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY,
PSYCHOLOGY, AND MIDICIPIR, Nowarweinaser 1.1wmtwarry MEDICAL SCHOOL,
CHICAGO, IL

A Imam* Ambits of liamenth at the lawn of &thud Rased Real* Cads

Since the fint nholl based health clink opened In Wks in 1970, this type of health

care seroies Messy hes been greond with both enmidesebb entheimm sad skepthim.-

The enthusiasm has stemmed fie= the poundal then Make ham Wind far moths the

acme and maples health needs of our nation's young people, particularlythose in

depoverthed savironments in which health ears sem has been limited. My wrn

representative, Rep. Cardin CbIlins hes been instrommital in the implementation of them

programa Skepticism comes prtmathy from the focus of school based clinics on

pregnancy prevention. This comminee observed that while national rens of births by

teenage parents haw been declined from 1970 to 1982. pregnancy rens among teens.=

have near* doublet

Unfortunately, the debate on the utility of anion band health clinics has been dam

along wino lines. Given dna poiltictel eon eideratione, it might be informed= to puns

the !MESE= front a pmely scientc perspective. All pinks wank' seemingly agree that

teenage bealth is a major national mann. Likewise, all would agree that pregnancy

represena a maim' threat to the life long voellbeing of teenage" particularly adolescent

Oda The policy have then becomes what is the ben mechanism to address this problem,

That IS. how do we reduce the number at teenage preptancies. From a saennfic

penpeeuve, the controversy over the role of school based health clinics in pregnancy

prevennan. can be reduced into a clearly addressable question. Do school based clinic

programs reduce the rate of pregnanty among the children and adolescents they serve?

HST COPY MAIM
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mad. if so. what aro the charectensda Of thom programs Mat am the most effective and

..be isms effeetive?

Reinunises of pobdcal peneasion or prior belief shout the efficacy of these clinna ft 11

milk* that this vaddity of posing tnis miens* "moon ts particularly contrayersial.

However. &menu; this maim through the Ins of mining empirical research.

!2.01411031331 an important challenge fraught with the potential fez coamoveny. Traditional

7711001 Of the litermure are often questioned bane on selection of anscles to be mined

md difkrent entena ustio to evaluate one snide then umber. In order to iv*, a

=Tatum m a tuition tnat cannot be unkind based on areigarytheism melding

'1301011. We selection tr articles ano -Mesta on which they am evaluated must be formally

speeded and reliably applied This technique of literature reinew. fint proposed by LAO

Pillemer (19841 is called sync:Dane anaiyvia I. along with a number ot colleagues have

used systematic analyses to study such issues as musing home case and the effects of

sagresstve pornography on violence towels won=

In order to study the effloey of school based antes. we undertook a swam*

analysis of the totting mad& literature. Far the present snalysis, a computerised

Madlme end PsyehLit match horn 1976 to 1990 idenufied 100 articles on school baled

maks. Thfry-four OW were culla:deal studies, in that they reverted at least C130

umnam numeric remit. ,'early two-titieds of the nudes Isere nm-empirical and included

immure reviewa commenufl es. and editionals.

"Ile 34 entpouati nunies wen* did not address the range of possible range of

-.micas =posed for tenool based clinics. Rather, 25 (76%1 focused almost =Velvety on
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painaney end commeeption bun and union. Only five of these =Mu included any

MINNIONS 11:110thet health constras. $ even ladies (2111) WNW Olt pear or pommel

health sertime.

Naos of these studies invemipted adneationai pap= whichmaphashad aballienee

as a farm of pnignancy rinnemlbo, although mend did study the M. of clinic

apeman on the onset and frequency of tuvuel behavior. Thb absence of amine=

research is comparad to 21 studies bamming on conansapikto (ptimasfry madams and hinh

mnsmi Ws) and Us studies consenonsing en abonion. One study inmstipted the role of

adoption as an option to the resohnitm of unwonted prageasey.

Eight studies 'awe retrospeethe or prospective ovelnations of the intput of di*

programs on lanai activity, conuamption. pregnancy, and/or birth rates. On these four

dependent "edibles the results won studies can ba ounintarked as follow

Sane' Amish,. There is Hub 'widens. she clinks redum or delay sernal activiip On

the emu hand, them appear to be no contiment evidence that clinics minsulate mote

sexual at**. On this dimension, the program appem to be gr. nen* Men.

Cosnaceptioa. Them is birly COMM= widow that dune increase teemgen

access to commanding& ChM pnerally report fairly high aeration. There is

substantially less evidence to show that COUVIICSIMOS, provided by the clinics, Is med more

often Niue* measured by asking u limber contraseption wrs used at last intercourse).

Studies of kumviadge about contraception inefenes, It does not became pilfer+.
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Plograq. There a litde comisteas evidence that clinic programs efts pregmamy

rases one way or the other. While some audios mat modest declines, whets mpon

inatelei

IRO Raft& Then is fsidy modems evidence thst semi bend health casks do

ream Ugh ram The tisschimista ice this Wats, home& does oat appear to be doe to a

reduction in pregnancy. Rather hinh rates muted to be reduce primarily through the

use of abordim.

SUMMARY

ideally, a soll-finscooning school based Ade should have a range of therapeutic

sem= designed to meet the varying needs of school apd chlishen. These might

antoeg other SairiCei. uMnuzuzIMC41. Vitt= VA nearing screening, and counseling swim

The menu& eraluatan literature on these data, however, has clearly focused on their

role in pregnancy prevention. Ou this basic dimension, school based health clintra appear

to tali to meet ther mandate.

A good preview/ prevendon program should have the following outcomes

1. A reduedon in sesial activity sitti/or a reduesice in the absolute nr aber of

unprotected semal =scum

As a direct effect of outcome 1, a reduction in tho number of pregnancies.

It does not appear that school based health clinks Belden either of these svio

outcomes. Although admittedly mimed for their impact. three quote front a recent study
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by Ifkby, %mak, it Ziogiar (MI) drernaties this problems

"In sum, simply providhig tiontracepews was not enough to significantly bows theirmie.

OP IS)

"analysis of post data for the San hand= clink revealed that females (but not maim)

min signifleantly more likely to base sex then they had been before the C1IC opened' (p

11)

"Olnic presence was not associated with JOINT rates of papaw at any sites, either during

the previous 12 months or at any other time. In Dallas, the proponloa of fenteles wbo

reported they bad ever been pregnant was higher at the clinic school than in the

comps:bon ached.° (p 14)

In .iliscumin the &Mop, them avdtom were supporthe of the dint enclave:le

however, their data, consistent whh that of previous studies, pomp ela school based

clinic programa as failing to mast their gosh of papaw/ prevention. The authors noted

that those chnica with a larger educational Fogram that emphasized responsibility in

semial relations and follow-up care appeared to be somewhat more effeethe than the

others. This observation is consistent with a recently published study by Howard &

McCabe (1990) reporting successful reductions in mewl activity through the use of an

educational program that emphaaized premarital abetinence.

9
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Teems maim b ane al do puma dela la the tisif bagasse ad adolemeacel.

Whoa dile ermarithas deckles how best to palm a public pang to eddies thb whim I

hap you IA =sift the findiep tba mimeo Memo that mien that abaci bared

ban ebbs ragy not be ea ensettre memal helping oar &Mu.

Jahn & Lyaria, Ph.D.

Anodes Pamir at Prychisay, Pep:halo Medielas

Rabrueres

Howard, M., & McCabe. LP. (1990). Helping =nave pavane rowel in,o)VOISint

Esmilalassizelgemaiss 27: 21-21

Kirby, D, Wasiak, C., Ziegler, J. (1991). Sir ishace.bared del= Their reproductive

health servbus and impact ea mug behavior. Eammeijamstasinaisis 73, 646.

1.4011, RI, & Monet D.B. (1984 lanosinsliirMaklezualitgadn& Hamid

Urdwasity hese, Carabridie, MA.
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Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very much.
Now we will move along to our next witness. We really want to

welcome this " I": Ms. Bronwyn Mayden, and ste is accompa-
nied by Cathy

The floor is yours, and thank you.

STATEMENT OF BRONWYN MAYDEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MARYLAND GOVERNOWS COUNCIL ON ADOLTASCENT PREGNAN-
CY; ACCOMPANIED BY CATHY CARDALL, PARENT OF A MEMBER
OF THE REALM OPPOATUNITIES FOR TEENS ADVISORY
BOARD, BALTIMORE, MD

Ms. MAYDSN. Thank you. Good morning, Madame Chairwoman
and members of the committee. It is a pleasure for me to be here to
testify for the Maryland Governor's Council on Adolescent Pregnan-

and what we -have been able to accomplish in the State of
land.

t I would like to do is just to give you some background on
the Governor's Council. We were mandated several years ago by
the General Assembly, and it is our goal to begin to decrease teen
p I in the State of Maryland, as well as to try to promote

tive outcomes for pregnant teenagers, as well as for their fami-
tea

In addition to that, we look at public policy. I am the director for
a p, "lc policy group, and what we have been doing is looking at
the research, some of which you have heard reported today, in rela-
tionship to adolescent pregnancy to best chart which is the most
effective way for the State ci Maryland to pursue our goals.

And from lGoking at the research, we have come up with several
strategies that I would like to talk with you about toay.

The first strategy that we have been promoti4 in the State of
Maryland is one of attempting to delay sexual initiation among
teenagers. Basically this is an abstinence based program. It is for
teenagers who are not sexually active, and we are trying to be very
supportive of them.

research shows that we can most make impact on young
people between the ages of nine to 14 yeart of age. So conuently,
the materials that we have developed, which are posters, radio a&,
TV ads, bus billboards, billboards all over the State of Maryland,
really speak to that issue.

This is a program called Campaign for Our Children. The focus,
tech year we take a different focus, a different theme, and this

s theme happens to be male responsibility, and what I would
to doI hope your eyes are not as bad as minebut what I

would like to do is to just show you some posters that we have de-
veloped around the issue of male responsibility.

The first poster says, "A baby costs $474 a month. How much do
you have in your pocket? Babies are expensive," and we go on to
talk about the state law, about how fathers are financially respon-
sible for the children until the age of 18. If you do not help, the
court wia find you and make you pay child support even if you are
not married. "So before you decide to have sex, see if you have a
spare $100,000. Child support, you play, you pay."

The second one, "it is amazing how many guys disappear when
one of these shows up". The same type of message at the bottom.

9
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And the third, my favorite, is "What do you call a guy who
makes a baby and blies the r And we have a chicken. It is
really a cock, but we call it a chicken "A real man takes responsi-
bility for his action. If a erl gets pregnant, he has to do the rt
thing. He doesn't cut and run," that type of thing. "Be a man. ae

materials are in every public school in the State of Mary-
land, along with commercials, and radio, TV ads. This is a public-

that our state put together, and we have raised
for the use of all of this material.

The second strategy that we feel very, very strongly about be-
cause we know that most of the teens in our state are sexually
active, is that we feel that we must to increase access to con-
traceptives to Pyotmg_peo and our has been a forerun-I

ner in the State of Mary " in terms fpidlngadditiCnaIfWidl
hill for family planning clinics f3r

We have a clinic in a mall, in a .1 .1: area that has the high-
est teen pregnancy in the State of Maryland, along with the infant
mortality rate. It is open in the evenings. It is wen on weekends
because from our research, what we have fm.iW is that clinics,
whether they be school-based health clinica, are not accessible to
teenagers, particularly in the summertime. They are not accessible
to teenagers who are outside of school, who have unfortunately
dropped out and have given up on the

So consequently, we have been pu a lot of our money and
time in regard to providing contraceptive services for teens. Con-
traceptive services for teens, along with information, along with
outreach so that they know where to come, along with services that
we can provide for them co site.

We also know from some studies, and you have been hearing
about some studies, that a correlation between the availability of
family planning services and the probability of adolescent girls ini-
tiating sexual behavior, we have found that that is just not true,
and there are numerous studies that have held constant many dif-
ferent factors that you begin to look at to see if that is true, and we
have found that it is not true.

In addition, our state is a forerunner in the Three for Free Pro-
cram. It is a condom distribution program that our state has had
m operation since 1986. We provide condoms all over the state,
anywhere that we can get in, bars, barber shops, beauty salons, res-
taurants, recreation centers. You name it; we provide condoms. We
have provided almost four million condoms in 1990 alone at a cost
of about $90,00u.

Now, people wonder whether we are encouraging sexual behavior
by provicling condoms to young people, and I have to say to you we
are not. What we are encouraging is to be responsible in terms of
their sexual behavior.

This program was created from the demand of citizens that
found that they wanted it. You ask me whether a program like this
can work. Let me give you some data in terms of just Baltimore
City.

In 1988, over one million condoms were given out at 134 loca-
tions in Baltimore City alone. During 1988, the occurrence rate of
new cases of gonorrhea in Baltimore City dropped approximately

Oats I
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20 percent and the rate of new cases of syphilis dropped 18 per-
cent.

During the same time period on the East Coast, both of those dis-
eases, you will find, had enormous increases in rates.

In our state the cost of a low birth t , one, the lifetime
cost, is around $400,000. The average cost to support a

with AIDS from t to unfortunately death is around
000 in the State of ki

I have to say to you that the mere $90,000 that the states puts
into a condan distribution program, such as our Three for Free

we think, is very, very cost effective.
we have Wm working with parents around the issue of

talking to their children about sex, and you have heard some com-
ments from SIECUS, which I think we would like to really echo
and say that we use quite a bit of their material in terms of getting
parents to talk to kids about sex.

We have developed a program called PACT, which is Parents
and iadldren Talking; because we feel also that parents are the
educators of their children in maid to this issue, and we try to

them by providing them with information and brochures
services in terms of this.

We had, during the month of October, about 150 events,
all across the Estate for parents to get information in regards to sex-
uality 53r their kids, and actually we are going to do a pilot pro-
gram in one of our counties that hae the highest abortion rate to
see ff we can try to do a little bit more in terms of working with
the local media down there.

And finally, the last thing that we fund are community organiza-
tions that want to work on the issue of adolescent cy. My
office is in Baltimore, and I do policy work. However, It has to be
the community that decides to really stand up and address the
issue of adolescent a . 41 I in dm manner that they feel best

So consequently, we ti money for community groups, and
one of the community groups that we are giving money for is a
school-linked clinic in aelati.onship to adolescent health.

Now you have just heard some statistics in regards to school-
based clinics and whether they are effective. I find it vory interest-

that perhaps some of the major research that has I; sen done in
p to school linked clinics was done at Jot ns Hopkins

University with the Self-Clinic around 1984.
I hope that you are aware of this clinic. It is a clinic that has

provided contraceptive services, and I think that that must be men-
tioned; that what we are finding from some of the research is that
we are not providing a full range of services. Without a full range
of services, we are not going to be successful.

What are the full range of services that we need? We are finding
the kids that are coming into our school-based clinics need more
information in terms of mental health services. If you look at the
services that they come in to ask for, reproductive information,
contraceptive services is very far down on the list. Usually it is
young men that are coming in because they want to join basketball
leagues, and they need sports physicals or physicals for jobs.

I
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PREPAW STATIOKINT OP BROPIWYN MAYDRN, EIRCLITIVX DERZMOR, MA1111.01241) Govu-
NOX'S Comm. On Ancasscsarr PUICINANCY, Sammons, MD

Madame chakwoman and members of the committee it is a pleasure for me to

testify before the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families on the efforts of

Maryland Governor's Coundl on Adolescent Pregnancy to reduce unintended

childbearing among adolescents.

The Council follows several strategies to reduce teen pregnancy. Different strategies

because the Council realizes that adolescents are not a monolith group and that

different strategies are needed to combat teen pregnancy.

The first strategy is to delay sexual initiation among youngsters. A media eduotion

program, Campaign For Our Children was developed that combines television and

radio commercials, lesson plans, a video, buttors and t-shirts to bring the message to

adolescents through schools, the community, and churches. Campaign For Our

Children's theme for this year is male responsibility, and all the materials are

developed around that topic. Using slogans like: "You Play,, You Pay", "A baby

1 0 3
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costs $474 a month. How much do you have in your pocket? "and "What do you call

a guy who makes a baby and flies the coop?" the Campaign utilizes media materials

with a hands on program. Lamm plans that illustrate the cost of adolescent

pregnancy, and its consequences are incorporated into the program. This highly

successful public private partnership has raised apprmdmately 32 million from

state government and the business community.

The second strategy the Council uses to prevent adolescent pregnancy is expanding

programs that provide access to contraception. Over 50% of 15-19 year old women

and 80% of young men in the same age group are sexually active. It is important that

this population have access to family planning services that provide a variety of

health, education, and counseling services related to birth control including

contraceptive services, pregnancy testing and counseling and irformation referral.

In Maryland, Governor William Donald Schaefer ha.; made a commitment to

improving the accessibility of health services to youngpeople and he has increased

the budget for family planning services to teens by million dollars annually. Thesi.

funds have been used to open a teen clinic in a shopping mall, a clinic in a

conununity center and outreach workers to infonn teens of the services. All teen

family planning clinics have changed their hours of operation so that they have

evening and some have Saturday hours. The state has funded a number of school

based health clinics that provide a variety of health services including

contraceptives.

Vi
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The Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygieneleads the country in

condom distribution with its Three for Free program. Condoms are distributed in

quantities of 3 to 15 and instnictional material on correct condom use are provided

in non-medical settings, where young men congregate. Typical sites

indude pool halls, barber shops, recreation centers, college campuses, restaurants,

and gas stations. in 1990, the Three for Free program with it s 454 sites gave away

3,098,879 condom:0in Maryland. The program's cost of $90,000 is small if we are able

to prevent a teen pregnancy cs' svcually transmitted diseases.

The third strategy that the Council uses is promoting information to parents to talk

to their children about human sexuality. Parents should be the sexual educators of

their children, however only 20% of parents talk to their children about sex. The

Council through its Parents and Children Talking (FAZTl) month encourages

parents and children to talk about teenage sexual activity, adolescent pregnancy and

contraception. PACT! talks, fiwurns and workshops take place in more than 150

schools, health clinics, churches and recreations centers around the State of

Maryland. Giant supermarkets and McDonalds restaurants display PACT! posten

and brochures, "How to Talk to Your Kids about Sex". Maryland public libraries

make books en the subject available.

105
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The last strategy is empowering the community by providing funding for innovative

projects that seek to prevent teen pregnancy. Funds are made availaMe to

organizations that want to develop comprehensive programs by linking existing

servke% fill in the gapsbetween odsting service% and leverage private sector support

for the proposed service. Ctnrently we are funding eight projects including a school

linked health dirdc, mentoringprogram, after school program and dollar a day

program. The pregnancy rate for teens in all the programs is much lower than

national averages or state averageS.

Although the State ol Maryland has done much to prevent adolescent pregnancy

we need to do mudi more. Natirmally, we need to make young people a priority.

We must begin to change the political will and begin to:

d Guarantee all adolescents access to health services regardless of ability to pay.

These services should beconvenient, confidential, comprehensive and age

appropriate. This will require the expansion o: direct service, public health

and school health services, and establishing adolescent health centes.

( r;
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# Schools must play a stronger role in improving adolescenthealth. Schools

can no longer accomplish theirmission by ignoring the emotional and

physical needs o f students. They need to provide information that teaches

skills and information of accessing services. They should make

arrangements for students to receive needed services, and increase their

capacity to provide services.

Provide services where people are located. Services need to 1,z provided in

the communities where adolescents and their families live. Providers need

to be trained to work effectively with this population. Neighborhood

outreach workers are needed to help adolescents and their families use

health and other services to improve their life prospects,

I Establish a federal Commission On Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention that
will fulfill the critical need for national leadership in mobilizing statewide

efforts aimed at decreasing teen pregnancy. The Commission should:

CI Be comprised of cabinet secretaries, members cif the Congress, the

business community, academia, and local couimunities. It should

be mandated to be a strong advocate in ensuring the development

of a coordinated and comprehensive approach to the social,

educational, economic, health, and problems of adolescent pregnancy.
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0 In cooperation with appropriate State and local agenda the

Commission should foster plans to enhance coordination of

all federally fimded pmgrams and tierViCES regarding adolescent

pregnancy and parenthood 1.ri accordance with federal law.

0 Promote the development of federal policies designed to enhance

adolescent pregnancy prevention efforts and to improve services

At-risk, pregnant, and parenting adolescents.

0 Monitor state-wide progress towards the goal of reducing adolescent

pregnancy. Collect data and perform analysis of ongoing and new

efforts aimed at reducing, preventing, and improving services to

at-risk, pregnant, parenting adolescent&

0 Establish a funding mechanism to distribute community incentive

grants concerning adolescent pregnancy ving priority to innovative

projects that

['Promote the establishmnt of a coordinated network of scroicts for at-risk

pregnant, and parenting adolescents;

CiDanonstrate a high lad of commibnent to the riled by =brig imailable

funding, personnd, and facilities;

['Report to the President and the Congress on the level of expenditure; and on thr

impact 4 programs and spokes regarding adolescent pregnancy and pa ffnlhood.

I U
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Teen pregnancy is a complex phenomenon involving concepts of personal worth

and identity; social rwrnts' and pressures; the allure of taking pleasure while

avoiding responsibility; and economic deprivation. This compledty demands a

comprehensive response aimed at achieving the goal of reducing teen pregnancy.

This is an issue that demands the leadership, the loo-term commitment, and the

courage to expand or initiate many of the approaches you have heard about today.

The urgency of the problem of teen pregnancy in human terms compels us to move

forward quickly and boldly. Thank you.

I
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Chainvoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very much. We really appre-

ciate it.
Cathy, did you want to reld anything?
Ms. CARDALL Yes. I was asked to speak today from the perspec-

tive of a parent of a child who is involved in one of these outreach
programs. So I would like to talk about that for just a minute.

I am the parent of six children, including three teenagers. So I
clearly have a vested interest in exploring and being supportive of
efforts aimed at helping adolescents stay safe.

When my daughter, Kirsten, was invited to serve on the Teen
Advisory Board of the Health Opportunities for Teens Pregram, I
emouraged her participation. I felt she would have Sonething both
to give and to gain. I knew she would be enthusiastic about giving
input, and because we discussed these issues openly at home, I
knew she would feel comfortable offering suggesbons or presenting
this information to other teenagers.

I also knew she would benefit by actively thinking about and dis-

cussing these topics with her peers and with the professional staff
at the health center. I felt it would be a learning experience for
her to see how other parents a-id kids deal with some of these
issues.

I feel that I have been very lucky in establishing an open line of
communication with my kids, and I have made this a priority. It
seems that most parents do not have any problem talking to their
kids when they are little. We tell them to look both ways when
they cross the street and not to talk to strangers.

But too many stop the dialogue right at the point where our kids

are most vulnerable and where even more serious dangers threaten
them.

It is difficult to discuss adult things with our children, and by
the time we see them as adults, they have already had to make a
lot of adult decisions. In an Liestl world, we could tell our teenagers
to just say no, and they would. We could all openly and easily give

them the information they need to stay safe, safe from sexually
transmitted diseases, safe from drug and alcohol abuse, safe from
AIDS. Unfortunately this does not always happen.

Not giving t :,nwrs this information is like sending them un-
armed into battle. Ery time they leave the house, they are bom-
barded with pressures to make choices, and these must be informed

sources.
It is clear that personal values and fear of pregnancy or disease

do not stop some teenagers from having sex. So it becomes our re-
sponsibility to empower them, as Bronwyn was saying, with the in-
formation and support to make safe choices.

We need to have programs like the Health Opportunity for Teens

or HOT, which are teen-friendly and create an open forum for dis-

cussion of all the areas which affect the teenager's decision-rnaking

process, things like self-esteem and stress and peer pressure.
These programs are also important because sometimes the pres-

sures that the teenager feels stern from the home. Even in the best
circumstances, this is a time when an adolescent search for self in-
volves a rejection of his parents and their moral judgments. No
matter where you look, you find good kids making bad choices.
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A teenager needs a safe place to come to terms with his responsi-
bility to himself, to his emdional and cal health. This be-comes vitally and urgently important he is considering be-
havior which can have a profound effect not only on the adolescent
he is, but on the adult he is to become.

Chairwoman SMIROZDER. Thank you.
The chair wants to :4' the distinguished member who

us in the audience, , tOallOIyOU,frOlflBaItlfllOre.mulA be very proud of this group. Congressman Mfume, thank
you. We are very proud of them, too.

It is very rare that a member shows up to listen to testimony
from your district So that is very impressive. You have made an
impreasim.

Dr. Hayton, we now yield to you, and we welcome you this morn-ing, and we will look forward to hearing what you have to add.

STATEMENT OF BRADLEY P. RAYTON, PILD., PUBLIC POLICY
RESEARCH MANAGER, FOCUS ON THE FAMILY, POMONA, CA

Dr. HsTroN. I thank the Honorable Pat Schroeder for inviting
me and the rest of tin committee.

Eesentially my talk is cm the failure of condom-based sex educa-
tion. Many schools administrators, as you know, have a great prob-
lem with teenage Pregnancy, and with the best intentions they
have distributed condoms or teach their students how to use con-
doma They believe sincerely that such education will reduce teen-
age pregnancy, teenage illegitimacy and STDa, including AIDS.

.4.. the motives are good, the research just does not bear it
out, some sex education programs that promote the use of con-
doms increase teenage pregnancy rates, abortion rates, premarital
mg, STDs and lower grades and acathimic aspirations.

Sex education that stress condom use tend to increaseteerage )1 amily pdanning mencies were established inthe e d tes with an explicit goal of decreasing teenage preg-
nancy. Teaching adolescents to use contraceptives is their primary
goal, but the effect really has just been the opposite.

The U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources
demonstrated a high correlation between federal prrams and
teenage pregnancy. Likewise, Olsen and Weed found that greater
adolescent involvement in family planning programs was highly
correlated with higher teenage pregnancies and higher teenage
abortion rates.

Any net reduction in teenage births was due to the increased
rates of abortion rather than tile use of contraceptives. Five years
ago this same committee, the U.S. Select Committee on Chiklren,
Youth, and Families, found that abortion, not contraceptives, wasbringing about the reduction in teenage births, and the programs
were not reducin4 the rates of teenage pregnancy and abortions.

Those states with the highest expenilitures on family planning
and with idmilar socio-demographic characteristics showed the larg-
est increases of abortions and illegitimate births.

When comparing selective states to the national average, there
was a high correlation between family planning funding and teen-
age pregnancy and abortion rates. Even etudiesliy Planned Parent-
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hood indicate a strong correlation" between condom use and teenage

pre=cy
in their own prograins.

are some d the reasons? You know, why is this occurring.?
One is the failure rate of condone. In the paper I have talked

about a lot of the different statistics on the failure rate of condoms.
Another reason is that the use of condoms increases teenage prom-
iscuity, and there is much research to demonstrate that.. And the
third, which is mostly just common sense, although the research
demonstrates that, too, is the impulsivity d teenagers. Even
though they know when to use condoms, they do not use them.

So secoolly, sex ed. programs that Aron condom use increase
abortice rates. Over and over a high correlation has been demon-
strated between teenage abortions and these programs. One study

the CDC showed that 50 percent of the teenagers who got abor-
had been using contraceptives at the time of conception. Preg-

nant teenage girls are far more likely to seek an abortion if they
are ud than if they are married.

What are the effects of abortion? Of course, there are many physi-
ological effects and psychological effects which have been studied
many times, and I Will not talk about all of the different effects
abortion has.

Third, sex ed. programs that promote condoms encourage teen-
age promisglialn i survey of 400 randomly selected family physi-
cians and trists, the matority agreed that the availOility of
contraceptives had led to an increased promiscuity among teen-
agers.Planned Parenthood concluded, "Prior exposure to a sex educa-
tion course is positively and significantly associated with the initi-
ation of sexual activity at ages 15 and 16."

The National Research Czuncil pointed out that the increased
rate of sexual activity in teens, "is directly relativl to birth control
information and provision to adolescents."

Dawson likewise concluded, "Prior contraceptive educaticri in-
creases the odds of starting intercourse at the age of 14 by a factor
of 1.5." That is a 50 percent increase.

What are the effects of teenage pregnancy upon youth? Many.
One is segually active teenagers tend to drink alcohol and use
marijuana more often and to smoke more, tend to have minor de-
linquency and school difficulty, and even an increased rate of sui-
cide.

At the same time, early sexual experience is correlated
with sexual promiscuity for the rest of life. The Red Report for
Female Sexuality that interviewed 100,000 women found that if
adolescents have sex by age 15, they are twice as promiscuous for
the rest of their lives, and they are the least likely to rate their
marriages or marital sex as goW.

Number four. Sex ed. programs that stress cone= use increase
sexually transmitted diseases. Though as many as 75 percent of all
the sexually active teens use some form of contraceptives, teens are
increasingly contracting EITDs.

The Department of Health and Human Services Task Force con-
cluded that there is no clinical data to support the value that con-
doms prevent the spread of a range of diseases, including syphilis,
herpes, hepatitis B or HIV/AIM.

'
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Dr. Nicholas Fiumara, Director of the Massachusetts Department
of Public Health, wrote many comments, and I will just read a
summary. He says, "In summary then, the effectiveness makes the
candom useless as a prophylactic arinst gonorrhea, and even
under ideal conditions agamst syphilis. '

Though many STDs can be cured, of course, as we have men-
tioned many times today, there is no cure for HIV/AID& Condom
education that increases sexual teen promiscuity _c_mpled with the
high failure rate of condoms makes teens more likely to contract
the NW virus.

Condoms are even less effective in stopping the spread of HIV
than other STDs. In one study, 80 female prostitutes and 16 per-
sons from a hospital staff each tested ten latex condoms in vaginal
intercourse. Six people dropped out. The condom rupture occurred
at least (mice for seven of the remaining 40 persces. Overall
condo= ruSure rate was five percent.

The stu0 ccocluded, "Truly safe sex with an FIN positive part-
ner using condoms is a dangerous illusion."

Other studies, and I have summarized many of the studies in my
rencame up with the same results.
um, the chances of contracting AIDS from an infected part-

ner range from five to 17 percent. Once contracted, almost sure
death is the final result. Other experts agree. Dr. Harold Jaffa,
CDC's Chief of D..i'derniology, writes, "You just can't tell people it's
all right to do w tever you want so long as you wear a condom.
It's just too dangerous a disown to say that."

Dr. Theresa Crenshaw, immediate past president of the Ameri-
can Association of Sex Educators, counselors and tberaPiste wrote,Irif the wrong information is given, the effort will fail. It willcause"and that was the stress that she made"it will cause
death rather than prevent it. . . . Saying that use of condoms is
'safe sex' is in fact playing Russian roulette. A lot of people will die
in this dangerous game."

Of course, others =cur. Right now, as you know, there are
many liability problems starting to occur around the United States
because of the ineffectiveness of conctims. The infection due to a
faulty condom could be a cause of action.

Secondly, any facility which distributes or stores condoms could
be liable since many condoms become defective because of storage
practices and distribution practices.

Fifth, sex education progyams that stress condom use and en-
courage premarital sex lowers grades and academic aspirations.
There is not as much research on that because people do not do
that They want to look at effects in other ways, but there is some
research to indicate that such is the case.

So here are the prrams that do not work. What are some of
the programs that ? This is much more difficult, as Dr. Lyons
pointed out. They do not research those programs very often.

Many have found a correlation between religious values and
kids that do not engage sex as often. They found a high correla-
tion between two-parent families and kids that are sexually absti-
nent and do not have STD& They found a high correlation between
strong cultural norms and low illegitimacy rates. "Strong cultural
norms and values proscribing early premarital sexual activity" is

115
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the primer- reason for the relatively low illegitimacy rites among
the -Americans, for instance.

Then, fourthly, they found high correlations in just the limited
amount of research on the abstinence based sex ed. programs. How-
ever, I have to admit that people who do the research on the abet&
nturce programs are the ones carrying out the nbstinence programs.
So they might be biased. It is not some journals like you talked
about, Dr. Lyons.

In sum, then although the administrators have very good inten-
tions and governments and the funding has good intentions to
lower teenage pregnancy, to lower sexually transmitted diseases,
including HIV virus, and to also even lower abortion rates, those
things have increased even though the illegitimacy rates have gone
down because of higher abortion rates.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Bradley P. Hayton Ph.D., followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRADLEY e. HATTON, PH.D., PUBLIC POUCT Rig:MARCH
MANAGER, FOCUS ON THZ FASULT, POMONA, CA

The Failures of Condom-Based Sex Education

Many times school administrators believe that they are best
serving the interests of their students by distributing condoms,
or teaching their students to use condoms. They believe that
such education will reduce teenage pregnancy, teenage
illegitimacy, and sexually transmitted diseases, including AIDS.

Though the motives are good, the belief is false. In fact,
school programs that encourage the use of condoms do the very
things that school administrators are trying to curtail. In
order to help school administrators make their best informed
opinion about programs that promote the use of condoms, this
essay summarizes much of the research about the effectiveness of
those programs, by giving succinct arguments against them.

In sum, sex education programs that promote the use of
condoms increase teenage pregnancy rates, abortion rates, rates
of premarital sax, sexually transmitted diseases, and lowers
grades and academic aspirations.

urea
SZJIRBAZIEL.

Many have concurred that illegitimate births among teen
mothers pose a grave risk to modern society. Willard Gaylin
concludes, "The unattached, unsupported, and immature teenage
mother is a knife at the throat of modern culture and a mortgage
on the future vitality and hope of, especially, the black
population in major,cities where tepnage illegitimacy is now the
condition of a majority of births." Consequently, schools have
attempted to curtail illegitimate births by curbing teenage
pregnancies.

Family planning agencies were established in the United
States with the explicit goal of decreasing teenage pregnancies.
Teaching adolescents to use contraceptives is their primary goal.
The effect, however, has been just the opposite.

The U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources
demonstrated a high correlation between federal programs and
teenage pregnancy. Likewise, Olsen and Weed found that greater
adolescent involvement in family planning programs was correlated
significantly with higher teenage pregnancies and higher teenage
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abortion rates. Any net reduction of teenage births was due to
increased retested abortion, rather than the ua of
contraceptives.'

The same is true for state programs. Tbe U.S. Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families found that abortion,
not contraceptives, was bringing about the reduction in teen
births." And tbe programs were not reducing the rates of
teenage pregnancy and abortions. Those states with the highest
expenditures on family planning and with similar sonic-
demographic characteristics showedsthe largest increases in
abortions and illegitimate bipths. When coopering selective
states to the national average, there is a high correlation
between family planning funding and teenage pregnancy and
abortion rates.'

Though tbe rate of births plus ths rate of abortions had
declined between 1957 and 1972, there began a step-by-step
increase 1.n adolescent pregnancy with new federally funded sex
programs. By 1982, almost 41 percent of all pregnancies of
teenagers were being aborted. °Not only did teenage pregnancy
increase when ;overman': intervened to control it, but it was
subsequently discovered that teenage pregnancy decreased when
visits to the government-funded family-planning clinics
declined," foments Jacqueline Basun from Humbolt State
University.

Even studies by Planned Parenthood indicate a strong
correlation between condom use and teenage pregnancy. They
found, between 1976 and 1979, pramaritally sexually active women
aged 15-19 who always used contraceptives had 19,2 percent
increased pregnancies. During the same period, the pregnancy
rate mow women who had always used contraceptiver rose 36.4
percent.

In sum, population researcher, Phillips Cutright, arrives at
the conclusion, "We find no evidence that the programs reduced
whirs illegitimacy, because areas with weak programs or no
programs at all expirience smaller increases or larger declines
lin pregnahcyj than are found in areas with strong contraceptive
programs. Researchuthroughout the country continually
confirms this belief.

There are many reasons for a high correlation between condom
use ar' increased teenage pregnancy. First, several have
documented that the failure rahe of condoms used by teenage girls
to prevent pregnancy is 18.4%. Condoms are notorious for
leakage. According to the Department of Health and Human
Services, *One of every five batches of condoms tested in a
government inspection program over14the last four months failed to
meet minimum standards for leaks.* FDA agents reject one lot
in ten of domestic condoms, and one in five of imported
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condoms." Present FDA standards for lots acceptable for public
sale allow up to four condoms per thousand to leak water.

Itelnik and Kantner write in Planned T.renthood's -journal,
'Even among teen who use oral contraceptives regularly and
follow the ideal pattern prescrAbed by Planned Parenthood, the
pregnancy rats is 5.8 percent.*- Using Planned Parenthood's
statistics, Auff has computed that an adolescent who uses condoms
has an 87 persent likelihood of an unwanted pregnancy while she
is in school." Nishell found that among sexually active women
under age twenty-five, up to one-third who ussomnly condoms for
contraception will be pregnant after one year. Though condoms
have au overalh 10 percent failure rate when used for
contraception, it is almost twice as high for young people.

Second, several studies have docuhented that the use of
condoms increases teenage promiscuity. And third, teenagers
typically engage in sexual activities upon impulse, believe that
condoms curtail sexual enjoyment, and do not use condoms
properly.

.
LALL111....

As noted above, sex ed programs that promote the use of
condoms are highly correlated with teenage abortions. One study
by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) ahowed that SO percent
of teenagers who got a Rrtions had been using contraceptives at
the time of conception." Pregnant teenage girls are far more
likely tR seek an abortion if they are unmarried tba. if they ars
married."

There is a large body of statistical data and medical
literature that demonstrates the lasting physical and
psychological effects of abortion. These effects include the
perforation of the uterus, laceration of the cervix, the injury
to the bowel and bliddm-, hemorrhage, severe infection, cardiac
arrest, convulsions, entotoxic shock, Rulmonary embolism,
thrombophlebitis, and sometimes death." A plethora of studies
have demonstrated that the proportion of babies delivered
prematurely veried bxtween 40 percent higher to almost three
times as high among slithers who had previous abortions, compared
to those who had not. Premature birth is highly correlated
with mental retardation and other health problems in children.'
Harley and Davies also foumd that prior abortions were also
associated with high neonatfil deaths and malformations in
children subsequently born. Last, several studies have
indicated thfit women who have abortion have higher rates of
infertility.

1 I
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Psychological consequences of abortion have been termed
'post-abortion syndrome' by the psychiatric community. About 90
persent of women who have abortions experience moderate to severe
emotional and psychiatric stress following an abortion. Reardon
comments, 'Op to 10 percent require psychiatric hospitelination
or other professional treatment. One to two percent (15,000 to
30,000 women per year) suffer such severe trauma as to render
them unable to work. In addition. aborted women face a apicide
risk nine times greater than that of non-aborted women.'

These symptoms include: anxiety," depression, guilt,"
regret, anger, mbarragpment, fear of disapproval, shame,
insomnia, and rmorse." If not actually abandoned, many women
Zeal abandoned.- Many women feel sexual coldness or becalm,
frigid for pariods of time. Some react ?y becoming more
promiscuous. Many become more suicidal.

Of course, these effects of abortion do not take into
account the effects on the child of increased illegitimate
teenage pregnancy. Pickering concludes that 'the marital status
of the mother was significantly associated with the risk of birth
weight below 2,500 q )5.3 pounds) and 2,000 q (4.4 pounds).*
Among women bearing a first child, the risk of low birth weight
was 28 percent higher for unmarried mothers than for aarried
mother& and 63 percent higher for a second or subsequent
child.-

2=001=111X...

Planned Parenthood has continually maintained *universal
reproductive freedom° as their goal. As early as 1963, then-
president Alai Guttmacher acknowledged that contraceptivfi
information for teens would increase exual promiscuity.

Medical doctors who helped invent the pill have concurred.
In 1977, Dr. Robert Kistner of Harvard Medical School said,
'About 10 years ago.I declared that the pill would not lead to
promiscuity. Well, I was wrong.' In 1981, Dr. Min Chuah
Chang commented, "I personally feel the pill has rather spoiled
young people. . . . It's made them more pernissive.'

In a survey of 400 randomly selected family physicians and
psychiatrists, the majority agreed that the availability of
contraceptkms has led to increased promiscuity among
teenagers.- Planned Parenthood concluded: "...IP1rior exposure
to a sex education course is positively and significantly
assosiated with the initiation of sexual activity at ages 15 and
16.0" The National Research Council pointed out that she
increased rate of sexual activity in teens "is directly reamed
to birth control information and provision to adolescents.'

1 1
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Dawson concluded that "Prior contraceptive education increases
the odds of starting interoourm (at the age of 14) by a factor
of 1.5,6 a 50 percent increase.

Other researchers have confirmed these reports that
contraceptive edvation is highly correlated with increased
sexual activity.

Teen-age sex, especially at 15-years-old or earlier, is
especially dangerous to physical and psychological health.
Several researchers have found high corrolationsobetween early
sexual experience and alcohol and mariju sa use. prly sexual
experience has also been linked with cigarette use, minor
delinquency, and school difficulty." Nonvirginal girls are
also over 6 tines more likely to report having attempted suicide,
are at slightly greater risk for reporting !soiling lonely,
feeling upset, and having difgiculty sleeping, as well as
experience lower self-esteem.

At the sane time, early sexual experience is highly
correlated with sexual promiscuity throughout the rest of life.
its ReAbook Report far Female Sexuality found that women who had
sax by age fifteen are twig(' as promiscuous for the rest of their
lives as women who didn't. Sven though later married these
women were more likely to use marijuana while having Sex,
masturbate frequently, be turned on by pornography, andnalmost
three times more likely to have a homosexual encounter. They
were also the least likely to rate their marriages or marital sex
as good.

ralinsalttag-ail111111...

Though as many as seventy-five percent o& all sexually
active teens use some form of contraceptives, teens are
increasingly contrebting venereal diseases. The &Fuel 1n-use
failure rate for condoms is over eighteen percent.

Sexually active single teens are more likely than married
women to be infected with an entire host of STDs, including M.
hominis, G vaginalis, yeasts, U. ureelyticum, and T.
veginalis. Likewise, teen mothers then carrg infants
suffering from pneumonia and other illnesses.

A Department of Health and Human Services task force
concluded that there are no clinical data to support the value
that condoms prevent the spread of a rahge of diseases, including
syphilis, herpes, hepatitis-B, and HIV." D. Nicholas Fiumara,
director of the Massachusetts Department of Public Health, wrote:

,tay
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The current epidemic of gonorrhea in the Sni,4ed
States and in Massachustts has prompted many
physicians to ask us about the effectiveness of the
condom as a propnylactic against this disease. The
answer to this question is theoretically yes, but the
effectiveness of the condom is such as to make it
completely useless as a prophylactic.

The condom is effective against gonorrhea provided
there is no preliminary sex play, the condom is intact
before use, the condom is put on correctly and the
condom is taken off correctly. However, th male
population has never been able to fulfill the vary
first requisite.

Even if all these conditions ars fulfilled, a
condom incompletely protects against syphilis because
it protects only the part it covers ... It does not
cover ... the areas that are bathed with the secretion
of the female during the sex act.

In summary, then, its effectiveness makes the
condom useless as a prophylactic against gonofirhea, and
even under ideal conditions against syphilis.

Though many STDs can be cured, there is no cuxe for
HIV/AIDS. Condom education that increases teen promiscuity,
coupled with the high failure rate of condoms, makes tens more
likely to contract the deadly HIV virus. Condoms are even less
effective in stopping the spread of HIV. In one study, thirty
female prostitutes and sixteen persons from a hospital staff each
tested ten latex condoms in vaginal intercourse. Six people
dropped ouzo and condom rupture occurred at least once for seven
of the remaining forty persons. Overall condom rupture rats was
5 percent. The study concluded, "Truly safe sex with anticH/4.7-
positive partner using condoms is a dangerous illusion.'

Other studies have confirmed these results. In married
couples in which one partner was HIV-infected and condoms were
used, e0 percent of the healthy became infected within two
years. Though condom usage was shown to decrease HIV
acquisition among prostitutes and monogamous couples,uthe same
study confirmed HIV is also spread to the uninfected. In
fact, rischl and her colleagues found that couples who
exclusively used condoms showed a 17 percent seroconversion rate
over a 12-18 month period. Uging condoms for HIV protection is
such a poor practice that another study, conducted by the fedora,
government in the Los Angeles area, was ultimately withdrawn in
August 1988 because partiBipants were placed at too great a risk
of contracting the virus.
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la sum, the chances of contgacting AIDS from an infected
partner rang. from 5-27 percent. Once contracted, almost sure

death is the final result. The chances of contracting other STDs
are about the same. Condom "sate sex is a myth.

Experts agree. Dr. Harold Jaffe, CDC's chief of
epidemiology, writes, 'You just can't tell people it's all right
to do whatever you went so long es yoh wear a condom. It's just

too dangerous a disease to say that.' Dr. Theresa Crenshaw,
immediate past president of the American Association of Sex
Educators, Counselors and Therepists, and member of the
Presidential AIDS comMission, says, '1I)f the wrong informatIon
is given, the effort will fail. It will gum death rather than
prevent it.... Saying that use of condoms is 'safe sex' is in
fact playing Russian roulette. A lot of people will die in this
dangerous game.°

Others concur. Dr. Bruce Voeller, president of the Mariposa
Research Foundation, which specializes in the prevention of
sexually transmitted diseases, writes, 'The safe sex message jpat

isn't true. You're still playing a king of Russian roulette.'
Dr. Malcolm Potts, one of the inventors of condoms lubricated
with spermicides, and president cf. Family Health Internatenal:
"We cannot tell people how much protection condone give."
Telling a person who engages in high-risk behavior to use a
condom 'is like telling someone who is driving drunk to use a

seat belt.'" Even Mayor Ed Eoth of New York City commented,
'It is a misnomer, a frsud, to try to convey to people that if
they use condoms they're absolutely safe from contracting AIDS.

Just as it is a fraudmto say if you use condoms, there's no

danger of pregnancy.'

A. a result, many are starting to be concerned about the
possible product liabilities as a result of thc ineffectiveness
of condoms. Since even with proper use infection may occur,
infection dus to a faulty condos could be a cause of action. And

since the storage of condoms often times lowers their
effectiveness, qe facility which distributes and stores condoms

could be liable.

str

At least for whits males, grades take a huge drop when teens

begin engaging in premarital sex. Among white females, sexual
intercourse appears to depress the academic aspirations, reducing

the personal emphasis on school work and the desire to go to

collge. T4se, in turn, may considerably alter these teens'

later life.

ar!
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In sum, these ars key arguments against selling condoms in
high school vending machines. Such a policy works against many
of the government intentions in curtailing teen pregnancy, teen
abortion, teen promiscuity, and teen sexually transmitted
diseases, as well as decreases academic aspirations and
achievement.

If the public school system wishes to achieve these ends
with teenagers, other policies make such more Sense. Many
studies have demonstrated decreased teen pregnancy, abortion, and
promiscuity have these correlates.

1. Religion. Many studies have shown that more relig4us
adolescents engage in less sexual behavior with their peers.
Several studies have demonstrated that the 'erosion of
traditional values related to marriage and family and mutual
behavior' is one of the primary causes of 'dote rape."

2. Two-parent families. Roth moles and flusales raised in
single parent homes are %. great deal more likely to become unwed

teen mothers or fathers. Teenage girls also Surfer the
humiliation or, involuntary intercourse least when they live with

both parents.- Knight and Prentky found that a si;eable
najority of rapists come from single-parent homes.

Adolescents reared in single-parent households engage in
sexual interoourhe earlier and more often than those reared in
intact families. Adolescent girls who live with both parents
are also less likely to bear a child in their earl; teens than
adolescent girls who only live with their mothers. Likewise,
teenage children of traditional mothers who stay home engage in
sesualmactivity much less often than peers raised by career
women. Even teens from large families are less likely so
ngage in premarital sex than teens from small families."
Daughters of divorced parents are much more likely to plan for
nonmarltal cohabitation that are the daughters of insect
homes."

3. Strong culiural norms. Many researchers have found that
'strong cultural norms and values proscribing early premarital
sexual ctivity is the primary reason for the relatively low
illegitimacy rates Anong, for example Mexican AaaricanS, aS
compared to Blacks. Young Hispanic women from intact fsmilies
who regularly athand church usually refrain from sexual activity
be..vre marriage. Adolescent Hispanic women wbo have recently
immigrated fromnMexico are even more likely to remain abstinent
until marriage. In contrast, single-parent black families
tend to raise unwed teen mothers. Rowe and St. John contend
that the cause by a 'culture of premarital childbearing" where
daughters are less likely to perceive 'moral and social
disapproval for being sexually active.'

"
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4. Abstinence-based sex ad progi..ms. In contrast to the
typical sex ed classes or school-based clinics that promote
condos., abstinenc-based sex ed programs are showing great
success in curtailing teen pregnancy and teen promiscuity. The
AASCHOR project wee tested for five years in thirteen school
districts in Utah, California, Mew Mexico, and Axisona, and found
correlations with 1) higher family strengths (loyalty, *motional
support, cohesion), 2) more frequent discussions with parents
about sexual values and beliefs, and 3) pore abstinent attitudes
regarding premarital sexual involvement."

The Me, My World, My Future program, which is used by over
2,500 schools, was tested at four junior high schools during two
months in 1988, and found correlations with 1) student awareness
of the benefits of abstinence, 2) more likelihood of abstinence
before marriage, 3) increased awaxeness of the negative
consequences of teenage sexual behavior, ar' 4) a fleeter belief
that premarital sexuality was against their values. Sex
Respect, adopted in over 1,000 school districts across the United
States, in a study with 1,841 participants found high
(=relations with 1) abstinence attitudes, 2) a greater sense of
sexual control by teenen and 3) a greater awareness of the
benefits of abstinence.

Sexuality, Commitment, and Family, used by San Marcos Junior
High, decreased the pregnancies from 147 to 20 amipg their
students, after only two years of implementation. Other
programs have demonstrated similar results."

Conclusion

Selling condoms in vending machines in high school bathrooms
will not curtail teenage pregnany. Study after study has
demonstrated that condom education and condom distribution
increases teen pregnancies, teen abortions, teen promiscuity, and
teen sexually transmitted diseases.

Tf she public school system wishes to effectively deal with
these serious problems of teenagers, then administrators must
implement policies that will support the traditional family and
teach traditional values, such as abstinence before marriage.
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Mairwoman Scsmosmat. Thank you very much.
I think we will start with the questioning, and because of the

time constraints, if we can hold our questions to five minutes, it
mild be helpfuL

filliNrecerinThank you very much, Madam Chair.
Wolf.

There are so many questions you could ask that five minutes will
not do it. So maybe we will come back around or maybe we will not
have the thus.

I have a whole series of questions I am just going to submit for
the record. If . all can commen14 it does seem to me that there
are
Ma !Leyden,

Doctor
came up

different (pinions among Dr. Hayton, Dr. Lyons,
Dr. Selveestone.
you make, I think, a very telling t., which

yesterday which I was not, quite aware of,
and that is the failure rate with regard to condoms. S course, ifthey do we may very well be an individual to death
because there is no cure with regard to

Are there studies or should there be additional studies so we can
reconcile the differences? And perhaps, Ma 1/ . :It you can
answer this, too. Do you both agree that we &mild be - more
studies in the area of condom failure to see if the figures are as
accurate as you say not only with regard to pregnancy, but with
regard to disease and, secondly, more studies with regard to the
question a abstinence?

Maybe you could both answer that question.
Dr. HATTON. Yes, you know, I totay agree. The best study and

one of the few studies on HIV with the use of condoms showed an
18 percent failure rate, and that was with married partners who
were adults, using condoms, not teenagers using condoms.

Mr. Wow. Who did that stude
Dr. ILtrrox. Which is drastically different, and 18 percent fail-

ure rate is drastic. So much more research needs to be done, espe-
cially with teenagers, but it is difficult.

Mr. Wow. But who (lid the study? Can you tell us?
Dr. HATrox. I know I have it cited.
Mr. Wow. If you can submit it for the record.
DT. HArroN. Yee.
No. 62 in my footnotes M.A. Rachel, et al., "Evaluation of Heteroeexual Partners,

MiWw, and-Household Contracta Adults with AIDA "The Journal of the Miler-
ican Medical APsociation, VoL 257, 1987, pp. 640-644; MA. Fische', & O.M. Dickin-
son, Heterosexual Transmon of Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (letter),"The Journal of the American Medical Aoclatlon, VoL 257, 1987, pp. 2288-2289.

Mr. WouP. Ms. Mayden.
Ms. MATDEN. Part of the failure rate, I think, with condoms is

that they are used incorrectly, and one of the things that we do inthe Three for Free Program
[Applause.]
Ma. MAYDEN [continuing). Is provide information in terms of the

correct usage of condoms. I mean we all think that, you know, I
guess, because you are male, mi are born knowing how to put on acondom, but unfortunately wUt we are finding, particularly with
teenagers, is that there is incorrect usage.

The other thing I would like to point out to you-
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Mr. Wow. But the question is do . . believe there should be ad-
ditional studies to reconcile the .II, -) s with regard to condom
failure, with regard to pregnancies, and with regard to diseases?

although there may be differences, with regard to the questialrem 114
And, secondly, do you there should be additional

abstinence?
Ms. Mgsznan. I am not so sure we need additional studies. The

reason I say that is dm : . . - . . General has come out in his goals
for the ,m

for the year '-.1 i 1 He has - clearly put out one of
his goalsto increase condom usage ' ' . it:91...i! in

Information
the nation, lard

I think if our Surgeon General is ,

saying that, this is one of the ways he
lidr. Wots. No I understand that. I - but the questkm is do

... -.. "; research, not Ethilo-you think there should be additional
or political, disci:anions, but scientific research both on the

ure rate with regard to - - and the failure rate with
regard to disease to see if . Hayton is right, and also on the

of abstinence so that you can came at this from both ends?
roef;tioragree (r disapee that there should be more research?

Ms. MATinut. I think that is fine if people want to put money in
research. I think money ouicht to go into services.

Mr. Wow. Well, I know. I agree. The government has gotten in-
volved in many thinp, and you do not want to just pour money
down a rat hole if it is not working. If it is working, fine, but there
may be a varied opinion.

Dr. Lyons, do you have any comment on that?
Dr. Lyons. Yes. My primary area of research is in serious mental

illness, and routiWy in that area, they take various
treatments and compare them to each other to see which works,
and what I find kind of surprishig about this particular literature
is that has not been done, and I do not understand wh .

I would suggest that if we really want to understand what works
and what does not, take the various proposed interventions and
compare them to each other in a nice, random assignment, experi-
mental way that could really give us an answer so that we could
put the money where it be is in services.

But from my perspective reading the literature and under-
standing it, I think teenage pregnency is a multi-caused social
pralem. There are all sorts of social and economic factors that
lead our teenagers to more and more become . --:4 - t. I do not
think failure of contraception is one of those .

And to address the problem as a treatment by muMintcontra-
ception does not get at the root cause. It is like pitting a Bandaid
on a bullet wound, and it is not that it is right or wrong. It just
does not work,and that is what I think.

issue. I think, if anything, the differences betwban Dr. LyonstakandMr. WOLIP. Well, I want to thank you an4 I am not

Ms. Mayden and Dr. Hayton is the lack of certainty. Although each
side may be very certain, we really do need more data and more
information.

I suggest research ought to be done by the Public Health Service
and by the Food and Drug Administration and by agencies of the
government with credible people who have no az to grind on either

13S
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side so that we truly can know because if you ars giving out faulty
condoms to an individual, you may be sentencing that -individual to
death.

The other questioii, and I know my time is running out, if yai
can submit for the record: have there been any lawsuits in this
area? You just alluded to it

I did want to make two last comments, if I can with the chair.
Mr. Walker, I want to congratulate you and Burtzell Selph. There
is a young man in my office who has been trying to urge us to ck
the same thing, in Northern Virginia and I am meeting with
Mayor Dixon on Thursday, and I am going to tell her about your
program.

Andy Hart, who works in my office, has mentioned your program
to me. He said it is one of the most successful going and has en-

us to adopt it in the Washington, D.C. area. I am going to
ask Mayor Dixon, if you can give us your telephone number, to
have someone follow up with you because I think that your pro-
gram is very successful.

In the Distzlct of Columbia, there is a lack of police athletic
leagues. There are very, very few ball fields, and I think what yai
say _is so true and goad, and we would like to follow up with tW...

My comment for the record, and I will elaborate a little bit, is I
guess the one imputant issue coming from the testimony, and I am
g.W that Dr. Hayton mentitmed it, is about values. Values, values.
I am a little bit concerned, Ms. Mayden, that there may be an op-
portunity for a young child in a school-based health clinic who
cannot get two aspirins from the nurse, but is able to get birth con-
trol pills or condoms.

And the role of parental involvement. I mean you want to know
who your children are with, who they are talking to and who they
are getting things from. I just think to have a value-free phil
is wrong. I am not suggesting what you are doing is value-free. re-
alize we really have not had an opportunity to get into this.

I mean I do not want to be a wet blanket at the party, but there
are some th4r that are right, and there are some things that are
wrong. I th k what you are doing, and I might say: your fig-
ures for Baltimore on the gonorrhea study are quite iznpTeasive,
and I commend you for them. I am not taking issue, but there are
some things that are right and wrong.

Just to dispense, I would ask the chair if we could have a
hearing on the value question and values.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Does the gentleman think the chair
does not have values?

Mr. Wow, No.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Oh, okev.
Mr. Wor.r. No, let the record shim that I do not feel that way,

and if I said anything that would infer that
What I wanted to d was ask the chair to have a hearing on values.

Congressman Hastert had raised the question of having a hearing on
values and instilling values. If I inferred that the chair did not have
values, I do apologize.

Chairwoman &mows& Okay, and could I call time to let Cm-
gresswoman Collins ask a few questions? The bells have gone off.

Mr. Wats. I thank you very much, and I will submit some ques-
tions for them.

.13J
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Mairwoman SCIEROZDZIL O''3"_41 Collins.
Ms. Coums. Thank .. Chair.
I am going to run 4. my list real quickly and maybe any

can be given to the record.
re7or Dere. Selverstme, his statistics that 80 percent of young
waited in our and sge for marriage, I just wonder ifecjieey
waited or if they not tell [Laughter.]

I am very serious about th* now, very serious because we are
about the same age, and I wonder also if 80 percent of women waited
and 80 percent of men, or did 80 percent d women wait and 20
percent of men.

So I think those are very interesting 4 . "I" that if you can
- to the record, I would appreciate t.

Dr. H,andDr.Lo,IWOflderlfYv1PUtt00 much re-
sponsibility on the school-baied dink to solve a lot of ills of society. It
is druk for school-based clinics, health clinics to stop or

teenage sexual activity and to increase the sanctity of
marriage when you have open sex on TV and in the movies all day

I.'
" nook at a movie, I see naked bodies. On TV, prime time,

eight o'clock, naked bodies having sexual activity. I know people do
not like censorship, but how in the world can a condom, a little
latex condom, fight againet these beautiful people, beautiful people
on TV showing you that sex, a horrible kind of sex to me, is a good
thing to do if you want to be a beautifid person.

It seems to me that you are putting too much responsibility
yaw statistics are probably true that sexual activity increases, but
I would not put the increase to the health clinic. I would put it to
societ that sells toilet tissue with a woman's bwiy on 'W. You
know, tiw have a woman in a robe coming out of the shower, and
it is some kind of a soft touch toilet tissue.

So teenagers are very susoei!tible. e tell me that sex and vi-
olence in the movies and on TV has . . to do with the murder
rate or the sexual activity, but if it is good enough to sell cars and
gym shoes and cereal, you cannot tell me that it is not also selling
sexual_promiscuity.

Dr. HArroN. Good Congresswoman, the way they do research iS to
use pretests and postests, and they try to control for other fac-
tors in the environment. They put certain pwple _in control groups
that are not in- -I did not study school-based health clinics. It was
condom-based sex education programsthey would put some
people in a sex ed. program ana some people not in a sex ed. pro-
gmm, and then they would control for other factorir socio-economic
factors, far example just to try to just get, and granted sometimes
they are off, but p-ly all kids in both giroups would be watch-

the TV and, you know, doing normal kinds of things, going to
etc. The goal of these studies is to try to just find the specif-

ic effectiveness of the school based program or the sez ed. condom-
based Program or any other kind of treatment program.

That way they would see what that program does to that adoles-
cent, and the research consistently shows it does have certain ef-
fects, but the effects are not the ones that were desired.

Ms. Calms. Also-
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Dr. LYONS. Could I have the floor for a second? Could I respond
to that also?

Ms. Caws. Okay.
Dr. LYONS. Yes, I would agree with you completely that there is

a law number of causes, or at leaet up to a point, I think. Time is
a large number of caimes that are influencing the problem, andthat the solution to the is focusing on the causes, and that
is wkire I think our resources should V.

Ma. Comm, Okay. I also wonder if sea education classes make
the teenage girl more apt to talk about what she is doing, more
able to communicate the activity that is going on. Dr. Selverstone?

Dr. SELVINSTONN. We consistently see that. In *V the mug
people in the courses, whether it is a group for _41 school or
whether it is middle school children talking with their parents. In-
variably that the mere presence of a sexuality educatim
program - conversation about sexuality, and I think that
the - .s that I get is that it legitimizes it so that young people
can talk about it

There are , young women, in our course who have
said, "I am so fehTdiethis course. It let me know that I can be
18 years old and still a virgin and that is okay." And what it does
is it empowersI will use the same wmq that was used beforeit
saym you have a legitimate right to talk about what your needs are
and what your wants are, and you do not have to do something just
because somebody asks you to, but you need to learn how to negoti-
ate whatever behavior in which you are going to engage.

Ms. Counts [presiding]. Well, do we have to vote now? All right
Then as a temporary chair then, I wet; 'I like to recess this
for a few minutes until Mrs. Schroeder comes back, and 1WeeiriZ
run across the street and vote.

Thank you all very much. And I want to tell you Ms. Toure is
but Ms. Tours and Mr. Walker have been very inspirational,

your comments. I think when all is said and done, the mes-
sage is going to have to be given at the grassroots level and any

Virinets
wiup

to the experts to research and study those and publish
ll be done in the community by community folk, and it

what is being done so that others perhaps can emulate them.
I want to thank you all very much and ask if you will have the

patience to wait for the chair to come back. Thank you.=v2man
Sonioxnas. The chair tried not to ask questions so

other Members could ask their questions and move on, but I
thought there were a few this that we needed to fill in on.

Obviously, as I sakl, Mr. Wdkw, we think you are fantastic, and
we want to see you in Denver, too. So let us get the information,
and we really salute what you are doing.

Dr. Selverstone, I wanted to ask if you wanted to comment on
anything you heard from the rest of the panel. I think for two
we have heard two conflicting views. One is we should deal
with teens, and the other is we are inciting teens to action if we
deal directly, and that part of the high incidence or VIE) high in-
crease of sexual activity has been because of dealing more directly
with teens.

14i
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You started out by saying the problem with my generation
have sothe new that the numbers

om 20-80 to 80- 'A Has anyone figured out what is musings=. is
mean, can you be of any help in documenting that?

Dr. Sezmitasroxs. indeed, I think there are a variety.
The hormones are the same. We know that the has not
changed, and probably in most ways the "1 haS not
changed, and what has changed is the sociology, and I think what
we need to do, therefore, is to have an impact on part of that soci-

00117.I am intrigued that we teach civim every year from kindergarten
through the 12th grade, American history and government., and so
forth, and we have abysmal failures. Only 50 percent of our adults
go to the polls, and the troth is I think that 50 percent of those
who vote vote wrong, and that means we have a 7 5 percent failure

that we civics education.
rateVhat we sky weneedtc a better id) of . and I think we
need to r.n. lly be aware that there are very powerfid forces going
on in our society that are im to dangerous
activities, and it is not just sexuall . It is . and drugs and

and eating disorders andsuicide and underachievement in
exploitation in sexism and racism, and the whole variety.

I think research tends to suggest that the key issue has to do
with developmental tasks and helping young people develop a
sense of their own identity and their sense of connectedness with
other people and of their own power, that they are in charge of
their own lives.

I think what we discover when young people get pregnant pre-
maturely is they have given up on that. '1Un, who
say, "I have no conUol over my life. Nothing grody:11111reppen to
me anyway," and I guess it is Leon Doh, the newspaper viriter in
Washington who wrote a book on children who want to have chil-
dren, and a recent AP, I think, article yesterday starts to talk
about that, that there is some significant number of young people
who, indeed, get pregnant because they wish to.

So I think what we need to do is recognize that this is an enor-
mously diverse society in which we are living, and that any one

gram or any unklimensional program is not going to be success-

think the advantage of working with parents is each parent can
help share their values with their own child and not just "this is
what I believe," but "this is why I believe it, how I got to that
point of view."

The schools are one place and the youth-serving agencies per-
haps are the second place where yo can try to make sense
out of it.; that a kid can say, in con A -'14 Oil to Representative
WolfI disagree that we have a clear sense of rllht and wrong
that with Judaism the Orthodox say homosexuality is a sin, and
the Reformed Jews now ordain gay and lesbian

Certainly what we have seen in the plscopal and Presb
Church documents recently about sexuality suggests that there IS,
indeed, no clear sense of rig.,ht and wrong on such very basic issues.

The responsibility of scFiools and reilly appropriate parents, I
think, is to help young people make sense out of this. If the media

.1_ 4 2,
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the better the cceitraceptives work, the happier people will be in
terms of their family planning.

But I also would go back to what Dr. Selverstone said, that edu-
cation is also very important, but education is a stage phenomenon.
You do not teach people how to divide until they know how to mul-
tiply. You do not teach people how to multiply until tiny know
how to fadAsact. You do not teach people how to subtract until you
teach them how to add.

And I think the big controversy is where in the educational
different levels of education about sexuality is important

Zstr:linical psychologist, I have worked in sex
couples how to have intimate, satisfying sexual relations
orgasm, and so forth. I think that is important, but I think that is
important at a different life stage than I think other members of
this committee think.

Chairwoman ScHaosnza. I guess I am troubled because I think
we have mixed the terms so much, that anyone reading this hear-
im will get very confused.

lUre are the sexuality courses, and there art many of them still
in this country that were exactly like the ones I had when I was in
school where they pulled the chart down over the black board, and
it was like a plumbing course. You know, this is how this works,
and that is how that works, and that was the end of it.

It gave you no information on how to deal with your own emo-
tions. So if that is what we mean by sexuality courses, I can under-
stand that if you are giving out contraceptives, if you are doing
anything, you still kind of walk away not having a feeling of
empowerment as to what you do.

And then there are the more holistic approachm which I think
Ms. Mayden is talking about, where you try to really put in the
whole scope and include the parents and then contraceptives fall
into their own place in that whole range.

I mean that certainly would be much more what I would en-
dorse, and my guess then is that if you had all of the programs like
that, you would have different kinds of statistics to talk about

Dr. LYONS. That is certainly possible. Those erograms have not
existed or have not been stied. As I was telling Mr. Walker at
the break, I think his program has a better chance of preven
teenage pregnancies than all of the condoms in Chicago. I
that is exactly the kind of thing. It is getting at the root cause of
the problem.

It is value based. It is teaching important things.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. I would like to have both Mr. Walker

or Mr. Selph talk a bit about young males in the program. I
t.hought that their posters that they had from Baltimore were very
interesting about how you get more male resronsibility 'into this.

Mr. WALiare. I think, Congresswoman Schroeder, that, again,
basketball is just a hook. Okay. Value systems are so important
What we try and do is we are trying to undergird what manhood
really means, and I think that that 113 where the emphasis should
be put.

It just seems to me that I learned at an early age back in the
second grade. I can remember how the physiml education teach-
erwe had a dance unit, if you willawl at that time, all the
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physical education classes were second graders. The girls were on
one side. The boys were on the other side, and it was a dame unit,
and I can remember Coach Red Tandy telling us, "I am going to
slum you how to ask the ladies to dance," and the curtain raised

and 60 little girls on one side and 60 little guys on the other
and he told to in the locker room prior to coming out there

that you walk up to a young lady. You ask her, "May I have this
dance?"

If she says no, that he okay. Still feel good about yourself because
she may not want to dance with you. Ask someone else, but mean-
der around. That is how I knew in the second grade what the word
"meander" meant, and ask someone else because no woman wants
to be second.

So of course, the curtain goes up. No one wants to make the first
move, and I nude the mistake of making eye contact with Coach
Tandy.. He told me to go over there and make my move, and I did,
and of course, the young lady I asked said no.

So I had to walk all Uthe way back to the other side of the room.
Everyone just burst out with laughter, but in any case, that broke
the ice, and everyone had a good time.

When we got back in the locker room, at that particular time
Coach Tandy says, "Gil Walker, stand up. You did an excellent job,
and you always will be okay about ,mirf, and you never will
have any problems with women," and to this day I do not. [Laugh-
ter.]

But the point that I am trying to make is I learned that in the
second grade. These young men that we are dealing wi . no one
ever took the opportunity to tell them about personal
about how to treat and respect a woman, about how to good
about yourself.

So what I submit to you and to everyone else on this panel, that
contraceptives, I think they will work, but the first thing is you
have got to have some type of respect and dignity fr the person
that you are dealing with. Then you all can talk t ther about
how to put a contraceptive on and how to use it and that type of
thing.

In our particular community, that is a problem. Men do not
know how to be men. Making babies is not being a man. Taking
care of babies is.

So because we have their attention with this basketball program,
not only I, but other guys who come in and do mandatory work.
shops at the end of each basketball game that talk about life; we
talk about AMS; we talk about sex education; we talk about em-
ployment; we talk about all these thinp that go into making re-
sponsible individuals, and I think that is the key, the value system.

You know, I like wearing gold, but your gold is no good to me if I
have got to take it from around your neck. That is the thing that
we are putting back to these young men in public housing, and it is
working.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Very good.
Mr. Selph, what do you find among your peers?
Mr. SELPH. Well, what I find among my peers is different gang

members being able to relate to each other. It had not been that
4 way until Midnight Basketball has come along. Different gang
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members would be sitting here at this table, and there would be,
you know, words flying back at each dim, and maybe the police
would have to come in.

As far as myself, I have had a strong based family, you know,
that supported me, and knraLatigiaitrateful for that. And when
I got involved with k't 't1":4" it seems like Gil Welker
took me up under his wing, and I have learned a lot of things, and
I have done a lot =that I probably would not have done
without 4,

The men in t Baidretball also look up to Gil Walker as a
father figure, and they do what he sayp because they know if they
do not do what he says, they are out of the program, and you really
do not want to go up against Mr. Walker, or Commissioner Walker
as you please, because he will diew out real quick, and that
gives everyone in the league of, you I g self-improvement. You
want to do for yourself as well as to please Commissioner Walker.

So that is the big thing in the Bedniflit Basketball League.
Chairwoman Scingunnia. Well, that IS very, very hnpressive.
Well, I thank you all for etaying. I am sorry we kePt_ You all so

long. I am sure that there will be more things. If more things occur
to You, again, the record will be open for two weeks before we close
it out and print it, and I thank you.

Oh, I am wry. Yes, Barbara is back.
Ms. Cowin. Thank you.
Chairwoman Sammons. Thank you for taking over as I ran

over. Excuse me. We will not close now. I am really pleased to have
Ms. Collins back, and if you have some questions.

Ma. Coums. I asked all ci my questions while you were gone. So
I thank you.

I thank the panel very much. I think this is such an important
topic that needs to be discussed on the congressional level, and
hopefully we can get some messages back home to the people.

Made:a Chair, I pointed out that we cannot really expect school-
based health clinics and condoms to make up for all of the media,
TV and movies, encouragement of sex or premarital sex, and we
just have a big job ahead of us.

Thank you all very much.
Chairwoman Scintozoza. I think you make a very good point. We

were pointing out yesterday, too, that the alcohol industry has
almost taken over sports. If you watch anything on TV, you are
just inundated with that, and you are inundated with sex. And that
is such a pervasive influence in our culture that even if psrents are
having good dialogue with kids, the idea that it would be wonderful if
we could return to the world as it was when we were growing up and
did not have it, is not going to happen because TV is there every day.
And we just have to deal with the kind of realistic pressure that are
being put on them.

So I think that is a very food point.
Well, thank you all aliain very much for being here, and with

that we attourn the hearing.
ereupon, at 12:46 p.m., the select committee was adjourned.]
twUl submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]i
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FREW= SEATIMINT OSP CONGRESSWOMAN JOAN KILLS HORN, A REPRIRRNTATIVI hi
CoNGRISM FROM ma STAIR OF BIRMOVRI

I want to welcome all of you hese today. I run very impossed by the line-up.
It is very important that we involve the adolescents themselves in the strategy

and program design of our youth program& We are horning that now through expe-
rience. The programs that seem to work the best are the ones that give "
of the adolescents feelings, needs and desires back to the adolescent. Young people
must know they can control their own lives. It is often this lack of control that they
are running from when they put themselves in risky situation.

I am not an ezpert on this subject, but I do have some experience
through the problems of youth. I am the mother of six children, and I
through many stressfirl times as a single mother. I was also a teacher and a
administrator before I came to Congrem last year. All of these roles play a part in
the everyday lives of our adolescents.ptciate this opportunity to participate in
finding solutions to these

Yesterday the Committe=tom academics and administrators about how we
should approach the many problems filch* our young people. Their excellent testi-
mony presents a diversity of sound programs to roach out to our troubled adoles-
cents and, actually, all our young peoplebecause the risks of HIV infection, teen
pregnancy, and drw; and alcohol abuse cut across all boundaries.

In preparing for this hearing, I looked at the programs in my District that have
evolved over the years to help address the problems of our youth. I say to them as I
can say to all of you here today, I am very impressed and you are doing a comment',
able Job.

One point came through so clearly to me in this review and that was the gapthe
lea of ettenticwhetween the ages of around 14-17 in youth programs. Not so sur-
prisingly, this is time when our children are increasingly confronted with high risk
situation& We need to find some alternative activities for that age grouplike the
midnight basketball irrogram in Chicago, the theater program we saw here today,
and drug- and alcohol-free dances. Maybe then we won't be forced to seek transition-
al housing fro youths who have run away or been brought into the legal system be-
cause of criminal behavior.

Finally, we need a systematic approach to prevent crisis situations. We need a
network in our communities that site down and understands the pressures on our
families that may lead to violence, addictions and other dyefunctional behaviors.
The programs back in my District, in St. Louis and St. Charles County, have in-
volved the adolescents in this

Kids will listen to other kids before they will listen to adults. The sooner we rec-
ognize that, the sooner we can move onto giving them the tools and the guidance for
healthy behavior.

I commend all of you here and applaud your efforts. I look forward to
together with you all.
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PIIMPAUD STATIMENT OF MIEOCZDZ9 MIX WUSON, Paremsmr, FAMILY OF TH2 Airgitl-

CAS libuNDMION, Wei MAFWWILUI,

homily of the Asericas Monition (YAM is a nowgrofit
organisation imoorperated in 1077, with its inteznationel
headquarters Ls Ohm/land. Mrs purpose is to promote tamily unity
bf to meet their mmtual responsibilities toeasreg=s1= 1:11:= children. flis proqr of FAA instruct,
Monate, and counsel families in an asf fort to etrangthen Mil
traditions and promote responsible parenthood. Ve have conductM
these programs in over 100 countries around the world, including
the Peoples Republic of China.

hotly of the Americas conducted a demonstration proj.ot from
1943 to 1207 called "Pertility Appreciation tor VaoilLs' . Ihe
project was fended by the V.S. Department of Sealth and Semen

thoroughly tested a unique famil seguality pavgrem inflow
Services under the Mollem Mil Life Act. Ve designed and

Orleses, th, cfterlaston, SC, WIita, SS and Corpus Christi, TX,
which give children the priceless gifts of understanding and

=cliLeg sexuality as a normal, joyful and integral part of
btoten growth mud dswalussnt. ft taught them that sexual

intimacy is usant tor the lirsiong comitment of marriage between
man and wommn.

Imports tram the foes project sites indicated that, since its
the PartilityApprectstion forlamilies Project directly

(approximately 2,475 parent/adult participants and 3,470
adelsortents. The progran also had an indirect impost on the sore
than no children of the parent participants. Since the proj sat
sone -our year* ago, those children have been ssrLsscthg the
benefits of the increased knowledge and aw"toatico skil s of
their parents.

These benefits were measured in the following way:

a. Demographic information forms were completed by approximately
one-half of the program participants -- 1,413 parents/edults and
1750 adolescents (see fable I below).
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zAILLI

Femity of ths Ante/fess Foundation

thismizimadia

Mann Mintaz
Perent/Aduirstotoante 2479
Adoissourteslaipants
Children of Parent Participants 5094

Futini210LAKAMS

WM* 50%
Black 7%

=edam 30%
2%

Man 2%
Other 1%

b. eased on the data collected Matthaei' forms, an evaluation and
summary of the projeat was drawn up by two professors at the
University of foam Orleans. At the and of the Study, the svalustors
concluded that tha majority of parents responding to the
Communication Skills isaticnnaLr e agreed that they bad become more
confident in their ability to discuss sexual concerns with their
childrwmfollowingtheutoimtcce, and that they mould likely engage
in such discoasions more frequently than prior to the workshops.
Adolescents tended to perceive their parents ea better sources of
information regarding sexual setters than they were prior to
program participation. Furthermore, reepenses of both parents and
adoleacents nn pro- end pnetntrojeat DLOODOSLOD ter= indleited
that the offadolescent conversations concerning
human "lity bed inoreeeed subsequent to training.

o. Minety-tbree percent of all parents interviewed
rfeeling confomtabl discussing seminal concerns with=4411:

children, and 97.20 said they were confident LD their
knowledge of sexual information. Malsecents also reported
continued confidence (01.30). A comparison of t.snaqs pregnancies
among adolescents in the United States showed that Fertility
Appreciation ter Families program participants had a significantly
lower pregnancy rate compered to otWmrinjor studies (see liable II
below):

BEST COPY AV LABLE

1 4
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ISSLM II
OGOWASESOM OP MOUS GUI SIVSOSEISOESS 411

FAN= IFGASEISO 9104MAMS SO SODS= MOOS IPSIONSUOT

=MX

Alan Guttmacher Institute Stott,
Statistics

Planned Parenthood Clinic Program
Med and Olsen, 1999)

Family of the Americas Foundation
(Evaluation Report, 1994)

1111111LAUSINUalnaga
IftiLIZZIUMEMBiglat

94 per 1,040

113 per 1,000

9 per 1,000

Motes Oats are from the Alan Outtmacher Institute Statistics
A the National Center tor Sealth Statistics, 1900 tor

national rate.

Our program shows immense potential in adolescents avoid
sexual relations until marriage. If ied on a large scale
basis, this project will have major on the problem of
sexual education far adolescents.
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SICOMMINAISTIOMS

With all this evidence before the American people an4 beforethis committee, I strongly recomnand that the government
stop isolating the parents in this critical challenge ofraising their children as sesponsible adults. It is astrange eocisty indeed, where we tesch that killing and stealingand drug abuse are wrong fortednumpors, but that sexual==ttirotperstssininolenvins==aprz:seted;

violence? AIDS? abortion? The fact is -- none of the aboveJ

The only groups we wee benefiting tram such permissive behaviorarils

a) The pharmaceutical industry that sells the pills and
devices, the doctors that prescribe then, the
organisations that pretend to be the experts in
sexual behavior for adolescents and obtain enormous
greats to destroy the innocence of the young.

b) The ease media that tells teenagers that their
sexual behavior can be gratified through rampantcomemearion.

c) The multi-million dealer indrstry of pornography
that encourages perverted manual behavior tkt canand La addiction.

The omme that have everything to lee* are!

a) Parents who lose their children., respect and
society that is destroying its own roots and
moral traditions.

b) The children that lose their innocence as they put
their emotional, physical and psychological health at
grave risk.

c) The taxpayers oho have to pey for tha irresponsible
behrrior et its adelsocemitpegulaticn, especially through
the increasing met of health case directed towards teens
and young admits.

People typically thrive on challenges set above then --like
the pilot prugran in Lamar, Mo. where some 450 students tried the"pro-abast ty approLih between 1947 and 1949. Thar* were nopregnancies reported during that time. 'Similar abstinenceprograms in 14 eldvestern schools are helping to change attitudesabout premarital sem."
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Ss are long Overdue in recognising once again that bum=
beings, regardless et age, ars distinguished from ths animals
in that lee can control our cum inmtimots. feenegore ere
telling us through these statistics that tiwwant to be
Challenged onosnore into controlling their instincts tnr the
sake of their failure. So let's once again bring beck enmity,
responsibility and leadership into our enmities, through
programs encouraging abstinence, tradition and morel values.

CONCLUSION'

1) Permits ere the primary semesters of their Okildren in
all netters, branding homes senuality.

2) la providing an edesation in sonsality to their children,
parents need to begin by denying the delusion that
outside empecte cues de the jab better than they san. Our
program for parents is slam evidenes et this. Since
when have wrens ef the pessest geseration been
considered less of loving end edeceting their
children is sesual ty than their forebears? And why have
they been se considered?

3) When ethers are permittd to serve as primary edesaters,
parental authority is compren'qed and the parents' right
and obligation to *desists an6 oretest their children is
violated.

4) The ensues that beseese parents will met de it, the state
has to intrude ints the sensitive arena of sen edneation
is nothing but as gnomes to interfere with parental
reeponeibility. This has resulted in the tragic
consequences of plunging adolescents into premature
promiscuous behavior with the accompanying results ofs

a) Increase is adolescent pregnescies
b) Ingress* in venereal diseases
o) Inoressed emend of AlOS
d) Increase La saicidos amongst adolescents
) Dramatic increase of abortions

1 5
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MIZ8111111

'be following list is summary of tho findings in the field of
problems with adolescent senuality. rt is beckon damn into the
following catogoriess

a) TM' OSSIMAL MOLES 07 TIMMS PROMISCUITI:

b) COMTRUMPII011 AND TRMISOS PRZOMANCT,

c) 1 PAILURZ 07 cOMIRACIPTIVZ 11100042202;

d) HUM SIMS Of ASNIFICIIL SIM= CONTROL:

41) TSZ SOLuTION TO MIA= PROMISCUITY.

A.

1. Per more information, call (219) 424-7744 Oho Pormetsf
Osalitioa for Responsiblo 002 Sdesstiom.

2) Setween 1940 asd 1,2, tho number of live births' per
thousand for unnerriQd females aged 12 to 12 olimbed from
19.3 to 25.9 (Matiomal Center for Seelth Statisties, 1950,
1954). (*rho Solo of Sespemoibill and lassrledge in
Reducing Towage Omt-ef-SOdlcch Chi ).

3) Based on resent polio br lam Semis and by Grady binomial
Sespital, we get to ths bottom lino. 904 of teems admitted
haviny bosoms pronimmasus simply beosuos of peer pressure.
801 of soma stive teems say they were earns into it tee
asen.m Omly 140 of 4ommally satire teems vent clinics which
provide sontresoptives located in their sobeels. And
finally, 544 ot girls age 10 and soder want their wheels to
teach them *hew to say me' without hurting the 's
foo1ings.0 (Gusted in Cal Thomas, Ost. 4, 1990, aparent..
Coalition for Isspensible Son Zduoation°, Marsh 1991).

4. A study published in Pedistris= foand that promiocuous girls
mere 24 times UMW likely to have used alcohol, 4.2 timme
sere likely to have used marijuana, and 6.3 tines more likely
to have attempted suicide. Promisemses boys were 2.8 tines
sore likely to have used alcohol, 5.3 times sere likely to
havs used marijuana, and 2.7 times mere likely to have been
in legal trouble. (ibe lisos-Wilmaymms, Nov Orleans, LA,
4/25/91).

l 5 3
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S. Nally Nally, mother and lecturer, gave a 00Lk La aree Jersey. .

saying that, Nhaptity is act a profitable cmonodity to these
as are contreceptives and abortion, so

telemeter*, it fehastity, is mat encouregad.m mu
Maid. Ca3650. 07. 0,01).

P. CONSMZEIZIKABLIIIIMILMInig

1) Planned Perenthood found a Beware correlation between
aendes ass end tsseepe prsacy. Between 1976 and 19711,
uzaorried menuelly ve view aged 16-10 also always used
oantreceves bed /OA percent increased pregnancies.

ewes period, tbe pregnancy rote women Who
:::i2Mays used contreceptives rem 36.4 percent. (Josh
McDowell. Us Maillit Mdirmddis, 96 UM).

3) The failure rate of modem used by towage girls to prevent
pregame, vele 16.40 Meetly Piwing Serepeehives,40
Val. 16 (Sp.

3) °Oven awes toms she use oral contraceptives regularly and
teller the ideal pattern preseribed by Planned Persetheed,
the pa...any rats is 5.11 preset,* (Illintly Pleemieg
wherepeetives, Tel. 10 (3)).

4) She article tree The legends' 60e1ities few nespossible Sea
Ideseadoe, galled nem for a little candela sonesen
highlighted the following general findings,

a. Condom only offer limited protection, net Safe Sem.

b. See aducatiem courses which discuss using contraceptives
int:moans mammal astivity.

c. Pregnancy rotes de net degrease (they may actually rise) as
a result of dimtrihating cendems.

d. Ieth sexual activity and pregnancy rates decline vhan the
value of delaying manual ast vity im stressed.

5) The FDA has ne performable standards for condoms.
(UePeeliehad paper, Sidlionlemith, *The Condom, Oct. 1660, p.6)

6) g...ome out of ovary five adelesomets using condoms in
pregnant at tie sad of a year.s (lased on a failure rate of

perommt. William R. Grady et al., ocentreceptive Failure
in the United Statist *etiolates tram the 1962 national Survey
of Family ereoth,* Family Planning Perspectives le no. S
(1966)s 207.
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7) Castes :rem Masw far a little swiss acmes*

a. list a beg, tom ealy get a girl pregoot ems week a meth. An
WV positive partway ems pass %be virus 148 days a year.

b. All the *safe see message doss is perpetuate risky
balm:vier.

c. Paced with these remelts, sax educators ars urging that
ocatraceptives be distributed in the wheels -- meet often
through a Whoa-bawd alas.

d. The Jannery/February imams of family Plaguing Purapactives
farther confirms thm failure of this approach: a recent
study of am urban Whool-based clinics shoo that
distributing contramptivee did mot sedum ths pregnancy
vete sod say have actually ineressod it.

c. isiz9jzuna0EACCE5M2=01-110022191

2) Pram 1910 to 1978, out-of-wedloOk teenage births
increased 79%. The birth rata anon unmarried teens
increased all!. Abortions ivoreased 180%. In the firat
eight year. of the operation el Title X ;oversaw, the
percentage of pramarital pregmancios almoet doubled.
(4cnica: COV40 OW cure for Con pregnancy*, Say 1,82).

2) 'ftcordiog to Dinah laohard, Ph.D., author ot Sas 8ea
iduesties Tailed Our Teemageref lessazab *sport (Pneums
Proem), contraceptive eduaiMica has failed, while abstinence
education has proved effective. Prom 1971 to 1981, fedaral
spending increased 2061 for really Planning! *there was a
48.2% increase in teaspregnancies and a 133% increase in
aboetions.* (Condom Camps en Pails missramy,a_maamszkan,___

cot. 4, 1990).

3) In the 19801s, sex oda:Dation progress expanded
dramatically, with 800 et the natas and overly 804 of large
public school districts requiring ar encouraging sox
education tam/thing. Mang this time period, prstmsmsri vitt**
have risen. ("eta, Common Dense, and Teenage Pregame,"
teb. 12, 1991).

4) Concerning distributing contraceptives in schools!
wassearabers from Pediatrics, however, dismissed itudies from
thm only clinics reporting success from such tactics as
flawed.* (James W. Stout and Tredarisk P. livers, 080h001e
and Sex advection: Does it soda Pediatrics 83, 42 (1989) pg.
378).
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9) tousles Strby. 'director ef =seer= of the Defter ter
Population artisan, an azipsuisstian dediested to sou
education and =heel aisles s is a 11199_xmcrt GO the
elftectivonsmo of =heel Dasied-Clinicso sea= oft the Center
ter Pugulatioufnlices, =hem been =gaging ins roman*
prudent ter unusual yews On the impost of sohoolftbased
c1inice...111 find bestially thst there aro no smosereh3e..4
vent to =Merlins that wird and put it in holdfice..thero is
no moneuxuble Isom* town ths use of birth sentrol, nor woe
latelemnsy =tee sr birth totem.0 (Douglas Ida,, in=nagt
the disbemslaiMmmel Meting ef the Setionel PeeLly
and 31sproductive Dealt& Association, 2 Mr= linisington
DC, as cited in famun).

4) 4* to 9* ef stodge= using six urban school...based elinics
mid they =sad breve refrained from mous' intercourse if
the= bed been no clinic is the school.m (Douglas lathy, et
al. °Mix =heel-Based Clinioss Their reproductive health
terviose and impost on ameal liehavier,g Family Planning
Perspectives 23 me. 1 (1901) s 1-19).

7. The following gest= are fres the artiele entitled *Condon
campolins fail alserablye, the ellvembee Journal, October 4,
MO*

a. The mouse gives by these who promote cesdomm is schools
and elsewhere is that tee nem yeses people are getting
pregnant er infected with vemercel diseases, and videly
avallabla asedsme are the best wey to =whet both.

b. Dinah Richard's review of 33 sem eduesties studies found
that when costroceptive education wee introdueed there vera
gains in sauna haewledge, but shifts toward sere libervl
sommal attitudes, whisk led to presdesuity.

c. Dinak lishard describee eme poll im Magda teems she have a
sem edesetion sour= that dimness= conftsceptives are Shown
to ampariames a tee higher sexual aotivity rats them theme
who have takes a sem eftestion course emittisg contraceptives
er who have sot had any fermi OM adoestion.
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D. 55MILIIIMEIALMIZZLIMIJIEBT14.241=1,

1. The Interactional AMS Conferee= of 1007 famed that 301 ef
e opplas via Mew their spouses ems infested with AIDS and
u sed seedems, sought the virus aerm1104405 MILE MAmma,
4/16/52s A. Pereshini, 0112M-Cesdee Grant Cut Ott by
U.S.).

2. The 1$07 Deportment ed Meelth sad Moen Services report
stateds *there are ma ellnisul dots supporting the value of
senders ia preventing OM ( ges slam 5/111/57, A.
Paraahini, Cendeue sad AM, Sew Safe le Seed).

3). Concerning the MOO virus and the use of oundees,sthe AZDO
virus is 450 times smeller then the spore." American Jamul
of Streleg, val. 27, 410, Money S. Dirubbe, Cur5c. Sarriert"
1957, pg. 1346).

4) Surgical gloves usde et latss three times thieher then
sondoss have lashed blood. (apublished paper, Richard Smith,
"The Camden, Oeteher 1000, pg. 13 and Anerisaa Journal of
Merging, vol. ST, 410, Macy S. Dixubbo, "Condon Barriers*
1257, pg. 1364).

5) "fell*, a panne Wks
use a condom is ILhe te/
use a sesthelt. (U.S.
BOW Meantime affesti
p. 16).

a.

1)

:11gin high-risk behavior to
le=sons who is driving drunk to

of Mutation, "Will 'We
WricZ"at AZDS?", 22 January 1991,

2111 I. IaIL Z L2ig t gm x
In sharp contrast to "typioals sobool-based clinics, a
program called Sexuality, Commitment, and Family, mad by
Ben Marcos Junior 110, shoved a demos. in pregnancy of 254
after two years of use. (Dinah nidhards ma Ass =Kau=
Wild Qua Maissuml, OS. 40)

23 The U.S. Department of Education is now calling tor
that teach the virtue of restraint, and une a meal
to present manual education. fo date the Federal 6Wveremant
has funded the dsvs3.cant of over 100 such abstinence based
curricula. . ed Mumetioa, "AIMO and the Education
of cur Children," Oat. 1027).

3) In Waage, a curriculum called Ses Seeped* did a two-year
foils* up on their teens, who had 454 fewer pregnancies than
nan-participante (Project Sespeet, Sox ST, Oulf, IL 60029).
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Section Three: aniganataalmmummummuizammimatzwa

Jacqueline Darras* Forrest, Vico President af Megan* at the Alan
**teacher Institute, vas recently quoted in the Ilaahington Poet as
sayings othe dote era still sayismithet onem-third of teams didn't
use anything, not even the rhythm msthod.o seens that the
intermediary goal of promoting contraceptive use has only been
partially successful, nor has the of reducing

YesOnemaise been achieved. Secause simply
=riaatantraeceptive use Is an ve, unrealistic and

moans of =abetting teenage pregnancy.

9MO MIMI ow momesme
Boomeme ef their developmental stage, adolescents are almost
inevitably inattentive usere of eastresegitien. In Family Plammine
Perspectives, Marion Inward and Judith Blamoy noCabe addressed this
issues Meta the age of le, odelesomodusare still using sommeste
th(aingsbille. Asa result, yommitesnagershave limited4Osility
to recognise the potential impost et their abscises; they arm less
git:twhan older teenagers to think about the future and to

the consegainces of their altions.m Marion Reward and
Judith B. MICabe, wIalping teenagers Postpone Manuel I:evolvement*
Family Planning Perspectives, Xanuary/February 1990, Vel. 22, Ole
p. 22).

Bound and McCabe go on to report that knowledge-based educational
effects with teenagers about sommality and saibramption do net
result in increased contraceptive use. olio majority of Yvonq
people in heft the and novreinnsimimpe wbe did have sem
did net use contraceptives, ' they said. (Thry were net referring
to a Title I program.)

rellvEsTion OF =mai kennel

Research true Planned Parenthood elms that the number one reason,
by far, that teenagers initiate sexual activity is peer prosamme.
Sy promoting cmatramoptive use among teenagers, we decrease the
number of outside forosawho are telling teenagers that it is okay
not to have sex until merriage.

alarnagarnva yang=
The contraceptive epproach to combatting unwed teenage pregnanay la
flawed because of its high failure rate: ome-third of teenage
pregnancies occur while a contraceptive is being used. According
to studies dons by Professors John F. !atom and neivin ot
Johns napkins University, within one year of protected intercourse
the pregnancy rate is 7.9%, within tearless it is 13.6e. Mewever,
in actual use, 22.2e of sexually active contracepting teenagers
become prognantwithin ona year and 34.50 within 2 years. (lowarta.
p. 146).
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Section Pours fimazaamaimencraisma
Discussions about teenage manual aetivity_teo frequently focus on

as the only outcome to be IMMO& In tact, teenagers
tal sexual activity ars threatemed by 8 very

high proasbility of aentracting a sexually trensmitted disease.

to the Center ter deems Control, adolescents have the
highest risked contracting an $IDI elt of Mos mem in the under

SS age bracket. Dylegisming sexual actleity me early in their
lives, theircononletivertsh is staggering!. it Title I othilall ars
indeed aiding and abetting unwed teenage sexual activity, as we
believe they axe, then they ars contributing to a very dis
societal. trend. This is particularly troabling mince
service offered at Title X clinics is screening for Mass

- Sinus 1593 congenital syphilis has increased iS times. Prisety,
secondary and esrly latent syphilis have inoreased tile sinoe

- Chlanydia has exploded - - I sillies eases reseeded in MI.

- An antibistie-resistant gonorrhea has developed slash has
increased See yearly for the gest five years.

'entice Timer XIMMILSSI

In addition to family 'lamming samisen and sereening for sessally

transmitted diseases, Title X elision also offer infertility
counseling. Someally tranenittieldisesses are a major esstributer
to infertility and other seneepcies diffieulties among women.
&Aspic pregnaesies, which rims be caused by STD's, have
since MO. It is a tragic irony that teenagers reesiv fmmily

planning servises fres a Title X clinic my be returning ater in
life suffering tree infertility as a result of STD, er abortion.

Section Sits liguazigugazuzuggasm
In a Washington Post editorial Runic* Xennedy Shriver bse said:

"As a parent, I am not against the teaching of birth-control
techniques to teenagers. Dut I, and peters like me, reject
contreception as the first, best or only solution to the probisa of

teen pregnancy. To transform our schools into ccntraceptiv.
dispensaries is to give a stronguessage that sex in adolescence is

okay, that it is an appreved extracurricular activity. 'Do ',bat

you pleass but do be careful, is the message we would be sending.
Our society is obseased with sex.

16,3
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It Is pont ot own topoopo ous tessoesoro-roostvo kothoftoosto,
411%_talevision in tilmortil1o11, in thlteitetiOts they road, tiarasioolpsidogroboomotomocaolo. Sot Loses to ha ttooght Gess just

:=Ipetles to lo Med Vet sot sobject to /ow cootoole
amok viii bo fulfilled oaly ohm we begin to understood

thattoon-000 pragoonor ammo. the Whol woos, the rosily, theosomattp sad tato osoloty, not lost the mammal ast of the
Ledividual at risk.° Monies Xennedy Mbriver, MX tor Than
Pretaanare ziumabussonasati, Mulch IL 19117.

Section Sevens TWEAK'S lammi

Title X's memdate is te redoes maternal and Latent mortality and
C:::=the health ef mothers end obildren. Thm problems we have
Waribing in the pregramom awes= te teenage pregnancy are

preventing Title X from fulfilling this mandate. Who comtinuing
rise In teenage prsgeanci trtbetss !cow high sate of infant
mortality, and samuslly tranneitted diseames negatively impact the
bealtk of both mothers and children.

TIMM eDITUZST

I. have a national crisis in infametamatality -- Americo is rath in
the world in infant eurvival. eme of the major anuses of infant
mortality is low birthmsight, which is directly related to towage

=ImmThe Tata se infantmostality, and its refleation on theo st American children continues to be a national
embarrassment at the sane time that reaming infant mortality and

infant health have been major goals of Title X

SOXORLLT sammillem imam

STOs also hurt infants. The infection of infants from the mother's
STDe has beams a significant problem and will only continue
increasing as nonmarital mammal activity remains unchecked.

Section lights ZaZglarausiguanik

The following questions mmst be asked of all federal program:

e. Doss the esti= by government : r.nqthen or erode the stability
ot the family, and particularly, the marital commitment?

b. Does this action strengthen or erode the authority and rights
at In tba education, nurture, and supervision of their
children

a. Doss this action help the fmaily perform its functions, or does
it substitute governmental activity for the fUnction?

163
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d. latat aou..qs ass it sand to young people conaerning the

between their behavior, and their personal

responsibll ty, and the morns of cur society/

unemancipated, mused minors with confidential (from

Vser:areillint%) family planning service's, Title X clinics undermine

the teeny in numerous tam

1. The autherityundirsarta of parents ars not only aradsd, hut

then 2031001 couneeling and prescription

=gives ars dispensed without parental notification and

involvement:

2. activity is replacing an nativity that is an

family function, and

3. a message in sent to rang Issople that premarital sexual

activity is a norm of our sociaty and that no permanent

consequenose will result from their beihavicral choices.

fhis meeenge erodes the onnompt of marital commitmmnt.

iiniii-MalsEanagisLASsoniganan
1. Require a rigorous evaluation

component in Title X.

2. Rewire substantial parental involvement if services to

adolescents ass coat

3. noquire title X to promote postponement of sexual nativity

until sarriage, and monogamy vithin marring*.

(17)Ismily of the Mariann FOondetion (Fu) is s non-profit
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PWASID EITATEMOINT 01 ROOM WM. BLUM, M.D., Pii.D.Tulorz: MID DIZWYCII,Dmszon, 0124111111. & Aocassomer Huurn, Mizassera,Monniarom MN

I am Dr. Robert Blum. Professor in Pediatrics and the Director of the
Division of General Pediatrics and Adolescent Health at the University of
Minnesota. I am also the President of the Society for Adolescent Medicine.
the largest gettfessional organization in the United States, with over 1100
health care professionals dedicated to adolescent health.

I do not need to tell this committee of the probkms facing youth today. but I
do need to say that the problems are widespread. The problems facing
youth are not isolated to the inner cities and reservation communities of
America. but are in Scarsdale. Evanston and La Jolla as well. To give you a
sense rf the scope of the issues. tn 1987 we surveyed over 36.000 7-12th
graders in Minnesota--all children were in school and there was an equal
distribution of those from economically impoverished as well as from
economically advantaged homes. The sample was urban and rural. What did
we find?

By the 12th grade 70% of urban teens and 55% of rural teens had
had intercourse. There is almost no difference between males and
females. There is almost no difference based on religion.

6% of the population report having intercourse by the age of 10.
The majority of those did not consider it abuse.

The average age for intercourse was approximately 13.5 years for
males and 14.5 years for females.

16,
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Nearly 15% of girls mart having been sexually abused: a slightly

smaller percent teport physical abuse.

Large numbers of teens are at high risk for suicide.

More than one in five 1202-grade urban females report having

attempted to kill themselves at least once.

More than 10% of urban high school students qualify by their

responses as being under extreme stress.

High suicide risk varies dramatically by ethnicity. For example. for

urban high school females, the following are percents at high risk

for suicide:
- White 7.9%

African-American 9.0%
Hispanic 16.7%
Native American 14.8%
Asian 19.5%

I could go on and on. but there is no need. The data are clear -- these are

your children and mine: and these are your grandchildren.

What do we know that makes a difference ia the lives of teens. especially

those who are disadvantaged due to poverty?

We know that the following factors put teens at risk:

poverty
parental unemployment
parental substance use
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physicaliamual abuse

We know thin those who have eznotional support from an adult do
better than peers who do not. While preferable for the adult to be a
parent. it is not fundamental for :valency.

Where there is a emu:My (e.g., school, church) that recognizes
and rewards competencies and determination. children do better.
Resilient teens tend to grow up in families which have been able to

access family planning services and thereby limit family size.

School-based tnterventions (e.g.. education. mentoring. counselling .

health stsvices) impluve the outcomes for teenagers at risk.

What should be the role of the federal government regarding high risk
youth? First, there needs to be a willingness to invest in educauon of our
children. At present there appears to be no will to address this central
issue at either the federal or state levels despite the fact that we know there
is an inverse correlation at the state level between educational investment
and the number of prison cells. There is need for a federally led initiative in
education.

Secondly. the federal government should encourage new initiatives for those
yr:mg people (nearly half our population) who are vocationally rather than
academically oriented. Other than college, our post-secondary school
options are weak.

Third. federal agencies should move from primarily supporting
demonstration grants with the goal of developing new interventions to
supporting dissemination and replication programs of those interventions

A
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which have been shown to be effective. We spend a lot of time

demonstrating what we already know; and there are few resources available

to adapt and apply interventions of proven effleacy.

Fourth, the federal bureaucracy is currently set up to arklress issues on a

categmical basis; thus, it is rarely feasible to develop cross-cutting

interventions (e.g., interventions which address school failure, pregnancy

risk and substance abuse concurrently). despite the fact that we know that

many high risk behaviors are interrelated. Congress should encourage and

mandate more interagency collaboration and pooling of resounes.

Fifth, over tne past decade it has become increasingly clear that the central

problems of high risk youth are not amenable to change through the two-

year demonstration project. Whether it is "self-esteem building' classes or

"Just say No" classes these limited interventions work for only a very narrow

band of the teen population. For those most "at risk". the problems are

complex and rarely amenable to simple interventions. Increasingly.

foundations \aye become aware of this and, as a consequence. the private

sector is choosing to invest its limited resources in groups of "at risk"

children with a commitment of maintaining support for 15-20 years.

Eugene Lange. in New York. showed that real and ongoing support makes a

difference in the lives of kids. The federal government is handicapped by an

electoral proceas every two years which creates a political disincentive for

doing the very thing we know would make a difference.

Finally, to be effective. Congress on both sides of the aislepolitical

conservatives and liberals alike--would be well advised to lay aside their

1 '

I
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support for interventions which reflect little else beyond their religious or
social biases and rather take a hard look at 15 years of intervention
programs in America. Were Congress to do so. one would find many
programs that work and are worth supporting and expanding. One would
also find hundreds of naillions of dollars wasted cm programs which were 'D-

eo:waved and garnered support only because they reflected the biases of
those in the mgozity at that time.

And one would see in the horizon opportunity, not despair-opportunity to
improve the health and social functioning aiming those youths who are most
at risk in ow society far bad things happening to them.

Thank you for the opportunity to share with you my perspective on where

we are and what we could be doing to improve the outcomes for high risk
youth in America.

1 1 MO7L13490
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PRITARSO &myna In OF Bi UAN L. Wilcox, Pm D., DIERCFOR, 101BLATIvIC AFFAIRS AND

POLICY STUDIES, WASHINGTON. DC

Pthenorm pmchology as a szenca a pronason. and as a means :1 :Noncom human wens

July 2, 1991

The Honorable Patricia Sohroeder
Chairwoman
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families
385 Annex II
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Schroeder:

I am writing an behalf of the membership of the American

Payshologioal ASSOciatiOn to thank you for holding hearings
recently on *The Risky Business of Adolescence.* The hearings
produced several thoughtful analyses of the issue of risk-taking
behaviors of adolescents as vell as some interesting proposals for

action. Given the life-threatening coneeeplences of several forms
of risk-taking, it is our hope that Congress will search for ways
to seriously address this set of problemn.

Having had an opportunity to review the testimony presented,
I would like to comment on the testimony provided by Kathleen N.
Sullivan regarding Project Respect. I believe this testimony was
extremely misleading and contained several factual errors which

should not go unchallenged.

Project Respect has been supported in part by funds authorised
by the Adolescent Family Life Act and administered through the

Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs (0APP) in the Department of

Health and =nen Services. OAPP supported an evaluation of the
program operated by Project Respect, known as "Sex Rerpect." My
comments will make reference to both the claims made in Ms.
Sullivan's testimony and the conclusions drawn by the evaluation
report subsitted to OAPP by the evaluation team.

When me. Sullivan speaks of the success of the program, she
refers to only one general type of outcome measures--attitudinal

change. The problem with an exclusive focus on changing attitudes
is that the relationship between attitudes and behavior is often

surprisingly weak. Indeed, Ms. Sullivan failed to mention that the
one question focusing on the behavior of participants in tho Sex
Respect progrms found no effect for the program, though I'll say

more about this later. One likely explanation for significant
changes in attitude measures in the absence of behavioral change is

that the attitude change is ephemeral, reflecting nothing more than
the respondents wanting to p;ovide a "socially desirable" response.
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rt le wits austoeiry in evaluation research to indepemdently
measure the propensity of the respondents to answer questions in a
socially desirable tanner. The evaluators of the Sex Rsapect
progran tailed to do so and thus are unable to rule out this
competing explanation for the results.

It sheuld also be noted that not all of the results are asrobust as Ms. Sullivan's testimony suggests. For example, though
the program hasagoal of increasing commmication between teen and
parent regmrding matters of mutuality and sexual behavior, only aminority of the participants report that they discussed the coursematerial with their parents. Another problem in interpreting the
resultsetems from the evaluators' use of inappropriate statistical
technignes which result in a higher likelihood of drawing false
inferences.

The 1bottoe line* goal of Sex Respect is to encourage sexual
abstinence. Changing attitudes but not behavior will not reduce
adolescent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease ratee. Thr
evaluation of Sex Respect indicates very clearly that, in this,
regard, the program failed to achieve its main objective. Students
who were participants in the Sex Respect program were no lesssexually active after 12 and 24 months than were a roughly
comparable group of students who had not participated in rho
program. The evaluators provided no data regarding other Important
behavioral outcomes (e.g., pregnancy rates, abortion rates,
inciderae of sexually transmitted diseases, etc.).

This information, drawn from an evaluation conducted by
researchers sympathetic to the aims of Sex Respect, clearly
suggests that NA. Sullivan's enthusiasm for and endorsement of the
program and her advocacy for its expansion are warranted.
Contrary to M. Sullivan's claim in her testimony, Ise program has
demonstrated neither its effectiveness nor its cost effectiveness.

Abstinence education should be a part of any sex education
curriculum. Many adolescents wish to abstain from sexual activity,
for a variety of reasons, and need assistance in developing the
cognitive and behavioral strategies for doing so. Other
adolescents, though, will become sexually active despite any and
all encouragement to the contrary. These adolescents must be given
the knowledge and skills they will need to both protect and promote
their physical and emotional health. Programs focusing exclusively
on abstinence, though well intentioned, may actually place many
teens at greater risk for pregnancy, disease, and emotional trauma.
Adults, including policymakers, who faiI to understand these *facts
of life* do a disservice to us all.

Again, thank you for your leadership in addressing these
important issues. Please feel free to call upon me if the American
Psychological Association can be of further assistance.

Brian L. WUCC, Ph.D.
Director,
Legislative Affairs and
Policy Studies

17i
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PUPAS= STATEMANT Of Elmo= K. MARQUIS, DIRECTOR Or EUALTH EDUCATION,

NATIONAL COMUSSION ON CORIIRCITORAL MIAMI CARR, CHICAGO, IL

Thank you for the opportunity to present information to you

om behalf of the National Comeission an Correct1onal Neelth Cure

(SCCNC) focusing on the health issues facing our nation's youth

passing through the juvenile justice system. Ity name is Damon X.

Marquis and I am currently the Director of Health Education for

SCCNC.

MC= offers the only national juvenile health education

training program for incarcerated youth. W have pioneered the

effort to provide comprehensive health education for this high

risk population. The program actively and successfully promoted

education and behavior change tor youth who practice high risk

behavior. It is tended in part through a cooperative agreement

with the Centers for Disease Control.

There are approximately 600,000 youth admitted to public

juvenile facilities annually. On any given day, over 55,000

youth are held in public facilities. Sixty percent of the youth

in public facilities are youth of color.

According to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention report an Children in Custody in 1999, leven percent
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of all juveniles in public facilities were held tor drug related
offenses. Forty nine percent of these were held for

distribution. The total number of juveniles held for alcohol or

other drug offenses inoreeeed 150 percent from 1985 to 1989.

In an attempt to gain further information on the health of

incarcerated youth, MCCBC has isplemented a limited Youth Risk

Behavior Survey (Y1BS) in our nation's juvenile facilities.

allestions on the survey address vericus health issues including

alcohol and other substance use, sexual behavior, violence and

suicide. The survey is being conducted in five states,

including: easeachueetts, New York, Tennessee, Texas, and

Wisconsin.

Although only a portion of the survey results are in,

preliminary results give us some very useful information. Of the

responses received to date, approximately 90% of the youth had

tried cigarette smoking, almost SO% of these having done so

before the age of 15. Leas than 9% of respondents report never

drinking alcohol in his/her life while nearly 35% report having

at least one drink of alcohol 100 or more days in their life.

Eighty-one percent of the youth surveyed to date have reported

trying sarijuana while 32% reported trying cocaine in some form.

Rine percent of the respondents have reported injecting drugs.

173
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The survey results thus tar suggest that over 90% of the

'meth responding have been faunally active. Fifty-six percent of

these youth report not using a condom the last tine they

willingly bad mos (i.e. sere not forced to have sex). In

response to the qiestion addressing sexual abuse, 17% have

reported being abused. Youth ars also asked if they have ever

been or gotten mammas pregnant and 27% report at least one

occurrence; 13* report two or more occurrences.

In responding to question' on suicide, 31% of the

respondents have reported seriously considering attempting

suicide and 27% report actually makfng a suicide plan. Twenty-

one percent report actually attempting suicide at least once in

the past 12 menthe, nearly 16% of these report attempting suicide

six or more times.

As I have stated, this data is based on initial data

received from a survey liaited to randomly selected juvenile

facilities in five states. These statistics are likely to change

as more data are received. Additionally, these results can nat

be generalized to all youth in juvenile facilities nationwide.

To do this would require a much more extensive research program.

A final report on this project will be available in the fall of

1991.

"4 11.
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The information from the current survey dues suggest $ome

very important trends in behavior that must be eddreseed when

Working with thee* youth. MCCIC's youth training program is

offered throughout the country to staff working directly with

youth in these facilities. Participants learn the latest

information regarding DIV infection and AIDS, sexually

transmitted diseases (STEW), and substance use. The program is

also actively working to incorporate information on teen

parenting and violence. The goal of this program is to give

staff working with youth the neOessary tools to intercede in high

risk behavior and attitudes. The training program focuses on

identifying health risk behavior, assessing the risk with the

youth and providing appropriate intervention and referral.

Particuler focus is placed on behaviors placing the youth at

greater risk for HIV infection.

Trainers providing this program report that juvenile staff

attending the training ars enthusiastic about the information

they obtain. Depending on th length of stay of the youth, the

time during which a youth is incarcerated is an excellent time to

provide education and intervention. The challenge to the staff

working with the youth is to provide all of the necessary

information in the tine allotted Agg help the youth see that

making behavior changes that are life enhancing will benefit
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him\ber ia the future. Fog many of them youth, planning for the

future is a difficult concept When surviving the next 24 beers

has been their only experience to date.

For those youth prepared to begin to make behavior changes

while in juvenile facilities, staff must be prepared to assist in

the continuation of care after the youth leaves the facility.

MCCMC encourages staff attending its training to network with

community based organisations. Participants are provided with a

variety of resources as an initial tweet to their networking

effort. The intent is for staff in juvenile facilities to work

with staff from community based organizations to assure after-

care for the youth.

In conclusion, I would like to stress the importance of

comprehensive health education to incarcerated youth. Many of

these youth have not received the benefit of conventional health

educational resources because they were out of school and/or

homeless and/or runaways prior to being placed in juvenile

facilities. For others, this may be the only time a proactive,

health education program is offered in any setting. This is an

excellent opportunity to provide the youth with the information

and resources necessary to mak, vital behavior changes.
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In order to accomplish this, monies must be made available

to enhance the educational opportunities of staff and residents

in juvenile facilities. Networks between juvenile facilities and

community bused organisations must be encouraged and fostered.

NOst importantly, we must be prepared as a society to accept

these youth as vital, important and productive future citizens--

not delinquents who we have forgotten. Ve most reach out to them

where they are in their lives emotionally, psychologically and

developmentally. Me must be prepared to stand up for these youth

and show them that they can make a difference in our society.

It is the National Commiusion's belief that substantial

inroads can be made in health education and behavior change for

youtl. For this reason, NC= is committed to its lealth

Nducation Training for Incarcerated Youth and to providing this

progras to as many youth workers as is possible.

I appreciate this opportunity to present this information to

you. If NCINC can provide members of the Committee or th

general public with any further information, we would be pleased

to be of assistance. MCCHC is located at 2105 N. Southport,

Suite 200, Chicago, IL 60614. Oar phone number is (312) 528-

0616.

Thank you.

177
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PREMIUM STATEMENT OP JAW SNALWITZ, M.D. Dissoma, SPEclAl. PROGRAM roa
YOUR% SAN PRANCNIOD, CA

Special Programs for Teeth, a division of the Sam Framoisco
Department of Public Monk provides comprehassive health care
services to youth who are homeless, rollaway, amd involved in the
juvenile justice system. Primary care clinics are housed in 2
community boied agemcies which serve as the focal points for
activities/services re homeless and runaway youth; the juvenile
detention facility; the juvenile probation deportment; and long
tern facility for serious male offenders. lack year over 4,500 youth
are mem. These youth represemt the highest risk (for NIT,
pregmency, STES, school drop-out, homicide, etc.) Youth in Sam
Francisco. The youth are 600 male; 460 ;driest' American, Latium',

26% Mite, Asismin, and 2% other; 11 - 23 years with a mean age
of 16. Unlinked MIV Seroprevalence studies comdected in the Special .

Progress for Tooth Primary Care Clisics reveal almost 40 of this
population (sample size of 764) and SO of the males (my465) are
infected with MIT. Of the 19 males who self idestify as engaging in
male homosexual/bleemual behaviors and intravemcus drug use over SOO
ars MIT+. Melee wbo engage in bomosenual/bisesual behaviors iithout
intravenous drug use (m.30) have a seroprevalence rate of 30%.

Prevention activities with routh vary depending on the specific needs
and risks ot the individual clients as well as the setting of the
services. negardless of where youth are seen, Sins, XIV, and
pregnancy are highly visible issues which are thoroughly integrated
into all aspects of primary care including street outreach, triage,
eoreeming, episodic and comprehensive visits. All youth are aseessed
for risky behaviors, provided with risk reduction counseling, offered
HIV confidestial counseling and tooting, as well as prodded with
comprehensive primary care. Additionally, partners are encouraged to
come to medical visits together in order to discuss negotiating and
practicing safe sex. All youth are offered free condoma and bleach.

It is well recognized this work alone will not have an impact on
changing behaviors of high risk youth. For most youth NIT is not a
high priority. The youth are conceraed with food, shelter, fziends,
family, recreation, school, money, safety, etc. They live in a
variety of cultures sad communities which do not have a homogemeous
nor neoessarily a concerned view re HIV.

Our was% is just one piece of the prevention efforts targetting high
risk youth. nealth care providers work in concert with the youth
service agencies which address their multiple other needs including
housing, recreation, job rowdiness and training, group work (support,
youth and family counseling, 12 step programs, etc.) and case
management. These collective prevention efforts talks place wherever
youth can be reached including abandoned buildings, perks, streets,
shelters, multiservice and counseling centers, ichools, the detention
facility, as well as clinics. Prevention messages and activities are
included within the content of all these services and are regularly
reinforced. Free condom and bleach distribution is widespread.

I 7 -3
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Recommendations:

1) Vigorous targetted prevention efforts should be
undertaken focusing on youth who are highest risk for HIV
which must specifically include sexual minority (gay,
bisexual, lesbian, transvestite, transsexual) youth .

2) Prevention efforts which have a goal of behavior change
require a community-wide multiagency collaborative approach
in order to integrate HIV prevention messages into the datly
and routine culture of the community. This process requires
a long term plan and commitment.

3) Primary care services specially designed for youth should
be located where large numbers of youth congregate. These
services should work in cooperation with other youth serving
agencies in order to cotimisse staff skills and provide prompt
and appropriate referrals for youth with multiple needs. HIV
confidential counseling and testing should be included in the
provision of comprehensive pril..ary care. Rvery staffperson
in the primary care team must be specially trained to
effectively perform this work.

4) Training and education for all staff who york with youth
must be ongoing and tailored for the specific needs and
responsibilities of the staff. Knowledge about HIV must be
integrated into the everyday experiences which bring a person
into contact with a young person.

5) HIV infe4ted youth and their loved ones must be included
in the planning, design, implementation, and evaluation of
these prevention efforts.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF AMERICAN ACADIaly OP PINIATILICB, WAREINOION, DC

The American Academy of Pediatrics, on behalf of its 41,000

Fellows who are dedicated to the promotion of infant, child

and adolescent health, appreciates the opportunity to submit

these formal comments on "The Risky Business of Adolescence:

Haw to Help Teens Stay Safe." We also wish to applaud the

Committee, and particularly the distinguished chairwoman, for

focusing overdue public attention on vulnerable- -and still

strugglingAmerican youth.

The consequences of adolescent risk-taking behavior cannot be

overstated. Teenagers and young adults represent the only

segment of the United States population for whom mortality

has risen over the past quarter century. Not only do such

lamentable data compare unfavorably with rates for children

and adults, but they also demonstrate that our country lags

far behind our peers in Europe and elsewhere with respect to

these all-important measurements of social progress.

The rate of adolescent mortality in America is the highest in

the industrialised world. The three leading causes of death

within this age group--injury, hosicide and suicide--are all

behavioral in origin.

There is also, of course, extensive morbidity among American

youth. Consequences of developing sexuality include more

than one million adolescent pregnancies annually, roughly

250.000 reported cases of sexually transmitted diseases, and

a soaring rate of HIV infection. Here too, despite evidence
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that our rate of adolescent sexual activity parallels that of

comparable nations, the rate of pregnancy in the U.S. "leads"

the industrialized world.

More than 90 percent of our high school seniors have tried

alcohol, with two-thirds drinking at least once per month.

Fully 20 percent of our high school seniors are regular users

of marijuana, with approximately 5 percent drinking alcohol

or smoking marijuana daily. Rates among school dropouts are

oven higher.

Nearly 5000 adolescents and young adults die annually from

suicide--more than 500,000 survive such attempts, if only

physically. Approximately 1 million American teenagers have

a diagnosable chronic illness or disabling condition.

The causes of our excess mortality and morbidity are

multiple, and interestingly they relate to issues both of

access and lack of access. Broad access to drugs,

automobiles, guns, and a social environment (including the

media) which often promotes risk-taking behavior, contributes

mightily to our alarming rate of serious health consequences.

By contrast, obstacles to access to health services prevent

many teenagers from receiving the care and counseling which

might positively impact ,A1 their behaviors and dysfunctions.

These obstacles are both financial and geographic. Within

the United States adolescents are likelier than is any other

age group to be uninsured or under-insured for health care

services. One of every seven adolescents, and one of every
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three adolescents below the poverty level, have no health

insurance. Even when insured, adolescents' coverage most

frequently does not include preventive care, counseling or

substance abuse treatment. These financial constraints

invariably force the adolescent to rely solely on episodic

care for acute illness. This type of care addresses none of

the issues which are of deepest concern in our attempts to

alter profound risk-taking behavior (with its attendant

mortality and morbidity).

Even if finances were not an issue, regional deficiencies in

the availability of health care to adolescents would remain

an obstacle to our best efforts to reduce risk-taking

behavior. Ideally, every adolescent should have a "meeical

home" where care could be provided in a continuous and

comprehensive fashion. A personal physician with a knowledge

of the yoang person over time, as well as with a strong

relationship with parents and other family members, remains

the most promising means of providing the care and guidance

which are indispensable to securing safer behavior in young

persons.

Unfortunately, in many areas of our country, both urban and

rural, this model of care is still unavailable. It is beyond

debate that (in these special circumstances of physician

scarcity) alternatives should be developed to fill the

vacuum. Among such alternatives would certainly be

school-based health care, which seeks to provide an

impressive complement of services (logically) within the

environment in which the adolescent is to be found. Beyond
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acute episodic care, these school-based services should be

prepared to offer the evaluation and counseling essential to

prevent for in any case oddress) risk-taking behavior. Such

services should be used to promote abstinence from drug use

and sexual activity; to provide counseling for those who

choose to be sexually active; to recognize the early signs of

mental illness, including depression, suicidal tendencies and

potential violence; and to assure treatment, either on site

or by referral, of those conditions which place a young

person at continuing peril.

As risk-taking behavior among adolescents is of urgent (or at

least substantially growing) concern throughout the nation,

and since the causes of such behavior are multiple, our

interventions as advocates for children and youth must be

imaginative, comprehensive and not limited to any single

model or methodology. Regrettably, we cannot expect all

vulnerable adolescents to come to our offices for care. The

times require us now to pv sue aggressively the full range of

alternatives necessary to provide adolescents with access to

desperately needed health services. Under the forceful new

leadership of this Committee, the Acedemy pledges its

unswerving commitment to that end.
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Pim= STATEMENT OF MAKS PAUL HUNAN RIGHTS CAIIPM0/4 PUN%
WANUNOTON, DC

221011

America's youth are this nation's reatest resource.
Unfortunately, we are negleeting to provide our youth with
sufficient information, edeeation, social skills, and support they
need to remain healthy and in school.

Adolescents need to receive more health prevention education
in ordr to reduce the number of unwanted pregnancies, transmission
of HIV disease, and suieide.

Lesbian and gay youth are a population that has been
particularly neglected. These youth are two to three times more
likely to attempt suicide and ars at great risk for HIV and STDs.

There is a growing recognition among educators and child
welfare advocates that services that attempt to reach out to youth
at risk -- including lesbian and gay youth -- sare lives and keep
adolescents in school, off the streets, and healthy.

TOUTS AT RISK VOA XIV

American youth are at great risk of contracting HIV disease
and our current efforts to reduce this risk among adolescents are
failing. These youth lack the information, the social skills, and
the support they need to protect themselves.

The Centers for Disease Control reported that more than 20
percent of all persons with AIDS are 20 to 29 years of age. Given
the long latency period between infection and the onset of the
disease, many were likely infected as adolescents.

While those statistics are alarming, even more alarming is the
increase of adolescents with AIDS -- over the past twe years, the
number of adolescents with AIDS increased from 325 to 675. The
Center for Population Options reports that each year, one in six
teen-agers contracts a sexually transmitted disease.

Gay and lesbian youth, a population at great risk of HIV
infection, have been frequently ignored in efforts to reduce the
spread of AIDS among adolescents. A 1990 study by the General
Accounting Office found that wh000sexual youth, particularly males,
are of specific concern as they have been one of the high-risk
groups for HIV transmission in the United States. As youth, these
teens also search for their identity and struggle to establis
satisfying relationships, leading them, in some cases, to
experiment with heterosexual affiliations. This places lesbian
youth, who generally would be in a low-risk category, at heightened
risk of infection. Such exploration also serves as a possible link
between heterosexual and homosexual youth in the transmission of
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HIV." ( .4° rk. 0 t t

IstuolatimmisLluslisr-Ininins, GAO/HRD-90-103)
AIDS education programs are not widely available in health

clinics, community centers, or schools -- and many AIDS education
programs that currently exist Ao not address the needs specific to
lesbian and gay youth.

IMAXIAMMLAIAME_M_Mi_EIMMAMO

Because many gay and lesbian youth experiment with
heterosexual affiliations (as cited above from the 1990 Aim
ZOGALIAD GAO study), lesbian youth are at a high risk for
unintentional pregnancy. Health clinics, community services, and
schools need to address the needs specific to lesbian and gay youth
in order to reduce this risk.

Many adolescents identify themselves as lesbian or gay, or
engage in same-sex sexual activity. Unfortunately, these youth
face prejudice and discrimination at a crucial developmental stage
in their lives. Such prejudice and discrimination frequently leads
to harasssent, ostracism, and even violence againrt them. Many
schools and health clinics have not provided the support these
youth need to develop a strong self-esteem.

Because lesbian and gay youth face rejection and abuse both at
home and school, these youth are at great risk for a variety of
poychosocial problems and self-destructive behavlor such as school
failure, substance abuse, unwanted pregmancy, and suicide. These
youth are likely to run away from home and drop out of school.
While some of these youth may enter the child welfare system,
without special social services targeted to reach these youth, many
will remain outside any system of care. Lesbian and gay youth who
are fortunate enough to enter the child welfare system, frequently
find this system unsympathetic to their needs.

According to the Report of ttle Secretary's Task Force on Youth
Suicide (HMS, 1989) and a recent study in the Journal of the
American Academy of Pediatrics (June 1991), gay and lesbian youth
are two to three times more likely to attempt suicide than their
heteroserual peers.

The HES Report noted that "many suicidal youth tend to be
lonely, isolated, and withdrawn with few social support systems.
For many, traditional family structure no longer ex sts. Gay youth
Zoos rejection and abuse from family members and are often
unwelcome in yoUth groups or recreational activities. For whatever
magma, some youth avoid or are systematically excluded from group
activities. Efforts to integrate these high risk young people int,:

1b5
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the mainstream may ameliorate the risk of suicide. Specialized
groups maybe required to fulfill specific needs for some groups of

young people.*

Many adolescents identify themselves as lesbian or gay, or
engage in same-sex sexual activity. Unfortunately, these youth
face prejudice and discrimination at a crucial developmental stage
in their lives. Such prejudice and discrimination frequently leads
to harassment, ostracism, and even violence against then.
Unfortunately, many schools and health clinics have not p...ovided
the support these youth need.

Because lesbian and gay youth face rejection and abuse both at
home and seheol, these youth are at great risk for a variety of

1417tasocial problems and self-destructive behavior such as school
re, substance abuse, unwanted pregnancy, and suicide. These

youth ars likely to run away from home and drop out of school.
While some of these youth may enter the child welfare system,
without special social services targeted to reach these youth, many
will remain outside any system of care. Lesbian and gay youth who
enter the child welfare system, frequently find this system
unsympathetic to their needs.

School districts and communities that provide services and
education that take into account the needs of lesbian and gay youth
are working to save lives and keep youth healthy, at home, and in
school.

Recognizing the difficur.ies that lesbian and gay youth face,
the National Education Association passed a resolution in 1989 that

stated; °All persons, regardless of sexual orientation, shonld be
afforded equal opportunity within the public education system. The
Association further believes that every school district should
provide counseling for students who are struggling with their
sexual/gender orientation.*

In 1985-86, the Low Angeles Unified School District developed
*Project 10' -- a model program of services for students who self-
identify as gay or lesbIan or students who express conflicts over
their sexual orisatation. Originally begun as a drop-out
prevention program, Project 10 evolved into general counseling and
education vehicle for both the gay and non-gay school population.
The Project 10 model provides for education, school safety, drop-
out prevention strategies, and support services. Other school
districts in California have developed programs modeled after

Project 10.

Several other communities have developed programs that attempt
to react boneless gay and lesbian youth, to get them off the
street, and when possible, to return to acnool and their families.

1St;
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In the past three years, a few Members of Congress have
attempted to reetrict local school programs that reach out to
lesbian and gay youth by restricting funding to schools in the
Labor, MHS, and Education Appropriations bill. These attempts
failed.

In 1988 and 1989, ths Senate adopted an amendment proposed by
Senator Gordon Humphrey stating that *None of the funds made
available by this Act, shall be used to prfduce or distribute
materials directed at the teaching of school children and which
promote or encourage homosexuality or use words stating that
homosexuality is 'normal,"natural,' or 'healthy."

In both years, the HouseSenate conference deleted the
Humphrey amendment but retained a Cranston amendment stating:
RAIDS education programs that receive assistance from the Centers
for Disease Control and other education curricula dealing with
sexual activity that receive assistance under this Act, (1) shall
not be designed to promnte or encourage directly, intravenous drug
abuse or sexual activity, homosexual or heterosexual; and (2) with
regards to AIDS education programs and curricula, (A) shall be
designed to reduce exposure to and transmission of the etiologic
agent for acquired immune deficien,,,Ityndrome by providing accurate
information; and (8) shall provide information on the health risks
of promiscuous sexual activity and intravenous drug abuse.o

Everyone agrees that it is not the rola of the government to
encourage sexual activity -- heterosexual or homosexual. This is
what Congress decreed, in the 1989 Cranston amendment, for all
federal education programs dealing with sexuality.

Restrictions like the Humphrey amendment remove the right of
each school district, in consultation with teachers, counselors,
and parents, to choose the curriculum and materials most
appropriate for its students according to the standards of the
local community.

Given the high rate of gay youth suicide, runaway gay youth,
and the spread of AIDS in the adolescent population, federal
restrictions would limit the ability of educators, counselors, and
health officials to deal effectively with the attitudes underlying
these problems.

11*),,,i !Av. I .1= NE 4- 4.1- -y4.

11, Adolescents need access to persistent comprehensive health
care that includes health prevention education.

a
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Many childres fail to receive adequate health ca eithcr
through the child welfare system or the community. Scho_i health
clinics can encourage health prevention education.

A recent survey by the Roper Organization found that an
overehelming majority of Americans belie'', that children as young
as 12 should receive information about AIDS from their schools
(akinglanaost, Albs 26, 1661).

Pregnancy, HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases, and
drug abuse prevention education should begin at an early age and
should continue throughout an adolescent's school years. Education
should be frank and include information on prevention of HIV
transmission.

School districts should not rely on one-shot intense
educational effort to combat these enormous problems.

PreVention programs for RIV transaission -- and other risky
beaaviors such as drug abuse -- oust be judged by increased
knowledge, Wanes in attitudes and inducement of actual
behavioral chamges.

While the majority of Aeericans understand that sexual
abetinenee is an effective way for a youth to resain HIV-negative,
only one in seven believe that abstinence is a realistic solution
to HIV transmission. The statistics show that our youth are
becoming eexually active at an early ago. We must provide them
with adequate information and support so that they are able to make
healthy and responsible decisions about sexual activity.

AIDS education messages should be innovative and diverse,
using many channels to communicate this message.

We cannot be satisfief4 with adolescent AIDs education efforts
until sufficient research shows that those efforts are leading to
behavioral changes among adolescents.

The Public nealth Service should conduct a comprehensive
study on the sesual behavior of adoleseents.

A key component to produce AIDS prevention education efforts
that create behavioral changes among adolescents is adequate
information about the sexual behavior of youth.

I adolescents should have access to condoms through school
blelth clinics and various community organisations.

Again according to a rer_..t. Roper Organization survey, 47

percent of the American public support condom distribute in junior
high schools.
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This shows the growing understanding that because we cannot
that adolescents have and continue to engage in sexual

titIvity, adolescents must have access to condoms and bs taught to
protect themselves with the use of condoms.

Health prevention education needs to be targeted opecifically
to lesbian amd gay youth.

Se can no longer ignore this population of adolescents.
Educational programs need to be certain that their inforition and
sausages of prevention reach these youth and ars specific to their
needs.

The Departaent of Health and Human Services should encourage
school districts and communities to fully implement the
recomendations of the Neoretarre Task Force on Tooth
euioide.

Many of America's youth are at great risk for suicide. Gay
and lesbian youth are among the largest populations that attempt
suicide. Isplementation of these recommendations would be a first
step in addressing this American tragedy.

Given the difficulties facing lesbian and gay youth, more
reesareb is needed to identify and serve the needs of this
population at risk.

1b5
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PlOOPAINIS STATENINT OP Tom CIINTNII FON POPULATION OPTION* WAIIIIINOION, DC

The Center for Population Options (CVO) is nonprofit

educational organisation Jedicated to improving the qualfty of life

for adolescents by preventing unintended teenage pregnancy and tee-

early childbearing. Through its domestic and international

programs, CPO seeks to improve sdolescent decision-making through

"life plennings'and other educational programs, to improve access

to reproductive and basic health care, and to prevent the epreed

among adolescents of HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases.

For the first time in almost two decades, the birth rata among

teenagers in the united States is rising. In 1988, 488,961

teenagers gave birth, accounting for 12.5 percent of all births.

Almost ons-guarter of these births were to adolescents who already

had one or more children. The increase in birth rates wee sharpest

among young teens, ages 15 to 17 - 10* in the moan of two years.

The United States has the highest teen pregnancy rata of all

devoiloped countries, almost ti4ice that of England, France and

Canada, and mere than six times that of the Netherlands. Sore than
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a mdllion girls become pregnant in this !ountry every year: almost

half of them give birth. For policy-m.0re and the public, these

numbers are dismaying. For the hundreds of thousands of teenage

girls becoming mothers too soon, they are devastating.

Because numerous factors contribute to the epidemic rates of

teen pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases among adolescents,

no sing's. approach to solving ttese problems can hope to succeed.

However, lack of access to health information and services for

adolescents clearly contributes to the present crises. CPO is

committed to a comprebensive approach to adolescent health care

that addresses both the risk and tha risk-taking behavior and

includes health education, access to services, self-esteem and

skills-building.

Through the Support Center for School-Sased Clinics, CPO

provides information, training and technical assistance to

communities seeking to meet the unique health needs of adole-rmnts

and facilitate access to critical services by establishing a health

facility on or near school grouris.

Since the first school-basuu clinic (BBC) was founded in 1970,

the concept has gained enthusiastic support from such groups as the

National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences

(LLAWL_VAL_Eatars, 1989), the Society for Ado3-..cent Medicine,

and the National Commission on the Role of the School and the

Community in Improving Adolescent Health, wnich was jointly formed

in 1989 by the American Medical Association and the National

Association of State Boards of Education (Code,Dlue: nnitina_lor

liesIthistLicath).

I i
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A 1957 statement of the National PTA asserts that 0(a)chool-

linked health clinics are the only source of health care for many

teens. They provide a wide variety of critical services such as

immunizations, nutrition counseliny, suicide prevention programs,

drug and alc...hol abuse prevention and treatnent programs and

general heilth assesssenta. By being on or near the school

grounds, the health services are much more likely to be used.°

Most rm antly, in a report to Congress on Adolescent Health, the

Office of Technology Assessment highlighted the importance of

"school-linked or community-based centers that offer comprehensive

and accessible services designed to meet adolescents' needs for

physical accessibility, approachability,
confidentiality and low

or no cost.M

The school-based clinic movement is truly a grass-roots

movement. Communities recognizing that lack of adequate health

care services threatens the future of their adolescents and seeking

workable solutions have given significant nomentum to the movement.

The number of identified .13Ce increased
four-fold between 1984 and

1969, froz 31 to 150. At the prese-t time, CPO is aware of over

300 SSCs and bchool-linked clinics (SLCs) across the country.

School-linked and school-based clinics are not without their

critics, however. Most of the criticism - and indeed, the

strongest opposition - centers around the issue of family planning

and contraceptive SOS-Vices and counselYing. Since the results of

CPO's evaluation of six school-based clinics (attached), there has

been a steady stream of negative articles focusing on the lack of

concrete evidence that SH.Cs reduce teen pregnancy. Much of what

Oa/
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Is written in these articles distorts the truth by leaving out

information that does not support their views and by drawing

conclusions which the data do not support.

/1400nente of SW* characterize them as *birth control

programs" which promote value-free premiscuity among the students

attending schools in which they are located. Nothing could be

further from the truth. Some critics of SECA confuse "correlation"

with "causation". They cite examples of clinic schools with high

pregnancy rates compared to schools without clinics 'ith lower

pregnancy rates and (1aw the conclusioo that clinics promote

promiscuity and therefore promoted increases in pregnancy rates.

The more likely nxplanation is that SECS are started in communities

with high pregnancy rates as one way of addressing the problem.

In CFO's study where comparison schools were matched on the basis

of geographic, demographic and socio-economic characteristics,

there were no differences between clinic and comparison schools in

pregnancy rates.

Furthermore, the assumption that SBCs are primarily teen

pregnancy prevention prograna is a fundamental error. While the

initial motivation for starting soma clinics was the expectation

that 5FIC programa would be able to address teen pregnancy as part

of comprehensive medical care, family planning services are not the

primary services being offered. Even in tile few clinics where

contraceptives are available on site, family planning visits

comprise only about a quarter of the total visits.

The primary purpose of school-based clinics is to provide

health care to a typically underserved population in an easily

.1 9
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accessible location. To suggest that policymakers evaluate school-

based clinics solely on the basis of school-wide pregnancy rates

is ludicrous. CPO's evaluation of SSCs deaonstrated that it is

unrealistic to expect this intervention by itself to resolve the

problem of adolescent pregnancy. SOCs, however, can serve as one

important component of the multiple intervention* needed to sake

a difference.

Only a small percentage of SSC* actually provide

contraceptives on-sits. The lack of access as well as the message

of ambivalence this sands to sexually active students necessarily

weakens the potential of the SW's reproductive health services to

prevent pregnancies. Where contraceptives ars not available in the

clinic, students are lees likely to cons to ths clinic for

reproductive health counseling. Opportunities for health providers

to discuss responsible sexual decision-making -- including

abstinence as a possible option -- with students are undoubtedly

lost.

The provision of contraceptives on site does not result in an

increase in the percentages of students who are sexually

experienced, does not result in a decrease in the mean age at first

intercourse among sexually experienced students, nor does it result

in an increase in the frequency with whicn students engage in

intercourse. In fact, in some sites where this has been assessed,

there was evidence of less sexual activity among students attending

the clinic schools compared to the non-clinic schools. The

percentages of sexually experienced students in many schools is

very high -- sometimes over 85* -- regardless of whether an 88C is

4 (4
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present or not. Sexually active students need access to adegwate

reproductive health care.

On the basis of 1te evaluation m.cdy, CPO was able to provide

a set of recommendations which, if implemented, can improve the

SSC's ability to address the issue of adolescent pregnancy more

effectively. Some of thes recosmandations include: 1) giving a

bilh priority to pregnancy and STD prevention ; 2) conducting more

outreach into the school; 3) identifying and targeting students

engaged in sexual activity; 4) making contraceptives available

throighthe clinic; 5) implementing effective follow-up procedures;

and 6) emphasizing condoms and male responsibility.

When t%e overwhelming majority - 84% -of teen pregnancies are

unintended, it is clear that more effectivc prevention efforts are

necessary. It is high time to reassess the strategies of the last

decade. Teenagers neel sexuality atilucation that is both accurate

and cowprehensive in its discussion of birth control options,

including abstinence. They need confidential access to family

planning services and reproductive health care. And they need all

this both before and after they become sexually active.

Reducing the rates of too-early Childbearing in this country

is within our reach. Education is one key to prevention; access

to services is another. So too is a commitment to ensuring that

all teenagers have access to comprehensive health care and real

options for their futures. School-based and school-linked clinics

are ona of many strategies that show promise for achieving these

goals.
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MOW= STATEMENT OF FAYIS WATTLETON, PelISIDSPIT OF PLANNW PARENTHOOD OF
AMNIIICA. INC., WASHINGTON, DC

I as Faye Nettleton, President of Planned Parenthood Federation of America

(MA). I am appearing today on behalf of more than 30,000 huntsmen and

staff who operate our 1/2 ffiliates in 66 states and the District of Colum.

bin, the 300.000 individuals who contribute to our organisations, and above

ail, the more then 1.6 million adolescent women and men wno are served by our

clinics each year. I want to thank you, Chairwoman Schroeder. and the Select

Committee on Children. Youth and Families for the opportunity to speak about

risks to the health of American adolescents. I applaud efforts such as this

and the recent Office of Technology Ammoseent's Adolescent Neelth report that

encourage and facilitate discussion about how we can beet eery* the very reel

health needs of our youth.

I Lea

I wish I could focus my testimony. and my organization's energy. on the ways

that Titl I family planning clinics can stem the tide of the health problems

that plaints American youth. Unfortunately. recent events threaten the ability

of Title I-supported clinics to do so. and reopen adolescents to the host of

perilcus health problems that I will relate to you in this testimony.

The Supreme court recently upheld the 'gag rule in the case Rost V. Sullivan.

The 'gag rule' io a sat of Reagan-era regulations that would prohibit doctors

and counselors in Title 3-supported family planning clinics from giving preg-

nant women any information about abortion while requiring thst all pregnant
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women be referred for prenatal mare. Tbe 'peg rul reversee medical tradi-

tion Of the cosmiitment which the physieian hos to her/his patient to provide

full information within tho bounds of the law.

To allow the gomernment to define the bounds of medical discloeure has

profound implications for all. but will perhaps have the greatest invert on

adolommente for a variety of reasons. eecause adoleicents lack the financial

resources to obtain health care services through their own means, they are

more dependant on government-funded health programs. Adolanicents are also

lose abl than adults to maneuver their way through the conplexities of the

health care delivery system to obtain their needed services.

As if the rextriction on free speech in the context of discussing a young

womin's legal pregnancy options were mat bad enough, it is not the only likely

effect the 'gag rule" rule will have on health service provision to adoles-

cents. Services providers who work with adolescents atteut to the fact that

adolescents' trust in their health care providers is critical determinant of

their continued us of health services. The "gag rule' will unnermine the

trust between the adolescent and the provider. once the word hits the street

that family planning counselors aren't telling the whole truth, adoleadints

may question not only tho motivation of the provider nut aloe the validity of

all the information that is presented. Adolescents may view the Clinic COUR-

saloce as liars -- they won't differsatiat* that the counselor Le not telling

them the whole truth about pregnancy options and not withholding information

about pregnancy, sTD or HIV prevention. To the adolescents, the clinic noun-

21 b
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motors will be liars, period. This can only serve to weeken the motivation to

use the clinic's services and ineresse th chews that the adolescent will be

lost fer all of the services provided by that clinic -- from MTV education to

contraceptive services to notritloo counseling. Slot only Ls there the risk

that adolescents will be lost from the clinic's services, but eines this may

be one Of the few, or only, contacte with the health care system, they mmy be

lost fres the satige pectrum of health care services until a serious illness

necessitate@ contact. Therefore, the hopes of a few to direct women away from

their legal option of abortion my, in turn, only serve to exacerbate a host

of troubling and costly problems including Ms, HIV infection, adolescent

pregnancy snd parenting, and, through alienating them from contraceptive

providers, increase the need for abortion.

The health and well-belng of Merid&R adolescents are truly at-rish. Today's

youth ere facing health problems that are very adult in nature. yet they suet

maneuver their way through health cars system that is often unresponsive to

their needs. The focus on their age has been used to deny adolescents needed

services, rather than to call for adolescent-specific or ego-appropriate

programs to Mantes their needs. American sdolescents are doing the beet that

they can, but they Reed tares from Us to thrive. At the very least, we suet

provide them with all the information that they need In order to survive.

Perhaps there are no better examples than those of the threats of adolescent

pregnancy, mutually transmitted diseases and AIDS to illustrate hoc the "gag

r; $
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rule will threaten our abilities te address the difficulties facia, teday's

youth.

IIIIIMPSINS SLEW In SWAIM

America must face the reslity of adolescent sesual activity. According to

moues' gathered by the Alan Outtescher Institute, SO poscumt of unmarried

women and GO percept of unmarried men aged 15-19 have had mammal intercourse.

Teenagers are having sex for the first time at younger ages -- La 1979, 56

percent of unmarried men aged 17 living in metropolitan areas had had inter-

course; in 1988, 73 percent. In 1982, 19 percent of unmarried women aged 17

had had intercourse; in 1988, 27 percent. Most of the increase in female

sexual activity in the 1980s was among whit teenagers and those in higher in-

come families, narrowing previous racial, ethnic and economic differences.

Six in 10 sexually active women aged LS-19 report having had two or more

sexual partners.

2121101212lizi

Perhaps what distir,.ishas this generation of sexually active youth is that

these young Americana are being loss *adolescent about their sexuality --

they OSO responding to the risks they face by increasing their use of protec-

tion. According to data from the National Survey of yeaily growth, esweotr.

nine percent of serually active teenage women use a contraceptive method - up

from 71 percent in 1982. Fifty-seven percent of sexually active unmarried men
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aged 15-19 used a condom the last time they had intercourse, and among those

aged 17-19 in metropolitan area., modem use ewe than doubled between 1979

and 1944 from 21 percent to 54 percent. While these developments ere en-

couraging, the unfortunate fact remains that adolescest. are more likely than

any other age group to Dm nonusers) Cms Le five use no method. adoleacents

need More contraceptive education, as they use contraceptives inconsistently

and have the highest contraceptive failure ratan of any age group. It is the

waves and ineffective use of contreceptives prObleme born out of insuffi-

cient information and education -- that makes *usually active adolescents vul-

nerable to a number of health problems.

Ina !maim'

It may be that the lack of an effective federal program tart takes realistic

approach to adolsecent seruality and 7regnancy prevention has allowed the

problem of adoleecent pregnancy and parenting to become en everprelent that it

has nearly become one of the "facts of life' in America. I hope that tbe in-

adequate current program will not stifle creative pregnancy prevention and

care programs such as H.R. 1399, the Mickey island Adolescent Pregnancy

Prevention and Parenthood Act, which deserve* serious consideration by this

awes of Congress. Each yeas, more than one million teenagers - one in 10

women aged 19-19 and ona in five who are sexually active - become pregnant.

That Le approximately 2,740 young women getting pregnant every day - nearly

two pregnancies every minute. By age 13, one in four (24 percent) teenagers

will become pregnant at least once -- and more than four in 10 (44 percent)

2 1
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will de ne by age 20. Sight in 10 teenage pregnancies are um3stmeded -- nine

in 10 among unmarried teenagers and about half aong married teenegere.

Wearly one in five teenager who experience a premarital pregemscy become

prageant again within year. Within two years more than 31 percent have

repeat pregnancy.

The number of teenage pregnancies and the teem pregnancy rate rows gradually

during the 1970e but leveled off in the HMOs, is large pavt due to Lstoreased

contraceptive use. Still, U.S. teems remain unchallenged st the top of tbs

list with the highest pregnancy rates in the western world. American teens

also have one of the highest rates of abortion -- four in 10 teenage prim-

nanciss (excluding miscarriages) mid in abortion. Twenty-. pircent of all

abortions in the United States each year are to women under the age ef 20.

Svery year about four percent of women aged 15-19 have an abortion.

The 'gap rul " will most certainly exact its cruel cost st sus expense of the

over one million American teenagers who become pregnant each yesr. At that

point, these adolescents need care. support, honesty and cruet more than any

other point in their contact with the health care system. The st!Apct of the

counseling that these young MOMS receive about their pregnancies will not

just last for the duration of that counseling session, hut will affect their

future well-being. Adolescents go to a family planning clinic for medical ad-

vice, not the ideological viewpoint of a particular presidential administra-

tion.

1
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not cosily Mee unsuetected osaval intercourse place adolescents at-risk foe

pregnancy, but it also places them at-risk for sexually traeamitted disease,

lens). hppeosimately 2.S million teens contract an STD annually. That is one

in every ix teens. hdolescsate represent 20 percent of all STD cameo. Tooth

who engage &A sexual intercouree horn a higher rat of STD infections than

adults who engage in seauel intercourse. Simon most STD. are asympteentiO and

many youth do mot even recognise the eymptnee, this serves as a harrier to

their seeking STD services, and can often lead to secondary complications.

Certain type* of SIVs. Ouch ea chlaerdia end human paspillosa virus, which can

lead to infertility and cervical cancer respectively, can be treated before

becoming disabling or deadly only if than, are detected eerly. Out ths STD can

only be detected if ths adolescents hare contact with health cars providers.

For some teens, clinics that receive Title X funds are the only source of STD

testing and care; for others who are timid about discuesing seruality-releted

issues with their family's private physician, the clinic is their preferred

provider. If ths barriers of nonrecognition of symptcms and lack of access to

appropriate providers are not sufficiently formidable, the mistrust of

provider* rouged by the 'gag rule° may be the final factor to drive teems sway

from STD services altogether.

Perhaps what makes me the saddest is knowing that 10 yetre 140 1 nay hare

)
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e nded my list of risks that face adolescents who engage in unprotected someal

interlopers. at this point. Out mut, I must odd perhaps the most diabeartening

entry -- AIDS. In the 10 years niece the advent of AIDS in the Americas c0.-

asimmemse, the demogrephica of the epidemic comtinee to shift to claim a

greeter portion of Americans for at-siek categorisation. America* adolescents

are not immune to AIDS. Due to the peseible latency period of twe to 10 years

or wore Motu... DIV infection and the onset of symptoms, the number of

reported adoWeceit AID8 carn ie relatively low. This deee met represent the

o weerity of HIV infectiom in the adoleaceet pepulaties. In fact, the length

of the latency period coupled with tee fact that A 18tge WOW, of AIDS came

are persons in their twenties, makes it reasonable to MUM that a large

are of persons with AIDS contracted the virus while adolescents. As of

Detainer 31, 1990, 629 rases of AIDS amoeg 13-19 year olds were reported to

the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). The Deportment of Seelth and Semen

Service* report* that out of the estimated 1 eillion Americana infected with

HIV, 74,550 are young people between tn. IMMO of 13 sad 24. The number of

reverted AIDS cam in adolesceet women aged 13-19 iecreased 67 percent be-

tween December 1989 sad December 1990 in the 0.8. -- more than twice the La-

rsen*. among adolescent melee of the ease age for the semis time period. in

the peat year, case. amomg adeleetents ttributed to heterosexual intercourse

increased by SO percent from 14 percent to 21 pereeet. According to the CDC,

the rata of reported AIDS cam in the heterosexual tranamission endogamy

among youth (14 percect) is almoet triple that of adults (5 percent).

110 know that the populations at greatest risk for BM infection are difficult
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to mech. The ialgortance of family plenning clinics in MOO preventinn hes

been recognised in the Wealthy People 1000 Objectivme, the Ryan White CAMS Act

of 1990 and in pending legislation such se Congresewoman More/la's Wean and

MOO Outreach and Prevention Act 19.1. 2072). 96222, the *gig rUle" Mill

!WV. as a wedge of sietrust between these difficult to reach women and

adolescents and their health care providers. It you thought you were at-rish

or had a life-threatening Ulnas'', would you seek out thO services of a

provider who you know will not tell you the whole truth about the legal, medi-

cal options available to you/ I would not, but I am fortunate enough to Ae

able to afford the earvicee of a private health cars system. Others. easy

adoleecents and woman, do not have that choice.

While I prevent to you the danoers that face American edolsecents, I aleo can

report that the Title X family planning program has been directly addreseing

these problmmo to the best of its ability. Title X of the Public Health Serv-

ice Act is the core of our national family planning clinic network that

provides subsidised basic preventive health services to appronimately 1.6 sil-

lion teenagers. In addition to providing contraceptive services (including

natural family planning), Title X-supported clinics elm offer health screen-

ing assessments and either simple treatments or referral for anemia, hyperten-

ion, cervical and breast cancer, ATM Sidney dysfunction and diabetes, among

others. Clinics such as those financed through Title I often ass thm client's

initial entry point into or, in some csses, the only point of contact with the
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health care system. Tbe growing need foe the coetreceptive and basic

reprodective health services provided by Title I has been met by skriakial

federal commitment of fund*. In fiscal year 1941, Titl I wee funded at 1142

million, and after dipping to low of 1124 million in FT 1112, has been

funded at approximately $140 - $144 million free TT 1941 to ry 1990.

Bet this is a enapshot of what theee clinics were able to achieve while they

wore unosavabared by the mandated restrictions on medical information that

will be brought about with the implementation of the 'gag ruill." 1 find it

difficult to believe that with the 'gag rule in place, I will be able to

provide such an encouraging scenario in the future.

It is more than troutling to sem the potential impact of these regulations in

country that prides itself on its freedom of peech, bass its economic mys

tem on the idea of an informed consumer and celebrates it. children as its

hope tor the future. It angers se to see ideological disputes override the

health and well-being of our adolescnts. I urge you all to support legisla-

tion to overturn the "gsg rule.' And I commend the members of this committee

and you, Madam Chairterson, for providing the opportunity to discuss the chal-

lenges facing us in keeping our youth out of hare's way.

Thank you.
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